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The social and economic development of every society goes hand in hand with the social and economic development of women and the realization of their human rights. Access to, use of and control over land – and housing - are necessary cornerstones of this positive change; they contribute to peace and stability in conflict-affected contexts and to the overall improvement of women’s conditions.

The challenges in accessing land faced by women in the Muslim world do not substantially differ from those faced by women in other parts of the world. Various factors, including socially prescribed gender roles, unequal power dynamics at household and community level, discriminatory family practices, unequal access to justice, institutions and land administration processes, traditional norms and local tenure relationships serve as a barrier to women’s tenure rights. However, 20 per cent of the world’s population is Muslim and certain land-related patterns reflecting customary and religious practices emerge as common elements that create context-specific opportunities to meet these challenges.

In this report, Global Land Tool Network partners investigate these common elements, the international legal frameworks, national laws and a wide range of country experiences to promote women’s access to land in the Muslim world. This report provides practical and evidence-based guidance on how to improve women’s access to land in the specific context of the Muslim world.

The emphasis is on analysing the different types of land tenure options available and how to strengthen them in the short-to-medium term, while pursuing longer and more transformative change at the policy, legal, and implementation levels. Special attention is given to the protection of women’s land rights through inheritance – as this constitutes the main avenue through which women in the Muslim world can access land ownership – and at the time of marriage, when the land and property regime of the family is redefined. Legal and administrative reforms, access to
credit and microfinance, and access to justice are presented as important conditions for change. Further, the report dedicates a full section to the protection of displaced women's land and housing rights, which is a pressing priority for governments, humanitarian and development actors alike.

I commend this report to all involved in sustainable and inclusive development and in the promotion of women's land rights in the Muslim world and beyond. Success in ensuring women's access to, use of, and control over land is essential for creating more equitable, productive and peaceful societies, for the benefit of women, men and future generations.

Maimunah Mohd Sharif
Executive Director
United Nations Human Settlements Programme (UN-Habitat)

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

INTRODUCTION AND KEY MESSAGES

Women’s access to land is crucial to ensure social and economic development and food security; it contributes to the realization of human rights, empowerment and participation of women; it helps to protect women from violence and health hazards, and it enables them to play a bigger role in the stabilization of societies in crisis and conflict. For women, access to land means security, stability, independence and freedom.

Unfortunately, socially prescribed gender roles, unequal power dynamics at household and community level, discriminatory family practices, unequal access to justice, institutions and land administration processes, traditional norms and local tenure relationships frequently deny women adequate access to land for farming, housing, or other social and economic purposes. Such challenges are faced by women in the Muslim world as well as in other parts of the world. However, 20 per cent of the world’s population is Muslim and - despite the significant national differences encountered - certain common land-related patterns reflecting customary and religious practices emerge in the Muslim world as elements that shape the way women can access to, use of and control over land.

This report looks at global normative work, regional frameworks, and good country-level practices, it provides an analysis of the most important aspects to be taken into consideration to successfully secure women’s access to land in the Muslim world and makes a set of evidence-based and context specific recommendations for action.

The report builds on key concepts, tools and approaches developed in the past decade by the Global Land Tool Network, such as the continuum of land rights, the fit-for-purpose land administration, the appreciation of the diversity of women, and the engagement with aspects of Islamic land law for the
professional backgrounds. The key GLTN from different geographical contexts and involving a wide range of land practitioners research, peer review and action learning was an interactive process of consultations, of the content and of the recommendations organizations, communities and donors.

The methodology used for the development of the content and of the recommendations was an interactive process of consultations, research, peer review and action learning involving a wide range of land practitioners from different geographical contexts and professional backgrounds. The key GLTN partners that contributed to this report are UN-Habitat, the University of East London, the Arab Union of Surveyors, the Urban Training and Studies Institute, and the International Islamic University of Malaysia. Other organizations contributed at different steps of the process, including the Norwegian Refugee Council, Habitat International Coalition and other local and regional civil society organizations. Financial contributions from the Netherlands, Sweden and Norway made the development and publication of this report possible.

**WHAT PROTECTS WOMEN’S ACCESS TO LAND**

International frameworks, national laws, religious and customary laws exist to protect and regulate women’s land, housing and property rights. The report outlines the main features of these instruments and gives recommendations on how to ensure that they play their role in protecting and promoting women’s land rights. Gender-responsive constitutions, national policies and state laws - and their enforcement - are the main avenue through which increased access to land for women should be pursued. Alignment of national laws with international human rights instruments is a key priority to ensure the abolishment of gender discrimination.

Of particular relevance are the Islamic land law provisions, which prescribe women’s rights as they pertain to owning, inheriting and using land, although these are not homogeneously incorporated in national legislation, not always interpreted or implemented correctly and at times overridden by customary discriminatory practices.

The report outlines how different legal systems can coexist in what is commonly defined as “legal pluralism” and provides recommendations on how to intervene in such contexts. Guidance is provided on the harmonization of the land-related provisions across the different systems and the clear definition of when different sets of laws can be applied.

Other important actions to be taken include the revision, amendment and transformation of the existing laws in a gender-responsive manner; developing the capacities of different actors who have a role in making, modifying or applying the law; the dissemination of information about rights, laws and regulations; and improving access to justice and land administration services for women.

**HOW WOMEN CAN ACCESS LAND**

There are various ways in which women can access land (individual or joint ownership, tenancy, rights of use, etc.) and each of them offers a different degree of tenure security and entry points for intervention. In line with the continuum of land rights approach, it may be that the best option in one context may not be in another, or that the most secure tenure option does not reach out to a sufficient number of women within a reasonable time frame. Determining the best tenure options to be promoted and developed in a specific context requires careful consideration. All possibilities should be considered with the aid of good information and data on what options are available, what women’s needs and aspirations are, and what is the prevailing environment (e.g. women are free from threats of violence, are educated, etc.). Greater attention needs to be given to strengthening women’s use rights through a range of case-appropriate interventions, as this is often how women gain access to land and housing in Muslim countries.

**INHERITANCE**

Research shows that inheritance is the main avenue through which Muslim women acquire independent ownership of land and housing. Inheritance is one of the most regulated fields of law and it is therefore important that adequate awareness of the inheritance provisions and capacity of those involved in regulating the issue are developed. Religious leaders, judges, communities and women themselves need to be adequately sensitized and informed on the matter.

The report also recommends promoting a holistic approach to estate planning and management by families. Complementary mechanisms to increase women’s access land and housing are proposed to counterbalance women’s lesser inheritance rights; these include the use of wills, gifts, dower, and others. Further, the renunciation of inheritance rights and the practices of excluding female family members from inheriting parts of the deceased’s estate should be combated and minimized. Adequately addressing these issues has the potential to really bring about a change in the lives of women in the Muslim world, particularly if combined with awareness and capacity development.

**MARRIAGE**

Marriage plays an extremely important role in defining women’s access to land and it is a key entry point to (re)equilibrate the relationship between the spouses and their access to housing, land and property. The two corner stones of this approach are awareness-raising for the families of the couple and better understanding of the mechanisms to define property regimes for the couple at the time of marriage. Joint marital property is an important and still largely untapped avenue to increase access to land, property and housing for women in the Muslim world. The type of marital contract, the national laws governing marriage, and the level of understanding of the different actors involved in contracting marriages all have an important effect on how women access land, not only when they are married, but when their spouse dies, or they are divorced. The legal system, support groups and organizations, and
governments can do much to improve women’s rights to land in this area.

LEGAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE REFORMS AND ACCESS TO CREDIT

Although not specific to Muslim contexts, the report highlights how legal and administrative reforms of the land sector are required. Expensive, bureaucratic and gender blind land administration practices effectively prevent women from using land administration services, hampering their access, use and control over land. Interventions to increase access to credit and microfinance for women are also needed to level the playing field and make women’s access to land fair and less difficult. The report provides a set of specific recommendations on this.

FOCUS ON DISPLACED WOMEN

Displaced women need special support because of the extremely challenging conditions under which they live and the many obstacles and dangers they face. Access to land and housing will significantly ease their plight. This can be promoted by holistic approaches that consider the increasingly urban and protracted nature of displacement, balance the needs of the displaced and host communities, and that assess the value of short-term solutions against their sustainability and effectiveness in the medium to long term. Strengthening the tenure options that provide short-term solutions to larger number of women and their families should be privileged and made more effective. Cross-sectoral approaches must be developed to ensure that land and tenure security interventions are integrated into other pressing priorities at the time of conflict, for which increased coordination among humanitarian and development actors is needed.

SUMMARY OF THE RECOMMENDATIONS

The report ends with a section summarizing the recommendations emerging, including those that are of relevance beyond the Muslim world or are of benefit also to men, their families and the entire communities. The recommended actions are of different scope, scale, depth and envisaged duration, and they can be combined and sequenced differently in different contexts.

Access to land - The report refers to “access to land” as a short formulation for “access to, use of, and control over land”. “Access to land” also entails “access to tenure security” and includes access to housing, as it is linked to the protection of housing, land and property rights.

Muslim world – The report refers to “the Muslim world” to indicate those contexts where the influence of Muslim laws and practices have a significant influence. This includes Muslim majority countries and countries with significant Muslim minorities, but it can also apply to relatively small Muslim communities living in non-Muslim contexts. It also happens that practices of Muslim communities have some influence on non-Muslim communities living side by side to them. The content presented in the report could be useful to intervene in such communities as well.

Women living in Muslim contexts – The content of the report is particularly relevant for Muslim women and non-Muslim women married to Muslim men. However, some practices of Muslim communities can influence to varying degrees practices of non-Muslim communities living side by side to them. The content presented in this report should be red in this light.

Islamic land law - Islamic law (sharia) is a man-made code of religious law based on a hierarchy of sources of law, of which the Quran and the Sunna are – in this order – the most important ones. Section 2.4 of the report describes what is Islamic land law in more detail.
Access to land is a key element that allows women and men to fully play their role in building peaceful, stable and prosperous societies and to enjoy the full range of human rights. Indeed, the social and economic development of communities and societies cannot take place in a sustainable manner without the full contribution of women. This report provides practical and evidence-based guidance on how to improve women’s access to land in the specific context of the Muslim world.

The challenges in accessing land faced by women in the Muslim world do not substantially differ from those faced by women in other parts of the world. Socially prescribed gender roles, unequal power dynamics, discriminatory family practices, unequal access to institutions and land administration processes, traditional norms and local tenure relationships frequently deny women the chance to adequately access land. The statistics speak for themselves: women are responsible for the production of 60 to 80 per cent of food in developing countries, yet they rarely own the land they work, they have little tenure security, limited decision-making power and little control over how to use the land or its outputs. The laws or customary practices of 102 countries still deny women the same rights to access land as men. Gender inequality in relation to land and other productive resources is intimately related to women’s poverty and exclusion, a problem certainly not confined to but present in the Muslim world.

While consolidated gender disaggregated data on women’s access to land and resources in the Muslim world – and globally – is missing, evidence from case studies indicates that women’s ownership of land and overall access to and control over it is very low. In Middle East and North African countries, “unequal inheritance rights are linked to women’s poor access to land and property: only 4 per cent of women have land titles.” In South Asia, “women have limited opportunities to access or own land and other productive resources in their own name. Studies suggest that in Afghanistan only 2 per cent of women own land. Positive steps toward gender equality in this area include Pakistan’s 2011 Anti-Women Practices Law, which seeks to protect women’s right to inherit. Other

1 SIGI 2014 Synthesis Report, OECD Development Centre
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countries have introduced legislation on land ownership (e.g. Afghanistan), however the prevalence of customary or religious laws continues to undercut these civil law protections". In East Asia and the Pacific, "women lack rights to own and control land and non-land assets and to access credit". These factors negatively affect other important aspects of the overall social development of women, "reduce income-generating opportunity for women, lower decision-making power for women within the household, increase food insecurity for women and their families and make women and their families more vulnerable to poverty".

Despite national legislations and Islamic land law provisions being, at times, relatively progressive about women’s rights, in practice, various forms of gender discrimination in some predominantly Muslim contexts can be observed. Even when the legal, religious and institutional provisions protect – at least partially - women’s inheritance rights, for instance, their enjoyment by women is often jeopardized in practice.

Twenty per cent of the world’s population is Muslim. There is a great range of differences between Muslim-majority countries, and women themselves are not a homogeneous group. It is, however, possible to see common land-related patterns reflecting customary and religious laws and practices in the Muslim world. This constitutes an important entry point for gender-responsive and culturally accepted interventions that increase women’s access to land.

In this report, Global Land Tool Network partners look at these common elements - along with international legal frameworks, national laws and a wide range of country experiences - to provide practical and evidence-based guidance on how to improve women’s access to land in the specific context of the Muslim world.

OBJECTIVE OF THE REPORT

The objective of this report is to provide practical and evidence-based guidance on how to improve women’s access to land in the specific context of the Muslim world. The document not only gives information on the key relevant frameworks and ways through which women can access ownership, use and control over land, but it also reflects on successful interventions and key elements of change that, combined, have shown potential for getting positive results. Gender and land tenure are intertwined with social, economic and political power dynamics. For technical interventions to have an impact on women’s lives, they need to be explicitly linked to these power dynamics in a way that creates positive change for women. This document looks into these combined aspects.

The report also looks at the different elements influencing women’s access to land in the context of legal pluralism,

---
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where international human rights and legal frameworks, national laws, customs and practices are interwoven and can be looked at to promote women’s access to land in a pragmatic way, to learn from approaches and experiences that have proven to be effective in making changes for women in the Muslim world.

Conclusions and recommendations are provided to guide the establishment and implementation of sustainable and effective interventions to increase women’s access to land; it is an important precondition to the achievement of peace, stability and economic prosperity in the Muslim world.

The Global Land Tool Network envisages that the findings of this work will be used to improve understanding of and to develop capacities on women’s access to land and property issues, and to advocate for concrete interventions in favour of women’s access to land in the Muslim world. It is also hoped that the narrative around women access to land will be expanded to include the whole range of tenure options that are available to women—beyond land ownership alone—and that this narrative is redefined to promote a positive and pragmatic engagement with Islamic land law principles as an effective way to promote women’s access to housing and land in the Muslim world.

Although the focus of the publication is on women’s access to land and the content is presented in that light, the tools and approaches proposed benefit both women and men, as they support inclusive and equitable distribution of land resources across different sectors of the society. Contexts where women have access to land and property are also likely to be more equitable for different categories of men, minorities and vulnerable people.

Further, not all women living in Muslim contexts are Muslim, as communities of different religious backgrounds have been coexisting for centuries in most countries. Some of the arguments and topics presented might be more relevant for Muslim women than for women of other religions living in Muslim contexts, but the publication intends to provide useful information on how to increase access to land of all women living in the Muslim world, regardless of their religion.

**TARGET AUDIENCE**

This report is intended for a wide range of policymakers, land practitioners, development and humanitarian workers, civil society, women’s organizations and donors involved in development and humanitarian work at the family, community, national and international levels. While specific sections can be used directly by local women’s associations, traditional and religious leaders, it is envisaged that the report’s contents be adapted to specific contexts to support interventions at the national and local level.

**CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORKS**

This publication builds on knowledge and expertise developed by different Global Land Tool Network partners in the past decade. The conceptual frameworks and best practices elaborated here constitute the knowledge base for the development of this publication and form part of the recommendations for the implementation of interventions to improve access to land for women in the Muslim world.

**Islamic land principles**

The body of knowledge developed at the University of East London and UN-Habitat is one of this report’s most important sources for the identification of Islamic land principles and offers avenues for enhancing land and property rights for women and vulnerable people’s categories. Sait and Lim’s Land Law and Islam: Property and Human Rights in the Muslim World is the main reference together with Islamic Land, Property and Housing Rights in the Muslim World training manual and Islamic Principles and Land: Opportunities for Engagement.

**The continuum of land rights**

The continuum of land rights is the cornerstone of the Global Land Tool Network’s conceptual framework philosophy and approach, and underpins this publication. It is an inclusive concept that recognizes the existence and validity of a range of types of land rights (rights of use, occupancy, lease, ownership), qualities of rights (formal, informal, customary, short or long duration) and rights holders (individuals, groups, tribes, communities). It advocates for the progressive strengthening of the range of appropriate, legitimate land tenure arrangements in each specific context as being the most effective, scalable and time efficient way to improve access to land for all.

Land tenure is frequently described in opposing terms: formal/informal, legal/not legal, secure/insecure, de facto/de jure. In practice, however, a broad and complex spectrum of tenure arrangements exists between these extremities, lying along a “continuum”. The rights along the continuum may be documented and undocumented, formal and informal, for individuals and groups, including pastoralists and residents of slums and other settlements, they may be legal or not legal, and they may overlap. Registered individual ownership is seen as one of the appropriate and legitimate forms, each of which has its advantages and disadvantages. The most appropriate form’s depends on the context, on what best suits the social, cultural and economic needs of local communities and the needs of responsible land administration authorities at a particular time.

The continuum of land rights concepts provides for the recognition of, and increase in, tenure security across the spectrum of land rights, with the opportunity for movement and progressive strengthening of these numerous tenure forms. The concept has been widely embraced by global, regional and national institutions and organizations, even if, at times, it is described with different wording. Key resources on the continuum of land rights...
have been developed by the Global Land Tool Network.8

The continuum approach is extremely important in the Muslim world because a wide range of tenure types is common practice. Further, this conceptual framework supports a deeper understanding of Muslim women’s land rights, because such rights are often strongly nested in family rights.

**Fit for purpose land administration**

The fit-for-purpose land administration approach has emerged in recent years as a game changer in the provision of quick, affordable and practical land administration solutions, especially for developing countries. **Fit-for-Purpose Land Administration** (World Bank and the International Federation of Surveyors, 2014) and **Fit-for-Purpose Land Administration: Guiding Principles for Country Implementation** (UN-Habitat, GLTN, Dutch Kadaster International, 2016) are the two guiding documents.

Currently, three quarters of the world’s population – the poor and the most vulnerable in particular – and the overwhelming majority of women do not have access to formal systems to register and safeguard their land rights. National and regional land organizations have therefore refocused their discussion on designing land administration systems that allow this issue to be addressed by managing current land issues within a specific country or region in a relatively short time and for relatively low and affordable cost in a participatory and inclusive way.

The key characteristics of the fit-for-purpose land administration approach are to be flexible, focused on people’s needs (e.g. provide tenure security and control of land use), participatory in capturing and using data with community support, affordable for the government to establish and operate and for society to use, reliable, attainable in a short time and within available human and financial resources, and incrementally upgradeable.

The fit-for-purpose approach proposes the use of general boundaries (rather than more precise fixed boundaries), the use of aerial imageries or high-resolution satellite imagery rather than field surveys, and the use of a variety of accuracies depending on the purpose rather than on technical standards.

The Global Land Tool Network believes that, by embracing and implementing fit-for-purpose land administration approaches, governments and land professionals will successfully remove many of the barriers that prevent women, people living in poverty and minorities from accessing land. Such interventions can take many forms, such as improving and reducing the costs of land registration practices, simplifying land transactions, and using information and data developed by communities rather than relying on spatial information produced by land professionals, etc.

**The diversity of women**

Women are not a homogeneous group; they have different needs, experiences and aspirations, and they live in very diverse social, political, economic and cultural contexts which affect their relationship to land and tenure. Some of these differences are recognized more than others (women living in rural or urban settings, different marital status, displaced women) and the literature on this presents a rich bouquet of land and property challenges encountered across the diverse worlds of women and their tenure. However, policy and programming recommendations are often still based on the homogeneous gender dichotomy (women-men) that do not offer an adequate level of understanding to constitute a solid base for change. Instead of addressing women as a homogeneous group, it is important to look at the intersection of different identities and how these influence women’s access to land in different contexts.

Relevant literature by the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR), UN-Women,10 the Food and Agriculture Organization exists.11 GLTN, UN-Habitat and UN-Women are to issue a policy paper called Pathways to Equal and Secure Land Tenure for Women12 that further addresses the complexity of this diversity and how to take better account of it to bring about change in the lives of women. This publication unpacks the complexity of women’s worlds, but more care and attention to this will be needed when adapting and applying these guidelines to specific contexts.

**METHODOLOGY**

This report was developed by GLTN partners through an interactive process of consultations, research, peer review and action learning. A wide range of land practitioners from different geographical contexts and professional backgrounds was involved, including academics, civil society representatives, architects, urban planners, lawyers, government representatives, notaries, judges and other professionals. Building on the work previously done by GLTN on the combined use of Islamic land principles and international frameworks to strengthen access to land for all, GLTN partners identified the need to focus further on gender issues and to develop a way to put this knowledge into practice to tackle an issue of priority: increasing women’s access to land in the Muslim world.

At an event in Cairo in May 2013, participants reflected on how to practically improve the position of women with regard to accessing housing, land and property rights. A smaller group of practitioners with


9 GLTN estimates that only about 2 per cent of the world’s land is registered.


experience in this field was identified to take the work forward and develop a set of guidelines that would build on practical experience and evidence on the ground. The nature of the topic called for an innovative approach: the use of action learning that allows the group to reflect on knowledge and experiences in a different way, rather than approaching the topic from a purely academic or developmental point of view.

The small group of people worked collectively to draft these guidelines. They gathered virtually for a number of months to develop the document through peer review, presentation and facilitated action learning sessions. The work-in-progress was presented and refined several times, enriching it with inputs and validation and was also improved by a desk review of important publications on related topics produced by GLTN partners that are consistently referred to in this report and are listed in the references.

The Global Land Tool Network

Secure land tenure and property rights are fundamental for people to get access to adequate housing, food security and livelihoods. Land tenure security is indispensable for the realization of human rights, poverty reduction for achieving economic prosperity, and sustainable development leading to attainment of the Sustainable Development Goals.

The Global Land Tool Network (GLTN) is a coalition of international partners contributing to increased access to land and tenure security for all. GLTN partners are organizations drawn from the rural and urban civil society, international research and training institutions, bilateral and multilateral organizations, and international professional bodies.

GLTN develops, disseminates and implements pro-poor and gender-responsive land tools. These tools and approaches contribute to land reform, good land governance, inclusive land administration, sustainable land management and functional land sector coordination.

The core values of GLTN are: pro-poor, equitable, gender-responsive, affordable, sustainable and systematically large scale and scalable. The key elements of the GLTN philosophy are: land tools as an entry point in the land sector; partnership and collaboration; the continuum of land rights approach; and the fit-for-purpose land administration. The areas of GLTN’s work are: development of land tools, advocacy and knowledge management, capacity development and implementation of land tools at regional and country level.

More information on the Global Land Tool Network can be found at www.gltn.net

13 “Action learning is a rigorous process of exploring a topic with a small group of peers and a facilitator. The presenter describes the challenge or identifies a question they wish to work on and the group asks questions to explore and probe. The presenter eventually moves to identify action steps and receives feedback from their peers,” says Ruth Cook, Director of Action Learning Associates. See www.actionlearningassociates.co.uk.

14 A practitioners’ group meeting was held in Jordan in October 2014; a paper was presented at the 2015 World Bank Land and Poverty Conference; the work was also presented at the Surveying and Development Conference in October 2015 in Egypt.
This module summarizes some of the most compelling arguments around which national and local narratives should be developed to advocate for women’s access to land. Advocacy emerged from consultations and the literature review as one very important element needed at national and local levels to bring positive change in the lives of women and their communities. The content of this module largely applies to women living both in Muslim and non-Muslim contexts.

**KEY MESSAGE 1: WOMEN’S ACCESS TO LAND ENSURES SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND FOOD SECURITY**

Social and economic development of communities and societies cannot be sustainable without the full contribution of women. Access to land\(^{15}\) enables women to fully play their role and better contribute to the social and economic development of their communities and societies.

Numerous studies have shown that secure rights to land and property for women can lead to increased agricultural productivity and production,\(^{16}\) making this a foundation stone of the fight to ending poverty. Women are responsible for the production of 60 to 80 per cent of food in developing countries,\(^{17}\) yet they rarely own the land they work, they have little tenure security, limited decision-making power and little control over how to use the land or its outputs. In Bangladesh, for instance, women constitute 68 per cent of agricultural labour force but only 5 per cent of those have decision making and management control over agricultural land holdings. In Mali, these figures are respectively 68 and 3 per cent.\(^{18}\) Such restricted decision-making power for the majority of the agricultural labour force leads to low investment and productivity loss, which negatively affects families and children.

Women’s access to and control over productive resources, including land, and independent income have been shown to
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15 Land includes housing, spaces to be used for productive activities and income generation, agricultural land, wetland, pasture, rangeland, forests, etc.


strenthen women’s autonomy and bring about long-term benefits for society, such as higher investment in children’s education, health and nutrition, the reduction of fertility rates, and an increase in the well-being of future generations. Access to land and tenure security is recognized as an asset for both men and women and provides old-age support and status.

KEY MESSAGE 2: WOMEN’S ACCESS TO LAND CONtributes TO THE REALIZATION OF hUMAN RIGHTS

The positive correlation between ensuring women’s rights to land and other productive resources and improved household welfare has repercussions for the enhanced enjoyment of a broad range of rights for women. Tenure security – including protection from forced eviction - is fundamental to the realization of the right to an adequate standard of living and the right to adequate housing, and it is directly linked to dignity. Tenure security is a fundamental right of every individual but its realization and protection are particularly important for the most vulnerable, the poor, Indigenous People and local communities for whom access to land is often the only form of security. This is often also the case for women; access to land allows them to provide for their day-to-day needs and those of their families, and to weather some of life’s most difficult challenges. Regardless of whether a woman lives in a rural or urban setting, land rights also have major implications for the achievement and enjoyment of other human rights, such as the right to equality, food, health, work and education.

KEY MESSAGE 3: WOMEN’S ACCESS TO LAND CONtributes TO THEIR EMPOWERMENT AND PARTICIPATION

Access to land is important for women’s empowerment, rebalancing power within the family and society and increasing civic engagement and public participation. Women’s poverty is directly related to the absence of economic opportunities, lack of access to economic resources, including land ownership and inheritance, a lack of access to education, credit and support services and their minimal participation in decision-making processes. A diminished threat of forced eviction and secure land rights boost women’s sense of confidence and security, increasing their bargaining power in the home and outside.

Women’s access to land and housing is also a critical factor in defining social security, status and identity, elements that are directly linked to participation in local decision-making processes and political power. “Land also has great cultural, religious and legal significance. There is a strong correlation in many societies between decision-making powers and the quantity and quality of land rights one holds. In rural areas, social inclusion or exclusion often depend solely on the individual’s landholding status. Even in urban areas, the right to participate in municipal planning, in community decisions and sometimes elections can depend on the status of an individual as a resident or home owner.”

The introduction of gender quotas for participation in land-related decision-making processes is a valid option. Critics of this approach claim it leads to nominal representation and not to meaningful contributions from women in decision making processes. However, empowerment is a slow, incremental process and gender quotas allow women to gradually become more assertive and knowledgeable, with valuable inputs to decision-making.

Access to land includes the access to public spaces and the ability of women and girls to participate in public and social life. Women’s freedom of access to public spaces is still restricted in some countries, although these restrictions are gradually being contested or removed.

KEY MESSAGE 4: WOMEN’S ACCESS TO LAND CAN PROTECT THEM FROM VIOLENCE AND hEALTH hAZARDS

The relationship between women’s housing, land and property rights and gender-based violence is multifaceted. Evidence shows that women’s ownership of property is associated with lower levels of both physical and psychological domestic violence. Women who own land and housing are more capable of leaving violent relationships and have the financial security necessary to provide for themselves and their dependents. Access to tenure security and productive resources is also an important factor in reducing women’s vulnerability to violence and HIV, as this access puts women in a better position to step away from violent relationships and avoid engaging in sexually risky behaviour. Tenure security also empowers women to cope with the social and economic impact of the HIV epidemic at the household level.

On the other hand, claiming rights to land and property from male family members can expose women to psychological and physical violence, death in extreme cases, and can lead to ostracism and abandonment by their families. This is one reason why women, especially in conservative societies characterized by weak rule of law, are reluctant to demand the enforcement of their rights or opt for mediated solutions in which they renounce some of their rights in exchange for a peaceful process and maintaining family harmony. Issues of human behaviour should be understood and not underestimated or dismissed as “irrational”. Some categories or sections of the society perceive some behaviours as more remunerative than others in terms of social acceptance and social gains. Although development actors might find it difficult to measure and factor into their developmental equations such

---


20 Women’s Access to Land – Principles for Equitable Gender Inclusion in Land Administration. FIG No. 24.


24 “Strengthening Displaced Women’s Housing, Land and Property Rights in Afghanistan” (2014). NRC.
considerations, it is important to note that some of these values are worth respecting, although they may not necessarily favour women. However, where gross violations of women’s rights are experienced, there is the need to be aware of these shortcomings and address the problem. To mitigate such risks, a combination of measures needs to be put in place to support women on different issues (psychological and social support, alternative and safe accommodation, economic independency, etc.).

**KEY MESSAGE 5: ACCESS TO LAND ENABLES WOMEN TO PLAY A BIGGER ROLE IN THE STABILIZATION OF SOCIETIES IN CRISIS AND CONFLICT**

Women’s critical role in peacebuilding is highlighted by the United Nations Secretary General’s report on Women’s Participation in Peacebuilding, which draws attention to women’s contributions to ensuring family and community food security and the relationship between food insecurity and conflict. Women’s participation in post-conflict mediation structures, land management bodies and natural resources management are considered to be extremely important in societies emerging from crisis or conflict. Equally, United Nations Security Council Resolution 1325 reaffirms the important role of women in the prevention and resolution of conflicts, peace negotiations, peace-building, peacekeeping, humanitarian response and post-conflict reconstruction. The resolution calls on all parties in conflict to take special measures – including access to land and housing - to protect women and girls from gender-based violence, particularly rape and other forms of sexual abuse, in situations of armed conflict. Further, United Nations Security Council Resolution 1889 calls for the further strengthening of women’s participation in peace processes.

Women’s access to land has also proved to lead to more resilience in societies in crisis or conflict, as this enables them to mitigate the negative economic and social consequences and better play their role as breadwinners, heads of households and caregivers to those in need. At the same time, access to land and housing provides significant support to displaced women, as it guarantees the economic independence that is needed in conflict-affected contexts where the safety net of family support is missing and social isolation that can prove very challenging for women.

Further, there is increased realization that denying large segments of society from equitable access to land imposes high unanticipated costs, as it can be a major contributing factor to extreme poverty, aid dependence, social instability, conflicts and civil unrest, and migration. A more equitable access to land and tenure security for all, including women and youth, is therefore a cornerstone for building a more inclusive, equitable and peaceful society.

Lastly, it is increasingly recognized that housing, land and property rights violations are used as an instrument of war, for ethnic cleansing, changing the demography of conflict-affected areas and as a way of securing resources and support from militia fighters. Emerging evidence from ongoing conflicts in Iraq and Libya supports this and makes clear how protecting the land rights of women and men in conflict-affected contexts is crucial for peace building and stabilization.

**KEY MESSAGE 6: ACCESS TO LAND MEANS SECURITY, STABILITY, INDEPENDENCE AND FREEDOM FOR WOMEN**

While the key messages highlighted above are drawn from the different literature reviewed, the numerous consultations undertaken during the preparation of these guidelines pointed very strongly at a few key elements that women associate with access to land. These are: security, stability, independence and freedom. In this light, access to land represents an important aspect of a woman’s livelihood, dignity and safety, regardless of her ethnicity, religion, marital status, age and income.

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

It is important to raise awareness nationally and internationally on the importance of increasing women’s access to land for the realization of the broader social and economic development of the society, the realization of human rights, increased women’s empowerment and participation, protection from gender-based violence and health hazards, and to stabilize societies affected by conflicts. To support advocacy, education and information efforts, evidence of the benefits of women’s access to land needs to be generated through targeted research, and gender disaggregated data collection.

---
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This module looks at how access to land, housing and property rights of women are protected and regulated by international and regional frameworks and national, Islamic and customary laws. A better understanding of such provisions, how they relate to each other and how to work with them in the prevailing context of legal pluralism is an important basis for engaging in increasing access to land for women in the Muslim world.

Although significant national variations exist, most Muslim-majority countries have ratified international treaties and frameworks that protect women’s housing, land and property rights, even if this is with reservations about certain articles related to gender equality. National legislation equally generally protects access to land for women, although full equality is not always guaranteed, particularly in some areas of land-related family law. Islamic land law and customary laws also provide important entry points and opportunities for protecting and promoting women’s access to land.

In spite of this, in most Muslim majority countries, practices are lagging behind, severely discriminating against women. Lack of awareness and understanding of the different legal frameworks at play and gaps, overlaps and contradictions among the different laws contribute to the creation of the gap between laws and implementation, a gap that this module aims to fill.

2.1 INTERNATIONAL LAW AND OTHER INSTRUMENTS

International law and frameworks are key global cornerstones in the protection of women’s land rights across geographical regions and cultural and religious differences. Women’s access to land is solidly linked to broader issues of women’s and human rights, whose legitimacy is well recognized globally, including in the Muslim world. International human rights instruments can be classified into two categories: declarations, adopted by bodies such as the United Nations General Assembly, which are not legally binding although they may be politically so as soft law, and conventions, which are legally binding instruments concluded under international law.

Declarations and frameworks

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, adopted by the United Nations in 1948, asserts that: “Everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth in this declaration, without distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status.” The
specific rights articulated in the declaration that relate to land and property include the rights to equality before the law and to equal protection, the right to own property and the right to adequate housing.

A number of human rights instruments also deal specifically with women’s rights, including their rights to property and inheritance. The Declaration on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women, adopted by the United Nations General Assembly in 1967, states that: “All appropriate measures, particularly legislative measures, shall be taken to ensure to women, married or unmarried, equal rights with men in the field of civil law, and in particular the right to acquire, administer, enjoy, dispose of and inherit property, including property acquired during marriage.” This declaration opened the door for the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women, illustrated in the section below.

There are other recent, non-binding international frameworks that stress the importance of access to land for all and for women. The key ones are the Voluntary Guidelines on the Responsible Governance of Tenure of Lands, Fisheries and Forest in the Context of National Food Security, the Sustainable Development Goals, and the New Urban Agenda. Although not internationally binding, the importance of the Voluntary Guidelines is in the fact that they were negotiated internationally and finally approved in 2012. They are the first international guidance on land governance and strongly reassert the responsibility of states to “ensure that women and girls have equal tenure rights and access to land, fisheries and forests independent of their civil and marital status”. Further, the Voluntary Guidelines say that “states should consider the particular obstacles faced by women and girls with regard to tenure and associated tenure rights, and take measures to ensure that legal and policy frameworks provide adequate protection for women, and that laws that recognize women’s tenure rights are implemented and enforced. (…) states should develop relevant policies, laws and procedures through participatory processes involving all affected parties, ensuring that both men and women are included from the outset”.

The Sustainable Development Goals, contained in paragraph 54 of the United Nations Resolution A/RES/70/1 of 2015, also reflect the growing international acceptance of the centrality of secure access to land by all people and the need for gender equality in tenure. Women’s secure access to, control and ownership of productive resources – land in particular – features prominently in four goals: Goal 1 - to end poverty; Goal 2 – to achieve food security; Goal 5 - gender equality and empower

31 Target 1.4: By 2030, ensure that all men and women, in particular the poor and the vulnerable, have equal rights to economic resources, as well as access to basic services, ownership and control over land and other forms of property, inheritance, natural resources, appropriate new technology and financial services, including microfinance.

32 Target 5.a: Undertake reforms to give women equal rights to economic resources, as well as access to ownership and control over land and other forms of property, financial services, inheritance and natural resources, in accordance with national laws.
rights. International law supports gender equality and has upheld women’s rights to land and property since the 1940s; a number of legal instruments assert these rights. The majority of Muslim countries have signed and ratified these treaties and therefore have obligations to respect human rights and housing, land and property rights. Some countries requested reservations or opt-out clauses regarding some aspects of women’s rights that, although at times not directly related to land, have a negative impact on how women access land, housing and property. However, the overall relevance of these treaties is unquestionable, and it is important to build on the most relevant ones when protecting and promoting women’s access to land in Muslim contexts. The most relevant ones are below.

The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), adopted in 1966, elaborate and codify the rights articulated in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. They explicitly recognize the right to equality between women and men and the right to non-discrimination, which have direct implications for women’s access to property, inheritance and state allocations of land and property. General Comment No. 28 of the United Nations Human Rights Committee on Article 3 of the ICCPR adopted in 2000, explicitly requires that: “The grounds for divorce and annulment should be the same for men and women, as well as decisions with regard to property distribution, alimony and the custody of children. (...) Women should also have equal inheritance rights to those of men when the dissolution of marriage is caused by the death of one of the spouses.”

The Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) of 1979 calls for equal rights in owning and administering property without discrimination and “equal treatment in land and agrarian reform”. It also forbids discrimination against women in their enjoyment of “adequate living conditions, particularly in relation to housing”. CEDAW’s approach to women’s access to property is wide-ranging and includes non-discrimination, women’s equal rights to credit, and access to property for rural women. CEDAW provides that within the family both spouses have equal rights in the “ownership, acquisition, management, administration, enjoyment and disposition of property”. It is to be noted that several Muslim majority countries have reservations about the CEDAW, particularly on its inheritance provisions, although some states have reviewed their position on this in recent years.

These efforts set a standard and emerge from other sources, such as the United Nations General Assembly Resolution on improvement of the situation of women living in rural areas, the United Nations Commission on Human Rights and the United Nations Sub-Commission on the Promotion and Protection of Human Rights. Other international instruments guaranteeing land and other productive resources related rights are: the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, the International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of all Migrant Workers and Members of their Families, the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, and the Convention on the Rights of the Child.

Building on the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous People that “provides that Indigenous Peoples have the rights to the land, territories and resources which they have traditionally owned, occupied or otherwise used or acquired and that states shall give legal recognition and protection to these lands, territories and resources (...) [and] that indigenous women shall be protected from discrimination and that particular attention shall be paid to their rights and special needs”, the Convention concerning Indigenous and Tribal Peoples in Independent Countries of the International Labour Organization (ILO) protects the rights of ownership over traditionally occupied land and the “right to give or withhold consent to any proposed projects that may affect the lands they customarily use, own or occupy”.

The rights of women and men living as refugees are protected by the 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees (the Refugee Convention), which imposes obligations on host states to guarantee a range of rights relating to immovable property on at least the same terms as other non-citizens in a host state.

Implementation and monitoring mechanisms

The importance of international law and frameworks is unquestionable. However, it is repeatedly stated how the weakness of instruments to monitor countries’ implementation of international treaties has significantly reduced their effectiveness and the struggle to feel the positive impact of such instruments is apparent at country level. On the other hand, it is important to note that a range of implementation mechanisms are also available. The detailed description of such mechanisms is beyond the scope of this work, but it is important to list the key ones as they can be relevant in advancing women’s land rights at country level.

The United Nations treaty monitoring bodies are an important mechanism; committees composed by independent experts of recognized experience in the field of human rights elected by the states were established to monitor the implementation of some of the mentioned conventions, such as the United Nations Human Rights Committee, the United Nations Committee on the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (CERD), the United Nations Committee on the Rights of the Child (CRC), the United Nations Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination of All

33 The current state of the ratification of international human rights treaties by states can be found at www.ohchr.org
Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) and others.

Among the charter-based bodies there are the Human Rights Council, the Human Rights Council Complaint Procedure, and the Special Procedures of the Human Rights Council, such as the special rapporteurs (for example, the Special Rapporteur on the Right to Adequate Housing, on Internally Displaced People, etc.), independent experts and working groups. The functions of Special Procedures are urgent appeals, country visits, annual reports to the United Nations General Assembly and Human Rights Council, etc. The Human Rights Council Complaint Procedure, and the Special Procedures of the Human Rights Council, such as the special rapporteurs (e.g. the Special Rapporteurs on the Right to Adequate Housing, on Internally Displaced People, etc.), independent experts and working groups. The functions of Special Procedures are urgent appeals, country visits, annual reports to the United Nations General Assembly and Human Rights Council, etc.

The Universal Periodic Review, established in 2005, is also an important mechanism that complements the United Nations treaty monitoring bodies in periodically examining the human rights performance of the 193 United Nations Member States.37

United Nations Resolutions and United Nations agencies – with their mandates and programmes – also have an important role in implementing international law and frameworks. Particularly important is the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, tasked to promote and protect the enjoyment of human rights, promote and coordinate action on human rights within the United Nations system at the international level, and provide assistance – including financial and technical – in the field of human rights at the request of a state at country level.

Making the most of international frameworks

Muslim-majority countries are increasingly ratifying international human rights treaties and acknowledging their legal obligations to respect the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, including women's rights and land rights specifically. Most national constitutions and laws formally incorporate human rights and international standards and, while some countries still have reservations about some treaties’ articles, others are progressively lifting them. Concerted efforts are needed from all sides to ensure that existing international frameworks deliver on their intentions to the people on the ground. In spite of their weaknesses, such frameworks have an important role in providing the overall inspiration and guidance for national-level reforms in the constitutions, policies and laws. Human rights advocates and gender equality supporters are able to build their arguments and define their actions on such bases that provide an important element of political dialogue at national level - the most important level at which the adoption of such global normative thinking is needed. Further, global frameworks have been inspired by and have inspired national and regional policies and laws, some of which are presented below. This constant dialogue and organic interaction is important to ensure that global frameworks are domesticated and adapted to the regional and country level, where they have more relevance.

2.2 REGIONAL FRAMEWORKS

Access to land is also regulated by a number of regional treaties and this report gives an overview of regional legal frameworks that protect women's access to land. The non-exhaustive lists of regions focus on Africa, Asia, Arab States and Europe, as these regions host large Muslim communities; similar frameworks are also in place for other regions.

Africa

The influence of Islam and of the provisions that are specific to land in Islamic law in Africa is a well-documented phenomenon that has influenced the African continent for centuries. Muslims account for 45 per cent of the African population38 and it is estimated that there will be over 385 million Muslims in Africa by 2030.39 Muslim communities are found in all African countries and the continent is influenced to various degrees by Islamic land principles and their day-to-day application, from the permeation of the regulatory policy frameworks to the adoption of Islamic norms in community practices.40 African countries at the super national level regulate their access to land for women by adhering to international treaties and protocols on access to land and women's equality. However, Africa has also developed and domesticated international concepts to its own reality on access to land for women.

37 www.ohchr.org
38 Encyclopedia Britannica (2002).
The African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights came into force in 1986 and called for the establishment of a commission to ensure the protection of people’s rights throughout the continent. The Protocol to the Charter on the Rights of Women in Africa, adopted in 2003, reaffirms the right to adequate housing: “Women shall have the right to equal access to housing and to acceptable living conditions in a healthy environment. To ensure this right, state parties shall grant to women, whatever their marital status, access to adequate housing”. In addition, the protocol recognizes women’s right to inheritance and stipulates that: “A widow/widower shall have the right to inherit each other’s property. In the event of death, the surviving spouse has the right, whatever the matrimonial regime, to continue living in the matrimonial house.” Further, women and girls are ensured the right to inherit, beyond the procedural scope of equality and non-discrimination.

In 2006, the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa and the African Development Bank launched the Land Policy Initiative (LPI), a joint programme of unmatched scale and ambition designed to make land play its proper role in African development and to achieve socio-economic development, peace, security and environmental sustainability. Between 2006 and 2009, through a participatory and inclusive process, the Land Policy Initiative developed the Framework and Guidelines on Land Policy in Africa. In 2010, at the 13th ordinary session of the assembly, the African Heads of States signed the Declaration on Land Issues and Challenges in Africa, calling for the effective use of the framework and guidelines at national and regional levels. Since then, LPI has supported national and regional land policy processes, developing and implementing strategies and action plans to implement the framework, which recognize a wide range of tenure rights of individuals and communities. The framework and guidelines refer both to the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights and the 2004 Solemn Declaration on Gender Equality in Africa, both recognizing the centrality of access to land for women, who are the primary users of agricultural land in most African communities. The Nairobi Action Plan on Large-Scale Land-Based Investments in Africa, adopted at the High-Level Forum on Foreign Direct Investments in Land in Africa in 2011, also offers an opportunity to support women’s access to land by focusing special attention on the protection of the rights of smallholder farmers, a category composed to a large extent of women.

Arab Region

The 19th Islamic Conference of Foreign Ministers (Session of Peace, Interdependence and Development) in Egypt in 1990 adopted the Cairo Declaration on Human Rights in Islam. Article 15 states: “Everyone shall have the right to own property acquired in a legitimate way, and shall be entitled to the rights of ownership without prejudice to oneself, others or the society in general. Expropriation is not permissible except for requirements of public interest and upon payment of prompt and fair compensation.”

Asia

There are no Asia-wide organizations or conventions to promote or protect human rights. However, in 2015, the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), including 10 countries in South-East Asia, adopted the ASEAN Human Rights Declaration that recognizes the right to adequate and affordable housing, a Declaration of the Advancement of Women in the ASEAN Region and the Declaration on the Elimination of Violence against Women in the ASEAN Region.

Europe

Significant Muslim communities live in Europe where the European Convention on Human Rights was adopted by the Council of Europe in 1950 to guarantee civil and political rights, including the right of non-discrimination and protection of property. Implementation mechanisms include the European Court of Human Rights, where alleged violations of the rights and freedoms guaranteed by the convention and its protocols are referred to. Apart from inter-state complaints, the court may receive applications from any person, non-governmental organization or group of individuals claiming to be the victim of a violation if national remedies have been exhausted. The European Social Charter, which came into force in 1965, aims to secure many social and economic rights – including the right to housing - and provides for a reporting procedure and a collective complaints procedure allowing a wide range of stakeholders to submit complaints on unsatisfactory applications of the charter.

2.3 STATE LAW

Without underlining the importance of global and regional frameworks, there is no doubt that – in all countries - national constitutions, policies, laws and regulations have the biggest role to play in ensuring inclusive access to land and housing for all, including women. Not all countries have constitutions, or written constitutions, or policies that regulate matters relevant for women’s access to land, however – when they are in place or are being developed – such frameworks usually have the potential to bring about change.
Women and land in the Muslim world

Different religions living in Muslim-majority countries. There are, however, some discriminatory patterns that can be found in state laws in Muslim-majority countries and countries with significant Muslim minorities.

Inheritance law is one of the areas of law where the influence of Islamic land provisions strongly influenced statutory law, resulting in the latter reiterating different shares of inheritance for men and women. The applicable rules to inheritance become even more complicated and discriminatory when it comes to inheritance for children outside of Islamic marriage or children from a marriage between a Muslim woman and non-Muslim man, which also has repercussion for the women themselves.

Module 4 focuses on this topic.

Many countries have strengthened women’s rights in a divorce to ensure greater gender equality. Divorce laws in many countries provide that women are entitled to keep their separate property plus half the joint marital property.

One area where many countries, particularly Arab countries, apply gender discriminatory provisions is citizenship law, which considers nationality patrilineal and women may not pass their nationality to their children or their husband upon marriage.

As registration of land and property rights is often tied to nationality, this creates gender-related discrimination with regard to housing, land and property rights.

TURKEY

How marital property rights for women increased through secular legal reform.

In Turkey, efforts to enhance property rights for women began during the Ottoman Islamic rule, during which the property rights of Muslim married women were ahead of European practice. The Tanzimat Reforms (1839-1876) extended the property and land rights of women through classical Islamic law which governed the separation of property. After the official abolition of the Caliphate, the Turks adopted the 1926 Civil Code which, in turn, emulated the Swiss model of a joint approach for inter-marital property gains, based on the German earnings partnership approach (Zugewinngemeinschaft).

The most significant change brought about by the reform was the introduction of civil marriage which needed to be registered, and that both spouses could initiate divorce based on enumerated grounds. However, while the wife did retain control over her individual property rights, all types of property entering the family unit were under the control and management of the husband; the husband’s general duty was to protect his wife’s interests. In practice, women lost out as most property tended to be registered in the husband’s name, thus depriving women of much of the marital property upon dissolution.

The new system struggled to take hold in Turkish small towns and villages where the vast majority of the population resided. In 2002, a new Civil Code finally replaced the old one and brought about a greater level of gender equality in marriage with the husband no longer the leader or the representative of the family. The married couple is free to contractually choose a form of marital property ownership as provided by the law, where joint ownership is among the forms provided by the new code. Significantly, the community property regime with equal shares between spouses became the default. Where there is co-ownership of property and a spouse provides evidence of a predominant interest in this property, he or she can, besides the legal measures, demand that this property is allotted undivided to him or her against compensation. Each spouse retains individual ownership rights over his or her personal property, or that which was acquired prior to the marriage or received as personal gifts during the marriage. More specifically, both spouses have equal rights over acquired property and the marital home. The success of Turkey’s experiment with the Swiss code lies in balancing the progressive changes “while actually maintaining much of Muslim law and custom”.

---

41 “How to Develop a Pro-Poor Land Policy: Process, guide and lessons” (2007). UN-Habitat and GLTN.

How marital property rights for women increased through secular law reform in a Muslim majority country.

A variation in the theme of secular introduction of community property principles occurs through communist ideology in the Central Asian Republics, particularly Kazakhstan. The Soviets were the first in Europe to introduce a limited form of the community property regime in 1926, which spread to other parts of the Soviet Union and Europe.  

From the pre-Soviet times to the present, Kazakh families have followed religious customary norms in relation to marital property, which provided a strong basis for marital property. Kazakhstan declared independence in 1991, adopted a secular constitution and acknowledged a liberal version of Islam. It went in the direction of privatization of land and property and family law reforms. The 1995 Constitution emphasizes non-discrimination, including on the grounds of sex. There are no restrictions on women's right to own, use or inherit property.

The Civil Code of 1999 makes no gender distinction with regard to inheritance and property rights, similar to the relevant legal provisions before 1991. Under the current Marriage and Family Code, community of property has been established, following the standard civil law clauses on marital property. Spouses can change the standard marital contract through an alternate marital property arrangement. Unless the parties agree on their respective shares, the shares shall be considered equal. The division of common property by a court may be made both during marriage and after divorce by either spouse.

However, there are no provisions on the management of marital property. The Land Code 1995 does not establish co-management of the marital property, nor does it provide for registration of that property in both owners’ names. Without defined conventions for ownership titles, this law can be considered relatively incomplete. Nevertheless, Kazakhstan is a positive example of a Muslim-majority country with established statutory legislation protecting gender equality— including on inheritance.

Another shortcoming of national laws is the discrimination against stateless women and men, as represented by the statutory prohibition by the Government of Lebanon in 2001 on the acquisition of rights in property for people who do not hold the nationality of a recognized state, which has severely impacted Palestinian refugees in their HLP rights and related issues.

A number of countries also have guardianship laws that require women to seek explicit permission from a guardian to leave the house and engage in social and administrative processes, including transacting and managing land and housing. These laws create some direct constraints on women’s access to, use and control over land, but they also contribute to an overall environment of social and economic inequality between men and womenthat affects women’s empowerment and participation.

In conclusion, gender-responsive constitutions, national policies and state laws - and their enforcement - are the main avenue through which increased access to land for women should be pursued. Alignment with international human rights instruments is a key priority to ensure the abolishment of gender discrimination and to achieve equality and independence in accessing, using, controlling, acquiring and transferring housing, land and property. Protection from forced eviction (community, household or individual level) perpetrated by public and private actors needs to be strongly enforced. The most typical scenario—in times of peace—is that women are forced from their land and houses as a result of physical violence, divorce, widowhood or disinheritance.

2.4 ISLAMIC LAND LAW

Islamic land law is an important framework that can play an important role in increasing access to land for women in the Muslim world. Key local, national and international actors need to be conversant with the key elements of this framework, understand how it plays in contexts of legal pluralism along national laws and other frameworks, and build on it to foster dialogue and collaboration among different communities and groups. This section gives a brief overview of Islamic land law in relation to women’s access to land; other resources are better placed to give a comprehensive overview of the topic and its overall relevance for social and economic development of Muslim contexts.

What is Islamic land law

Islamic law (sharia) is a man-made code of religious law based on a hierarchy of sources of law, of which the Quran and the Sunna are—in this order—the most important ones. There are other sources of law or


“law-producing mediums” in Islam45 and a number of variations in interpretation, depending on different schools of Islamic law. Similarly, there is no single unified field of “Islamic land law”, but key recognizable features drawn from various Islamic fields relating to land can be identified in Muslim communities across the world. Such features are referred to as “Islamic land law” and are an important influence on land tenure regimes and access to land for men and women in Muslim societies, whether or not their states officially recognize sharia law in their national legislation. It is important to recognize that Islamic principles relevant to land are applied with considerable variations – even within countries and communities – in the Muslim world and they intersect in different ways with local customary and statutory norms, depending on the context.

In Islamic law, the Earth belongs to God. People and states have land rights linked to the use they make of the land.46 Islamic land law protects a wide range of property rights – including the right to acquire, hold, use, administer, inherit and sell property, including land. Both men and women have autonomous legal identities and separate property rights.

Islamic land law envisages four main types of land tenure: (1) mulk - land in full ownership; (2) miri – land owned by the state, under which a range of access and usufruct rights for individuals can be created; (3) waqf - endowed land, permanently allocated to charitable use for specific beneficiaries, or purposes, or devoted to general or family welfare; and (4) mawat - unused or dead land that can be converted into private land through reclamation.47 Other classifications of land include metruke (common land), musha (communal land) and other forms of collective ownership. Women can have access to all these different types of land and, as explained in more detail in Module 4, Islamic inheritance laws on reduced women’s inheritance shares apply to mulk land only.

**Women and land in Islamic land law**

In Islam, a woman has no restrictions on purchasing land from her own earnings, although the low employment rate for women and the increasing prices of land and property makes this not common. Receiving land and property as gifts or as mahr48 (dower) is also allowed, although not very frequently done. Women retain individual property rights when marrying and may acquire land in their name through inheritance, although women’s inheritance shares are lesser – generally half that of men. Women can have secondary rights to land, such as use rights of land and property and to manage or be a beneficiary of waqf (endowed land).

Further, according to Islamic law, women retain control over pre-marital property and finances through marriage and, where applicable, beyond into divorce and widowhood. Women can hold titles individually and jointly. This is evident in all the key Islamic legal materials, which generally support women’s right to acquire, hold, use, administer and dispose of property. Muslim women throughout history, whether married or not, have enjoyed an autonomous legal identity and separate property rights. This contrasts with the reality of women in Anglo-American law, where the common law in England, until the end of the nineteenth century, did not recognize the legal existence of married woman and both her identity and rights to property were merged or rather submerged into those of her husband.49 Equally, France did not recognize women’s inheritance rights until 1930.

**How to increase women access to land through Islamic land law**

The implementation of Islamic land law generally occurs in Muslim majority countries through the domestication of the Islamic law (as described above) into national constitutions, policies, laws and regulations; different interpretations and national variations take place in this process. Further, Islamic land law principles can be called on by the administrators of justice along national laws (formal courts, religious and customary disputes resolution mechanisms, etc. as described later in this module). Lastly, communities and families apply different elements of what they consider to be Islamic law, which can also manifest itself in many different local interpretations and variations, at times – often in the case of women’s access to land – plainly contradicting codified and recognized leading interpretations of Islamic land law.

One of the main challenges posed by protecting women’s access to land through Islamic land law is that it is often misinterpreted or not well known by those who administer it; frequently administrators are traditional leaders or judges who enforce gender discriminatory customary practices under the misunderstanding that they are Islamic practices. In particularly religious or traditional contexts, and where states institutions are weak, such as in fragile or conflict-affected states, developing a better understanding of the provisions of Islamic land law for community members, leaders and justice administrators is an important way to improve women’s access to land and property, although not without challenges. This is illustrated in more detail in Module 4, particularly in the case of Niger, and in other sections of this report.

Often, the debate on women’s land rights in Islam is polarized around the reduced share of inheritance for women. This provision stems from the Islamic assumption that male family members provide for the economic needs of the family, an obligation from which female family members are exempted. However, evidence shows that

---

45 Including jima (consensus), qiyas (reasoning by analogy), istislah (juristic preference), darura (principle of necessity or need), and independent personal reasoning (ijtihad); evidence of policy and practice through land registers, court records, fatwa, etc. “A Training Course of Land, Property and Housing in the Muslim World” (2010), UN-Habitat, University of East London and Global Land Tool Network.

46 “Land that is not being used can consequently not be owned. Following the same logic, only productive land should create wealth”. See “Islamic principles and land: opportunities for engagement” (2011), UN-Habitat, University of East London and Global Land Tool Network.

47 While mehul is unused state land liable to be confiscated.

48 Mahr is a payment - or promise of such a payment – that a husband makes to the wife at the time of marriage.

MOROCCO

How Islamic reform can increase women's land and property rights

The 2004 Moudawana Family Code of Morocco has brought significant changes to matters relating to marriage, divorce, child custody and guardianship, inheritance and family property matters and introduced the joint marital property regime as an option, constituting a breakthrough for women's rights. The new marital property regime is located within a broader framework of gender equality, which grants husbands and wives joint responsibility for the family and grants adult women the right to exercise self-guardianship freely and independently.

With regard to the administration of property acquired during marriage, Article 49 of the Moudawana authorizes spouses to agree on the way this will be managed and divided. It has introduced separate property regimes as the norm, but permits spouses to make a written agreement on the investment and distribution of assets acquired during the marriage. In contrast to modernist codes in other Muslim countries derived from secular, civil or customary codes, the Moroccan Code is derived from Islamic law, specifically the Maliki school of jurisprudence, and constitutes an exemplar of modernist interpretations of Islamic law.

The success of the joint marital property scheme depends on the attitudes of the public notaries who are marriage registrars with a religious character (adoul), as well as the courts. Many adouls point to the “inappropriate” timing of marital property discussions which leads to weddings falling apart. More often, the adouls express a lack of confidence in the ability of the young partners to decide on future property matters. Though the Moudawana expressly states that adult women may now sign their marriage contract themselves, many adouls refuse to conclude such contracts or discuss marital property matters without a guardian (wali). In the absence of a pre-nuptial agreement, courts have been inconsistent in determining property division in a divorce.

Awareness about the joint marital property option is growing among Moroccan women. Global Rights reports that marriages for which a marital property contract was signed increased from 14 per cent in 2006 to 28 per cent in 2007, which constitutes a significant increase. How Moroccan society will respond to the challenges posed by the behavioural changes admitted by the new code will derive from its drive for greater gender equality and justice. A change of mindset by professional people and community leaders regarding women's roles and their access and control over land and property, will also play a key role, as will women's willingness and ability to step up and claim their rights.

THE MALDIVES

How Maldives balance Islamic legal traditions and compliance with international treaties in the pursuit of women rights, including access to land and property

The island nation of Maldives offers impressive and surprising information on matrimonial property rights. Maldives is ranked second in South Asia on UNDP's Human Development Index (HDI) and Gender Related Development Index (GDI), after Sri Lanka. Maldivian women have always kept their own name after marriage, signed pre-nuptual agreements to negotiate marital property terms, inherited property and remarried. The country's constitution specifically promotes Islamic Law and Maldives has entered a reservation to Article 16 of CEDAW relating to the equality of men and women in all matters relating to marriage and family relations. At the same time, Maldives ratified the Optional Protocol in 2006, among the first Muslim majority states to do so. Despite the CEDAW reservation, Maldives enacted a family law reform in 2001 that departs in several respects from traditional aspects of Islamic family law norms.

A significant feature is the joint marital property. A 1999 Maldives report to the CEDAW Committee records that “in case of divorce, any property which has been registered as joint property is divided equally. Any property which is seen by the court to have been acquired by the couple during their joint partnership in marriage (the woman's domestic and child-care contributions are taken into account) is also divided between the two.” The Maldives present itself as a country that balances its Islamic legal traditions and international treaties in pursuit of women's status and women’s rights protection.
Women and land in the Muslim world

What protects women’s access to land: building on the existing reference frameworks

1. [Al-Baqarah 180]: “Prescribed for you when death approaches [any] one of you if he leaves wealth [is that he should make] a bequest for the parents and near relatives according to what is acceptable – a duty upon the righteous.”

2. [Al-Baqarah 240]: “And those who are taken in death among you and leave wives behind – for their wives is a bequest: maintenance for one year without turning [them] out. But if they leave [of their own accord], then there is no blame upon you for what they do with themselves in an acceptable way. And Allah is Exalted in Might and Wise.”

3. [An-Nisa’a 4]: “And give the women [upon marriage] their [bridal] gifts graciously. But if they give up willingly to you anything of it, then take it in satisfaction and ease.”

4. [An-Nisa’a 7]: “There is a share for men and a share for women from what is left by parents and those nearest related, whether the property be small or large - a legal share.”

5. [An-Nisa’a 8]: “And when the relatives and the orphans and the poor are present at the time of division, give them out of the property, and speak to them words of kindness and justice.”

6. [An-Nisa’a 11]: “Allah commands you as regards your children’s (inheritance): to the male, a portion equal to that of two females; if [there are] only daughters, two or more, their share is two thirds of the inheritance; if only one, her share is half; for parents, a sixth share of inheritance to each if the deceased left children; if no children, and the parents are the (only) heirs, the mother has a third; if the deceased left brothers or (sisters), the mother has a sixth; the distribution in all cases is after the payment of legacies he may have bequeathed or debts; you know not which of them, whether your parents or your children, are nearest to you in benefit, (these fixed shares) are ordained by Allah. And Allah is Ever All-Knower, All-Wise.”

7. [An-Nisa’a 12]: “In that which your wives leave, your share is a half if they have no child; but if you leave a child, they get an eighth of that which you leave after payment of legacies that you may have bequeathed or debts; in that which you leave, their (your wives) share is a fourth if you leave no child; but if you leave a child, they get an eighth of that which you leave after payment of legacies that you may have bequeathed or debts; if the man or woman whose inheritance is in question has left neither ascendants nor descendants, but has left only a brother or a sister, each one of the two gets a sixth; but if more than two, they share in a third; after payment of legacies he (or she) may have bequeathed or debts, so that no loss is caused to (anyone). This is a Commandment from Allah; and Allah is Ever All-Knowing, Most-Forbearing.”

8. [An-Nisa’a 33]: “And do not wish for that which by which Allah has made some of you exceed others. For men is a share of what they have earned, and for women is a share of what they have earned. And ask Allah of his bounty. Indeed, Allah is ever, of all things, Knowing.”

9. [An-Nisa’a 33]: “And for all, we have made heirs to what is left by parents and relatives. And to those whom your oaths have bound [to you] – give them their share. Indeed, Allah is ever, over all things, a Witness.”

10. [An-Nisa’a 34]: “Men are in charge of women by [right of] what Allah has given men over [of the charge of] women, and (women) are in charge of men by virtue of what Allah has given them over [of the charge of] men. And Allah is All-Knowing, Most-Forbearing;”

11. [An-Nisa’a 176]: “They ask you for a legal verdict. Say: ‘Allah directs (thus) about Al-Kalalah (those who leave neither descendants nor ascendants as heirs). If it is a man that dies, leaving a sister, but no child, she shall have half the inheritance. If (such a deceased was) a woman, who left no child, her brother takes her inheritance. If there are two sisters, they shall have two thirds. If (there are) three or more, they shall have half. If a deceased had left ascendants or descendants, they share it as a group. The male ascendants or descendants take double what the female ascendants or descendants receive, and the male children take double what the female children receive. If only one child, male or female, each one of the two gets a sixth. If more than two, they share in a third. If neither ascendants nor descendants are present, but there are (only) the deceased’s brothers or (sisters), the male ascendants or descendants take double what the female ascendants or descendants receive, and the male children take double what the female children receive. If only one child, male or female, each one of the two gets a sixth. If more than two, they share in a third. If the deceased left both ascendants and descendants, they share it as a group. If the deceased had left ascendants or descendants, they share it as a group. If the deceased had left ascendants or descendants, they share it as a group. If the deceased had left ascendants or descendants, they share it as a group.”

12. Hadhith: Narrated Sad bin Abu Waqqas: “The Prophet came visiting me while I was (sick) in Mecca, ‘(Amir the sub-narrator said, and he disliked to die in the land, whence he had already migrated). He (i.e. the Prophet) said, ‘May Allah bestow His Mercy on Ibn Afra (Sad bin Khaila).’ I said, ‘O Allah’s Apostle! May I will all my property (in charity)?’ He said, ‘No.’ I said, ‘Then may I will half of it?’ He said, ‘No.’ I said, ‘One third?’ He said: ‘Yes, one third, yet even one third is too much. It is better for you to leave your inheritors wealthy than to leave them poor begging others, and whatever you spend for Allah’s sake will be considered as a charitable deed, even the handful of food you put in your wife’s mouth. Allah may lengthen your age so that some people may benefit by you, and some others be harmed by you.’ At that time Sad had only one daughter.”
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often women are deprived even of their lesser shares of inheritance because of a group of factors, including ignorance of inheritance provision in Islamic land law. This is illustrated in detail in Module 4.

Further, there is potential for achieving equal access to housing, land and property through the integrated property regime for women within Islamic jurisprudence. This revolves around the holistic approach to property rights for women in Islamic land law, aiming at complementing women’s lesser inheritance rights by strengthening other avenues to access housing, land and property throughout her life course by other means (e.g. land purchase, awaqaf, gifts, mahr and maintenance). Gender discriminatory customs in family and kinship structures seem to have trumped Islamic principles by making earnings and savings difficult, the mahr and maintenance rights nominal, conditional or non-enforceable, and inheritance rights often merely theoretical.

However, Islamic principles and early practices demonstrate that it does not have to be this way and that a reappraisal of Islamic law could empower Muslim women and enhance security of tenure. Whether full equality at scale can be achieved with this approach is beyond the scope of this document, but an holistic approach to increasing women’s access to land, working with Islamic land principles and with formal land administration provisions and systems, and supported by broader cross-sectoral interventions are a very effective way of increasing women’s access to land in a wide range of contexts, from the most stable to the more fragile ones, whether affected by conflicts or institutional weakness. This will reverse the current trend where property tends to flow away from women, rather than towards them. The different cases presented in this report illustrate how Islamic land law can be used in the context of legal pluralism along other normative frameworks to increase women’s access to land.

2.5 CUSTOMARY LAND LAW

With over 70 per cent of land in developing countries being outside the formal land administration system, especially the land recording or land registration components, customary land law plays a very significant role in defining the relationship between people and land. Muslim-majority countries and countries with significant Muslim minorities do not differ on this, although in some countries the formal land administration systems are well developed and, at times, regulate a large percentage of the land. This section of the report explores the role of customary law in securing, protecting and promoting women’s access to land.

What is customary law

There is no universally accepted definition of customary law; for the purpose of this report, a working definition is that it is an established system of usually unwritten rules, practices and customs of Indigenous Peoples and local communities. Land tenure is the relationship, between people...

Gender equality refers to equal access to social goods, services and equal opportunities in all spheres of life for both men and women. Gender equality often requires policy changes as it is strongly tied to women’s rights, a concept opposed by some policymakers in conservative Muslim majority countries and that has some indirect, but significant, negative impact on women’s access to land.

Gender equality is defined by UNFPA as “the process of being fair to women and men” according to their respective needs. To ensure fairness, strategies and measures must often be available to compensate for women’s historical and social disadvantages that have prevented women and men from otherwise operating on a level playing field. This means that women and men should not only have access to opportunities and resources – such as land – but that they should also have access to the means of benefiting from such opportunities and resources. Such means are tailored to the needs, aspirations and conditions of specific women’s and men’s groups.

The debate on gender equality tends to create antagonism between human rights advocates and promoters of more conservative gender approaches. The concept of gender equity is less polarizing and allows for a more peaceful debate on the common goal of promoting women’s access to land and the resulting benefits of achieving social and economic development, and an overall advancement of the condition of women on the ground.

A focus group discussion during the development of these guidelines highlighted how women are less interested in achieving equality with men than in meeting their most important needs: security, stability, independence and freedom for their own benefit and the benefit of their families and children.
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individuals or groups – and land. It defines how access is granted to rights to use, control and transfer land, and the associated responsibilities and restraints. In customary land law, multiple and overlapping rights can be held by different people or groups to the same tract of land. Some people - usually the clan or community elders - have the responsibility of administering land to protect the interests of all the clan or community. Different rights to the same parcel of land belong to different people, such as the right to sell the land, the right to use the land through a lease, or the right to travel across the land. In customary law, “owning land” generally means something slightly different than in the formal land administration system, both for men and women; rights and obligations take different forms and relations than in formal land administration systems.

There seems to be no global pattern of evident or univocal correlation between women’s access to land in customary ways and the quality of access received. Customary law differs significantly across communities in the Muslim world, just as practices in Africa have major differences from practices in South-East Asia, or as practices in Muslim matrilineal communities and Muslim patrilineal communities in the same country vary significantly. However, in most traditional societies, women seem to have unequal access to land and property rights and, in patrilineal societies, women’s access to land has been mediated and mostly made possible by their relationship to men.

In the past, some societies may have accepted and incorporated into the legislative frameworks, enhancing married women’s access to land and property. Some authors have looked at the uniqueness and applicability of Malay customary laws.

In conclusion, Malaysia’s land administration experience is inspired by the respect of customs seems to offer good entry points to safeguard the social status and economic protection of women, including through access to land. In conclusion, Malaysia’s land administration experience is inspired by the respect of both Malay land customs – which are very protective of women’s land rights - and Islamic regulations, which seem to have created an overall positive environment for facilitating women’s access to land and property. Some authors have looked at the Adat rule as a particularly striking example of conflict and reconciliation between Islamic law and custom, representing both the procedural dynamism of Islamic law and the uniqueness and applicability of Malay customary laws.

The specifics of the Malay case might make it difficult to replicate in contexts where customary law is not as gender responsive. However, the case illustrates how customs are not always detrimental to women’s land rights and can coexist with and be reinforced by other frameworks in the context of legal pluralism with positive and innovative results. The case also demonstrates how joint marital property has been accepted and incorporated into the legislative frameworks, enhancing married women’s rights to land and property.

MALAYSIA

How customary law can coexist with elements of Islamic land law and have a positive influence on women access to land.

Malaysia is a multicultural country of 28 million people, 70 per cent of them Muslim. Girls and boys have nearly equal enrolment rates in primary and secondary schools, young women outnumber young men at university level and the female employment rate is at 43 per cent. Islam is constitutionally the country’s official religion, with the freedom to practice other religions. Sharia law is only applicable to Muslims and is used to resolve conflicts related to religious and family matters.

In the case of inheritance, for instance, women and men in Malaysia have equal rights to own and inherit land under the constitution and land legislation, but Muslim women’s (and girls’ and female children’s) right to own and inherit land is regulated by sharia law and therefore generally half of a man’s in the same degree of relationship. Land ownership is legally based upon a customary Malay law called Adat Perpatih, a matrilineal system whereby ancestry land and rights are passed from mothers to daughters to the extent that if the couple does not have any daughters, the ancestry land will go the nieces, female cousins or the nearest female descendants of the mother, rather than to the son(s).

Malaysia’s Adat recognizes joint marital property, or Harta Sepencarian in Malay, which is defined as the property jointly acquired by husband and wife during the marriage. The proportion of ownership for the spouses is determined by sharia courts on the basis of the contribution of each spouse, which becomes more relevant in case of sale or division of the property in a divorce. With a divorce or the death of the husband, the wife can claim a third of the value of the land acquired during the marriage, which may be increased depending on the nature of the work done by her on the property. Generally, for instance, where a woman has helped to cultivate the land, she is entitled to half of the property. This synthesis between Islamic law and customs seems to offer good entry points to safeguard the social status and economic protection of women, including through access to land.

What protects women’s access to land: building on the existing reference frameworks
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in the ground belong to the clan as a whole and cannot be owned individually, and this would exacerbate conflicts and frictions in an individualized tenure system where women are more likely to be the weaker party.52

Customary law is often found to be discriminatory against people who are not part of the original community and who are thought to not share the same cultural identity and values. This has a negative impact on women who marry into different communities, tribes or ethnic groups than their own and are particularly vulnerable if their husband dies, or if they are divorced or abandoned.

There are good practices in laws and policies to ensure the protection of women’s rights in customary or religious systems; divergences between statutory (formal) law and customary and/or religious law can be addressed at the highest level, namely with constitutional protections. In Uganda, for example, the constitution prohibits “laws, cultures, customs or traditions which are against the dignity, welfare or interest of women ... or which undermine their status” (art. 32). The Uganda National Land Policy also commits to reform customary law, to modify the rules of transmission of land rights under customary land tenure, to guarantee gender equality and equity, and to ensure that the decisions of traditional land management institutions uphold constitutional rights and obligations with regard to gender equality. Equally, in Malaysia, the tensions between customary laws and statutory laws have been resolved successfully and to women’s advantage, as illustrated in the Malaysia case study. Among Palestinian refugees in Lebanon,53 customs favour some specific categories of women - elderly widows and unmarried daughters - who seem to enjoy relatively more secure claims over their homes than that which is provided for in the legislation.

How to increase women access to land through customary law

As with other laws, customary law can be transformed, reviewed and amended, and the reduction or elimination of gender discriminatory practices is possible. Solutions must be carefully framed by and analysed within the social context to address the specific factors that weaken women’s land rights. Change may require iterative, progressive processes, capacity development and collaborative work with customary authorities in charge of land administration and customary justice mechanisms. Supporting women’s groups in advocating gender equality within customary systems, supporting change agents such as religious leaders who question discriminatory norms, and promoting women’s participation in bodies responsible for interpreting customary law are some of the interventions that have been successful. Gender-responsive customs and practices in women’s access / use and control over land should be promoted, and communities should be engaged in discussions about gender-sensitive interpretations of statutory, religious and customary laws54 that are often tightly intertwined in Muslim contexts as well as in others. Section 2.6 below provides guidance on how to do this.

2.6 WORKING WITH MULTIPLE LEGAL SYSTEMS

Many countries – including most countries with a significant Muslim population - have dual or multiple legal systems, with statutory, customary and religious systems interwoven with what is generally defined as “legal pluralism”. The relationship between statutory, customary and religious law should be – and normally is - determined by the status of customary and religious law in the formal legal system. This varies across countries, ranging from full or partial recognition to non-recognition of religious and customary laws.55 Currently some 52 countries formally recognize religious or customary laws alongside legislation56 and even in countries where statutory law supposedly trumps customary and religious law, the reality is that custom and religion continue to play a pivotal role in the lives of women and men, even if formal laws seek to restrict their powers.

Most Muslim majority-countries and countries with significant Muslim minorities experience a plurality of legal systems, and there are multiple entry points and approaches to increase access to land, housing and property rights for women in these systems. Such a complex web of overlapping rules, regulations and practices can, however, advantage or – more often - penalise women; for a successful intervention, there need to be an understanding of opportunities and risks in engaging with the different legal systems, before choosing the correct entry points. Some guidance on intervening in legally pluralistic contexts is given below.

Level of penetration

When developing interventions aimed at increasing women’s access to land, there is the need to assess the different opportunities and risks in one legal system compared to another. In countries where policies and legislation are in place, institutions are well functioning and there is peace and security, statutory laws are often better placed to protect women’s access to land as they are often more gender responsive, progressive and aligned with international frameworks. However, in some countries, national laws and institutions are weak; this often happens in conflict-affected countries and fragile states. There is the need to assess the level and pattern of penetration of different legal systems in the country, as some are stronger in some areas than in others (e.g. rural versus urban areas). Some individuals or groups are more knowledgeable and comfortable in accessing one system rather than another (e.g. educated individuals might be more comfortable in dealing with statutory laws than non-educated members of the society, a distinction that often has a gender dimension), etc.

52 ‘The impact of religious and customary laws in practices on women’s inheritance in Indonesia”, Devi Angraini, ILC and SAINS, 2016
53 ‘No place like home: An assessment of the NLP rights or Palestinian refugee women in camps and gatherings in Lebanon”, NRC, 2014
54 ‘Realizing Women’s Rights to Land and Other Productive Resources’, ODIHR and UN Women, 2013
55 In countries with different ethnic or religious groups, customary or religious legal systems may stipulate a range of personal laws, therefore changing women’s legal status and rights depending on her belonging to specific communities. Family laws on marriage, divorce and inheritance are particularly likely to be subject to plural legal provisions.
Acceptance and enforcement

Laws alone are not enough to secure women’s access to land. The effectiveness of laws depends on awareness about them, the ability to invoke them, and the capacity of the state to enforce them. When a set of laws and rules is better known and understood by members of the public and its perceived legitimacy it is higher, the level of enforcement is higher. This might be a key factor in deciding, for example, whether attempts to increase women’s access to land through inheritance would be more successful through Islamic land laws instead of through the statutory laws in contexts where the enforcement of state laws and formal institutions, including the judiciary, are weak.

Scale, timeframe and cost

The entry point for engagement with a plural legal system also depends on the scale and ambition of the intervention planned and the timeframe available. If the objective is, for instance, to address with urgency a geographically circumscribed problem, where women of a specific village or community are systematically excluded from accessing, using and controlling land, an adequate and effective approach could be to engage with customary and Islamic land law to strengthen the gender responsiveness of traditional actors and religious leaders (see the Niger case study in this report). If the intention is to address nationwide gender discriminatory practices that are partially caused by weaknesses in the national laws and policies, the best entry point might be the state laws and constitutional or policy reforms, using the international frameworks as guidance and inspiration. For the latter, the timeframe of the interventions will be longer and the level of funding to sustain the required multi-stakeholder engagement much higher.

Intervening organization

The right entry point in terms of the legal system might also be determined by the nature of the intervening organization. For example, a local civil society organization operating in a rural area might have easier access to the customary land administrators to protect women’s land rights than an international organization that has country-wide approaches. Both can be effective in their own way, the first in terms of time-effectiveness and high impact on the community, the latter in terms of long-term sustainability. The combined and harmonized efforts of the two would have better results in the short and long terms.

Coordinating initiatives at country level

Normally, various processes that have implications for women’s access to land are ongoing at the same time. For example, a land policy reform might be under discussion while a range of local projects is underway and the capacity of the judiciary is being strengthened, including for dealing with land-related disputes. To ensure maximum improvement of women access to land, different interventions should support each other to achieve common goals in a coordinated manner. This will ensure that the longer-term and larger-scale processes take into account, strengthen and build on short-term initiatives, which will also help build consensus and momentum for long-term interventions that can otherwise create dissatisfaction and lack of interest in the local population. On the other hand, short-term and geographically circumscribed processes can benefit from the continuity given by broader initiatives. Similarly, development and humanitarian interventions with land-related components should be planned together, although the implementation of the different components may have very different timeframes, implementing modalities and different partners.

Clarifying the interface between the different legal systems

To provide good protection for women’s housing, land and property rights in legally pluralistic contexts, the different systems have to be harmonized and aligned as much as possible. Clarity should be obtained on the circumstances in which the statutory, religious and customary mechanisms can be applied and interface with each other to avoid jurisdictional confusion and “forum shopping” in terms of dispute resolution, law application and enforcement. Although there are some cases where women benefit from a general flexibility in the discretionary application of different sources of law depending on the need, it has been noted that, overall, women lose out in their rights to land in contexts where there is little clarity on the existing rules and regulations and their application. Ambiguities created by the legal pluralism often accommodate the stronger groups of the society, either the elites, the predominant ethnic or religious groups, or the supporters of a patriarchal model of society.57

Harmonize and align the different provisions within the same system

Further, gaps and inconsistencies within the formal legal systems should be identified and addressed, to ensure that women are not discriminated against or lose out on their rights. In Afghanistan, for instance, NRC reports that “the constitutional protection of human rights is somewhat weakened by a number of inherent contradictions between relevant provisions and the lack of clear and effective mechanisms to address the contradictions”.58 Countries should provide for the amendment and removal of “provisions contained in other areas of law and policy (such as civil codes, family and marriage law, property law, land law and policy) that contradict any new law and policy, so as to ensure a consistent framework that promotes women’s human rights and gender equality”.59

Avoid undermining the statutory legal system

There is a long-standing debate on whether engaging with different legal frameworks undermines the statutory one. The following section gives more details on this debate in relation to the dispute-resolution mechanism. The question is relevant; the decision on whether to engage with a plurality of legal frameworks needs to be made on the basis of considerations that assess how to balance short-term priorities and long-term rule of law state

59 OHCHR and UN-Women (2013). The report also provides specific examples and case studies.
building needs. An adequate assessment of opportunities and risks can benefit from an open debate including key stakeholders representing the different aspects and functions of the co-existing legal frameworks.

Capacity development
The different international and national actors engaged in promoting women’s land rights in legally pluralistic contexts need to understand the complexity of the different systems and how they interact. Education and capacity development of different actors should not include only specific aspects of the legal framework, but the whole spectrum of rules and norms present in the legal pluralism.

2.7 ACCESS TO JUSTICE AND DISPUTE-RESOLUTION MECHANISMS

It is often said that “a law is as good as its implementation” and that “rights mean little if they cannot be claimed and enforced”.,40 access to justice and dispute-resolution mechanisms is crucial to satisfy both these points. Just as for the legal frameworks, most Muslim countries have a plurality of dispute-resolution mechanisms that can be categorized as statutory, customary and religious. The laws used in such mechanisms, however, are often a combination of the different existing systems of law and, at times, there is not much difference between them, both in terms of capacity and outcomes.61

Comparative (dis)advantages of dispute-resolution systems
While courts are widely used in states with strong institutions, in fragile states and contexts affected by conflict and displacement, justice and the rule of law are often administered through customary mechanisms, especially in matters related to family law, including access to land and property. In many Muslim countries, customary land dispute resolution mechanisms, in particular, still seem to be better placed than formal court systems to respond to women’s needs for a variety of reasons. Gender equality in front of the law is not often the key reason, though.

In Gaza, between 2004 and 2010, there was a 20 to 25 per cent increase in cases heard before customary dispute-resolution mechanisms, rather than in formal courts,62 as illustrated in the case study. In Indonesia, a survey undertaken by the United Nations Development Programme showed that in post-tsunami Aceh, the Islamic court system was regarded as being considerably more trustworthy and transparent in respect to land matters than general courts.63 In Afghanistan, a high level of dissatisfaction with formal court decisions is evidenced by the very high proportion of decisions that are challenged (80 per cent of primary courts’ and 70 per cent of appeal courts’ decisions).

Further, mechanisms that have more legitimacy are more likely to be enforced by the community; this is a particularly important aspect, especially in contexts where law enforcement by the state institutions is low or absent. In Pakistan, for instance, rulings on inheritance issues are perceived to be internal to the family and a private matter left to the parties to implement.64 The effectiveness of such interrelations, especially with regard to women’s access to land, is, however, yet to be demonstrated.

In the Puntland State of Somalia, comparative studies show a preference for customary and religious land dispute resolution systems, which have resolution timelines of a month or less, over formal courts hearings, which last years and are expensive.65 In South-Central Somalia, the Islamic courts became popular because they were procedurally flexible, brought in various constituents, and adopted the guiding principles of negotiation and mediation.66 Almost a decade later, the Al-Shabaab group, generated from the militant wing of the Islamic courts and controlling large tracts of Southern Somalia, has the reputation of being able to solve land disputes in a short time frame and fairly. The incoming federal government will have to be able to demonstrate an equal or increased level of efficiency, fairness and accountability to gain the full support of the population. This example also shows how land allocation and land rights protection is a key element of state building (either by terrorist groups or by legitimate governments).

Overall, customary, religious and community based land processes, including land dispute-resolution mechanisms, seem to respond better to the needs of women in the short to medium term, especially in fragile and conflict-affected contexts.67 The primary reasons are the physical proximity, lesser costs, and better knowledge of the land processes and the way they operate. These are not the only reasons, as illustrated in the section below.

It is, nevertheless, important to strengthen the gender-responsiveness of the different dispute-resolution mechanisms, including the religious and customary ones. This entails assessing strengths and weaknesses of the systems, developing the capacities

60 OHCHR and UN-Women (2013).
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of the people who have decision-making functions, and introducing gender-responsive changes into the procedures and the norms followed when possible, etc.

“Family-friendly” dispute-resolution approaches

Customary and religious dispute-resolution mechanisms are perceived as being less confrontational and more respondent to women’s desire to preserve family relations. Evidence shows how in Senegal, for instance, the majority of cases brought to court by women are those in which family relations are not a factor and there is no threat to family cohesion. In India, women tend to bring cases to court on behalf of the family to protect family interests, but without staking an explicit claim for themselves and their children. and when they do so they tend to look for less confrontational solutions – such as mediation or customary or religious mechanisms – rather than to formal courts.

Strengthening access to justice for women

As for the legal frameworks, coherence needs to be brought to the formal, religious and customary systems to ensure that women’s rights do not fall between the cracks in the systems. Legal procedures need to be streamlined so that they cannot be manipulated to exclude women. A hierarchy between the different dispute-resolution mechanisms needs to be established and the way they interface with each other needs to be clarified. Further, checks and balances need to be put in place to rigorously assess the validity, strengths and weaknesses of traditional and religious dispute-resolution mechanisms. In the past, there has been a shift in the international community approach towards traditional justice and, while it is recognized that it may be the only possible

---
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short-term option in countries with failed institutions and complex legal pluralism, the consequences of this choice for women’s rights, including HLP rights, are yet to be understood and might not be as positive as hoped. Women’s organizations and social activists have criticized the increasing international support for traditional dispute-resolution mechanisms on the basis that it diverts attention and funding away from statutory systems which need them to function and are often closer to international standards, it legitimizes customs that are often discriminatory towards women and it indiscriminately reinforces the power and influence of few local actors regardless of their records.  

Overall, justice mechanisms need to be geared towards and held accountable for the protection of women’s rights to land and property; the necessary human, financial, legal and technical resources have to be made available to ensure justice mechanisms are able to provide this function.

A comprehensive range of interventions have to accompany formal and non-formal courts, including accessible and affordable legal aid, legal information and counselling, legal assistance, representation and mediation,73 listening centres or law shops (boutiques de droits),74 etc. Legal accessibility needs to be improved through the increase of legal literacy, simplification and popularization of legal texts, and use of local languages in legal documents, etc. Different types of practical support need to be provided to women to access justice. This can take a variety of forms, from financial support to the establishment of dedicated local initiatives, to the removal of barriers such as the ability of women to travel or seek independent legal justice and representation in courts.

**Capacity development: from judges to traditional leaders and women’s associations**

Legal professionals such as judges, prosecutors, lawyers and religious and customary justice authorities need to have regular training on women’s equal rights to land and how to effectively protect them within the scope of their jurisdiction, and to encourage fair decision-making about women’s land rights.75 There is the need to positively engage with and develop customary, religious and traditional leaders’ capacities to govern land and resolve land disputes, to ensure that gender discriminatory practices are discouraged and corrected, minorities are protected, and the compliance of statutory law provisions is achieved. The dissemination of good examples of cases when the law has been interpreted in favour of gender equality can be another useful avenue.

Lessons can be drawn from countries such as Palestine, Jordan, Syria and Iraq which point to how Islamic law could be used to increase access to land for women in Muslim contexts with the support of traditional leaders. In Niger, although state law grants equal inheritance rights to men and women, and Islamic land law also protects women’s inheritance rights, customary practices exclude women from the inheritance of land. In this context, women successfully resorted to Islamic inheritance rules to claim their rights to land (see the Niger case study).

The capacity of women’s associations also needs to be strengthened, as women’s empowerment and direct engagement is the key element that will result in women’s ability not only to claim their housing land and property rights, but also to improve their overall conditions. This is illustrated across the case studies.

### 2.8 RECOMMENDATIONS

Women living in Muslim contexts have at their disposal a wide range of instruments protecting their access to land: international laws and frameworks, and national, Islamic and customary laws. Different standards and levels of protection are offered by the different systems, but the analysis provided in this section along with the support of country case studies shows that there is no irreconcilable difference between the systems in recognizing women’s rights to land. This creates a space for dialogue and collaboration among human rights advocates, supporters of Islamic law, customary land administrators, women’s groups and all other stakeholders willing to engage with the practical implementation of women land rights.

Women’s land rights can be advanced with a good understanding of the different legal frameworks coexisting in the Muslim world and how to work with them, and a rigorous analysis of the most effective context-specific entry points for engagement. Improved rule of law, increased legal awareness and legal literacy, better access to justice and dispute-resolution mechanisms, and the mobilization of civil society groups are other interventions needed to close the gap between law and implementation. Coordination of the efforts, alignment of the systems and laws in place, and capacity development for the key stakeholders dealing with these different aspects are the key elements necessary to protect women’s land rights in Muslim contexts. The specific recommendations to emerge from this section are:

1. Promote the awareness and understanding of international frameworks at the international and national levels, to stimulate debate and mobilize change.
2. Promote the alignment of national constitutions, policies and laws with international human rights frameworks through concerted efforts and political dialogue.
3. Develop or reform constitutions and laws in an inclusive manner with the participation of women and men, and include gender-responsive provisions, including on land-related issues.
4. Amend citizenship and guardianship laws to ensure that they do not constitute obstacles to the access of land for women and their children.

---
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5. Avoid polarizing the discussion on different sources of laws, but rather promote practical approaches and foster dialogue and among communities or groups with the common objective of increasing women’s access to land and, broadly, improving women's conditions.

6. Increase the knowledge of Islamic land law in contexts where it constitutes an important element of allocating housing, land and property rights; this is particularly important for people in decision-making roles, such as judges or community leaders, but also for families, communities, civil society organizations and women's groups that refer to Islamic land law in the management of their estates.

7. Develop the capacities and change the mindsets of professional figures involved in negotiating, conducting and registering marriages.

8. Ensure that misinterpretation of Islamic land law does not infringe on women's rights to land, especially with regard to inheritance.

9. Promote an integrated property regime, where the different ways of accessing land, property and housing are viewed in a holistic manner and complement each other.

10. Understand customary laws and practices related to women's access to land to adequately engage with customary laws and authorities.

11. Monitor and assess the impact of changing customary land administration practices on women's access to land, especially in contexts significantly affected by land-related changes (e.g. peri-urban areas, lands that are passing from customary land administrations to formal land administrations, locations where large investments take place, etc.).


Working with multiple legal systems: specific recommendations

13. Understand the plurality of legal systems present in the context and strive to harmonize, reconcile and align them. In particular, it is important to clarify the interface between the different legal systems and their relevance and possible use in the different circumstances to avoid forum shopping and jurisdictional confusion.

14. Assess which existing legal system offers better prospects in terms of time, scale, sustainability, level of knowledge and acceptance by the local actors, enforcement considerations etc when there is the need to intervene. When selecting the best framework as an entry point for action, humanitarian actors planning short-term interventions should think of the longer-term impact of their decision on development issues (e.g. if working with customary land dispute-resolution structures will undermine the formal justice system in the long term).

15. Do not undermine the state institutions and laws.

16. Develop the capacities and mind sets of different actors engaged in promoting women’s land rights in legally pluralistic contexts to understand the complexity of the different systems and their interaction.

Increasing women's access to justice and dispute-resolution mechanisms: specific recommendations

17. Ensure that women have access to justice and dispute-resolution mechanisms.

18. Develop the capacities on land issues, gender responsiveness, protection of minorities, etc. of the different justice administrators and officers, including formal, religious and customary.

19. Put in place alternative dispute-resolution mechanisms when necessary.

20. Consider the importance for women of having access to non-confrontational land dispute-resolution mechanisms that do not harm or put family relationships at risk.

21. Mobilize adequate human, financial, legal and technical resources to have functioning justice and dispute-resolution mechanisms.

22. Put in place a comprehensive range of interventions to accompany formal and non-formal courts, including accessible and affordable legal aid, legal information and counselling, legal assistance, representation and mediation, listening centres or law shops, etc.

23. Improve legal accessibility, increase the legal literacy, simplification and popularization of legal texts, increase the use of local languages in legal documents, etc.

24. Put in place different types of practical support that facilitate women’s access to justice (e.g. financial support, dedicated local initiatives, removal of barriers to travel or to seek independent legal justice and representation in courts, etc.).

25. Promote, strengthen and develop the capacities of women's associations to deal with land-related and broader development and empowerment issues.
Women in the Muslim world can own land in their own name or use and live on someone else’s land. Both tenure options are valid and need to be strengthened and made more gender responsive, keeping in mind that access to land is often not an end in itself, but a means to achieving other important life objectives, such as adequate housing, livelihood opportunities, safety and dignity, etc.

This module outlines the most common ways through which women access land, and describes the characteristics, advantages and disadvantages of each. It reflects on what can be done to strengthen each tenure option, what options are more strategic depending on the context and the intended results, and what the tenure needs and aspirations of different women in the specific context are.

3.1 OWNERSHIP

Ownership is the most well understood and straightforward way to access land. It is generally considered to be the most secure and preferred type of tenure to which women can aspire, although the reality is more nuanced and complicated. Women in the Muslim world can achieve land ownership through different avenues. Some options are similar to those available to men and women in other parts of the world, others are specific for women in living in Muslim contexts. Significant variations exist on how accessible these options are in practice, depending on the country or local contexts (e.g. urban / rural settings; states with strong / weak institutions; peaceful / conflict-affected contexts, etc.). Each of the ways through which women can gain ownership over land has advantages and disadvantages, depending on the specific context.

Purchase

As in other parts of the world, state laws in all Muslim countries allow both women and men to purchase land and housing. Islamic land law also allows it. Prophet Mohamed spoke of property rights for both men and women, and his wives had their own separate property. Historical evidence from several Muslim countries shows that women of all social backgrounds owned, bought, sold, exchanged and endowed property; in all these respects, women are entitled to referring to the continuum of land rights, customary law and others.
equal treatment with male members of the family.

In practice, however, women do not often purchase land or housing. This is due to interlinked causes, whose specific relevance depends on the country: lower levels of education, unemployment or underemployment, insufficient financial resources, and limited access to credit, especially for women working in the informal sector or “invisible workers” in family businesses. It is more usual for women to purchase their land or house in urban areas than in rural ones, thanks to an enabling environment allowing women to have their own income, enough education to go through the legal process to acquire land ownership, and to overcome the social stigma that in some contexts applies to women living on their own.

Another factor constraining women’s access to land is the male-dominated nature of the land administration sector, both formal and customary or informal. Data from upper Egypt,77 for instance, show that even when women buy or sell land, often they do so through a male relative, with dubious undocumented effects on the protection of women’s interests. This is again the result of the combination of women’s education and empowerment and the ability to claim their rights. In countries where guardianship laws are in place, women require the permission and support of a male to purchase land and to carry out the required transaction. This constrains women’s access to land through this avenue, as well as women’s access to education, employment, a social life, etc. especially with the growing influence of conservative Islam. Module 6 gives further information on how land administration can be improved to women’s benefit.

It is also important to note that the ownership of a parcel of land or a house for a woman does not necessarily mean that she has control over the way such property is used, transacted, made to profit or of how the profit or income generated is used. Therefore, land ownership alone cannot be considered a sufficient guarantee that women’s access, use and control over land are achieved. Nevertheless, increased land ownership for women is an important goal that should be a priority for countries and societies, as it has a proved to have a positive effect on women’s enjoyment of a broad range of human rights and it has a positive impact on the social and economic development of the whole family, as outlined in Module 1.

Gifts

Just like men, women can receive gifts (hiba) from men or women, most typically from fathers, brothers or husbands. Often such gifts are received at important points in a woman’s life, such as at birth, at the time of marriage or the birth of a child, and they can consist of jewellery, clothing, cash, and also – even if less frequently - land and property. Gifts of land can be with full ownership or restricted to use or enjoyment of property or usufruct. A woman can therefore be the only beneficiary of a land gift or one of the beneficiaries sharing land rights to a particular property.

Receiving gifts is not exclusive to the Muslim world, but Muslim women can be gifted with land and housing to complement their lesser inheritance share, described as an integrated property regime in section 2.4 of this publication. This “integrated life course perspective” is compatible with Islamic land law and it is one of the instruments that Muslim families use at times when doing their estate planning, together with dower and inheritance described below. The promotion of the Islamic land law provision of “gifts” is encouraged by the Global Land Tool Network’s partners as a viable option to increase the ownership of housing, land and property by Muslim women.78 An accurate valuation of the land, housing and properties is a key element that can ensure fairness in this process.

Dower (mahār)

In Muslim marriages, dower (mahār) is a payment that a groom pays, or promises to pay in the future, to the bride at the time of marriage. Mahār is the wife’s entitlement and an essential aspect of the marriage; while in some contexts it may not be an absolute legal requirement for the marriage’s validity, in most countries it is not an optional gift and it is an enforceable personal right equivalent to a contract. In Iran, for example, refusal to pay dower could lead to imprisonment. Civil documentation and the presence of a written marriage certificate are very important for enforcing women’s rights through mahār. Mahār may consist of land, use rights with a pecuniary value, cattle or crops, cash or jewellery. There is considerable variation in the amount and mode of transfer, and the value is usually determined by the socio-economic circumstances of the parties to the marriage. Mahār is for the wife’s use only and she can dispose of it as she wishes as she is not expected to offer it to the family, although in practice this often happens. It is also important to note that, by agreeing to mahār, the wife has not waived her rights to joint marital property.

The importance and role of mahār in protecting women’s access to land has changed over the years. While historically it constituted an important part of women’s wealth and land, in some contemporary Muslim societies it has declined in importance as a social institution. A general lack of awareness about mahār rights was encountered among women in Bangladesh,79 who often viewed it as “a promise which the husband has little intention of fulfilling”. In Palestine, records from the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries80 show that mahār amounted to 15 to 20 per cent of middle- and upper-class women’s wealth, but over the years this has reduced. While mahār used to be the biggest expense for the husband-to-be, since 1960s the provision of housing for the couple has become the main expense due to rising land prices.81 This has negatively affected women twice: firstly, the house built or purchased for the couple is often

77 Presentation by Fatma Abdel-Kader on “Women and Land” at a brainstorming session on land tools to increase women’s tenure security in Muslim communities, 2-4 March 2014, Cairo, Egypt, Egyptian Surveying Institute.

78 Sait & Lim (2006), and the case of Indonesia in “Islamic Inheritance Laws and Their Impact on Rural Women (2016): ILC.


the husband’s property and, secondly, the upward spiral in land prices further limited women’s ability to buy land from their mahr wealth or other sources of income.

However, across the Muslim world, mahr remains an important instrument in the hands of women for many reasons, particularly in case of divorce. If the wife seeks a judicial divorce, she is likely to lose her dower amount, since she is expected to give some compensation to her husband. On the other hand, if the husband requests divorce by repudiation, he is obliged to pay the full dower amount remaining, and this may even discourage men from requesting divorce by repudiation. Such an amount can be used by women to ease the negative financial consequences of a divorce, including accessing some form of land or housing for herself and her family. Mahr is therefore often the only asset Muslim divorcees can access, where joint marital property is blocked or it does not exist. The importance of dower increases in the absence of Muslim divorcees’ maintenance payments.

Women also have the option of renouncing their mahr rights in exchange for the custody of the children. This aspect is well documented in Afghanistan, where it gives divorced women some additional control over their families and children82 and provides some useful lessons on the importance of access to land for the achievement life’s objectives. The case also documents how to strengthen women’s housing, land and property rights in contexts of displacement and conflict. In this sense, the importance

82 “Strengthening Displaced Women’s Housing, Land and Property Rights in Afghanistan” (2014). NRC.

AFGHANISTAN024

This case illustrates how mahr is a viable option to strengthen women’s independent access to housing, land and property rights in a conflict-affected context characterized by weak state institutions

In rural Afghanistan, inheritance and mahr usually take the form of land and are therefore two key sources of women’s independent access to housing, land and property rights, constituting an important avenue for the economic empowerment of Afghan women. Mahr constitutes an important safety net for women in a country where 76 per cent of the population has experienced displacement and hardship. In most cases, women claim their right to mahr when they are in a situation of particular distress, such as a separation, divorce or the death of their husband.

Although mahr is a legitimate right recognized by religious and statutory law, as with inheritance, women often only claim it as a last resort in situations of extreme vulnerability where there is no further damage possible to a woman’s position within the family and community.

About 40 per cent of women interviewed said that cultural norms prevented them from asking for or receiving mahr, as it is considered to be very similar to begging, bringing shame on the husband who appears to be unable to provide for his wife. As land is often the only valuable asset, women often use mahr as a bargaining tool to negotiate for other important issues, such as maintaining the custody of the children.

The Afghanistan case shows how women mahr’s rights can be a viable option to strengthen women’s access to housing, land and property rights in the short and medium term in a context where statutory law and state institutions have limited reach and influence, especially in rural areas. Traditional dispute-resolution mechanisms can be strengthened to ensure that this option is used more consistently to protect women’s rights.

©FAO Yamen Yasem

How multi-sectoral approaches and sustained efforts from government and civil society, supported by individual champions and with guidance from international frameworks, can have a positive impact on women access to land and overall improvement of women's conditions.

In Jordan there has been little space for women's participation in the economic, political and social life. The patriarchal nature of the society and cultural attitudes expecting men to provide for their families reflect negatively on women's economic empowerment and access to land and property. Although Jordan's regulatory framework does not prevent access to land for women, women have often been excluded from land ownership by their families to the benefit of male relatives, at times with their consent or compliance. The Arab Women's Organization has revealed linkages between “honour crimes” and issues of inheritance. Further, the economic and socially disadvantaged position of women hinders their capacity to purchase land and housing in their name, and rural families headed by women tend to be among the poorest because of little access to tenure security and credit. But things have been changing over the last three decades and Jordanian women have significantly improved their overall conditions, including access to land and property.

Jordan has been introducing a set of reforms in favour of women and significant investment in education has raised the female literacy rate from 55 to 99 per cent; fertility rates and child mortality has declined; life expectancy has risen and the overall quality of life has improved. In 1992, Jordan ratified the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women, although with reservations on certain articles and national laws allow women to own, acquire and manage land and properties.

One of the crucial elements of this change has been the involvement of Princess Basma bint Talal, sister of the late King Hussein bin Talal, in the promotion of women's rights. Princess Basma heads the Jordanian National Commission for Women with the responsibility of setting up national strategies in favour of women, in cooperation with governmental, non-governmental bodies and the private sector. She has also been involved in non-governmental organizations dedicated to the promotion of women's rights, including the Jordanian Hashemite Fund for Human Development (JOHUD) Foundation, an NGO working on, among other related issues, women's inheritance rights. JOHUD stresses that women's inheritance is a legitimate right as regulated by the national law and by Islamic sharia law, and that the deprivation of women's inheritance is religiously and legally baseless.

Governmental and non-governmental campaigns in favour of family protection and prevention of violence against women – where deprivation of inheritance is also considered to be a form of violence - also contributed to the creation of a favourable environment, leading to an increase in women claiming their rights. The creation of the National Council for Family Affairs, currently headed by Queen Rania of Jordan, further strengthened the country's commitment to women's empowerment.

As a result of these combined efforts, women land ownership is increasing. The Lands and Surveys Directorate indicates that in 2006, 15 per cent of all property owners in Jordan are women (up from 10 per cent in 1999). The same department also registered an increase in the number of women registering their properties, from a little over 50,000 in 2010, to over 90,000 in 2012.

A number of obstacles in the social and economic development of women, in particular access to land, still remain in Jordan. Women are still not equal to men before the law, space for improvement exists in addressing violence against women and the gender gap in politics persists despite the introduced quotas for women.

However, clear indications of positive development can be seen as a result of the combined promotion of women's rights by the government, the increased support and awareness raising by civil society organizations, and the presence of very influential and well-respected champions of change. Equally, improved access to health and education for all, including women, and the reduction of violence against women seem to encourage women to claim their land rights and therefore gain better access to land and property.

027 Mostly through gifts or inheritance.
028 Social Institutions and Gender Index Jordan (2014). OECD.
030 Jordan, Country Gender Profile, JICA, 2009. Only 44 per cent of female-headed households own agricultural land, and three quarters of them have less than 2 hectares. Also, they have fewer assets than male-headed families and only 21 per cent of them receive loans for agricultural development (as opposed to 43 per cent of the male heads of households).
031 Article 9 (relating to the nationality), Article 15 (dealing with the freedom to choose one’s own residence and domicile), and Article 16 (with respect to the issue of equality in marriage and family relations); the reservation on article 15 was lifted in 2009 as indicated in ‘Reservations on the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women’. See also “Islam and its Practical Application in Jordan: Legal Perspectives” in Arab Law Quarterly 25 (2011).
032 “Women’s Rights to Inheritance Realities and Proposed Policies” (2012). JOHUD.
035 “Social Institutions and Gender Index Jordan” (2014). OECD.
of such social institutions for women can be clearly seen although, as with any provision, to work well it requires the existence or the establishment of complementary support systems, such as a functioning court or dispute-resolution system and the presence of social and institutional structures to which women can turn to request information and help.

Inheritance

While there are no consolidated global figures on land acquisition methods, research on specific contexts or communities shows that it is not infrequent that the overwhelming majority of land is acquired by men and women through inheritance, especially in rural areas. Similarly, there is increasing evidence that inheritance is the key avenue for women to acquire independent ownership of land and property in the Muslim world, pointing to the importance of better understanding of how to render inheritance processes more gender responsive. This section gives a short overview on this theme, while Module 4 is fully dedicated to this important topic.

In Islamic land law, the woman’s inheritance share is generally half of that of man, although in some rare cases, they may have equal or an even bigger share than a male relative. Muslim women’s lesser rights in inheritance are regarded by some as a mark of the inferior status of women under Islamic law, and a key element of concern, especially as state laws in the Muslim world largely reconfirm such provisions, with few noticeable exceptions. On the other hand, others note that lesser inheritance shares for women in Islam are justified by their lesser financial responsibilities for the maintenance of the family.

Customary inheritance rules and male-dominated practices add a layer of complexity that, in some contexts, render the condition of women even more difficult, as seen in the case studies of Niger, Palestine and Jordan. In other contexts, customary law mitigates such disadvantages and provides positive options for women’s access to land, as presented in the case studies of Indonesia and Malaysia.

However, challenges in inheritance laws and practices do not diminish the importance of inheritance as a major avenue for women (and men) access to land and property. Governments, women advocates, civil society organizations and development actors need to focus their attention on how to render inheritance practices better regulated and administered, and overall more gender responsive. Module 4 analyses this topic and gives recommendations on how to improve women’s access to land through inheritance.

Joint and group ownership

Women can own land in joint ownership or group ownership, which can be of different types. Joint marital property is the property acquired by a couple during their life together and it is probably the type of joint ownership that offers the greatest potential to make a change in the lives of women in the short term and in many contexts. Even in a relatively gender egalitarian society such as Indonesia, only one third of the land acquired during marriage was registered as joint titles; husbands’ names figure in most documents, even though women use the land, sometimes exclusively.83 Joint ownership by spouses should also be the norm when access to land and housing is being provided, facilitated or supported by governments or development organizations. This important paradigm shift, strongly advocated by key stakeholders, is slowly being accepted as the norm by international organizations, but a lot still needs to be done to ensure that joint ownership by spouses is advocated further and more consistently, and is routinely incorporated into land and housing-related interventions, including in conflict-affected contexts. Module 5 is dedicated mainly to this topic.

Joint ownership has, however, other applications, such as the registration of land or housing in the names of more than one family member, brothers and sisters for instance, and it is an option that can be used in addressing issues related to women’s inheritance rights. Joint ownership can also benefit women in polygamous marriages, and the option of allocating different shares of a property to different individuals can also be considered. Further, ownership of customary land by women’s groups has also been demonstrated as a viable option to secure women’s access to agricultural land, for instance in Senegal, as illustrated in the case study.

Joint ownership is not without challenges. It is often associated with complicated and laborious terms and processes that women would have to be subjected to if they are to realize their full rights to land, housing and property. Such risks need to be mitigated through the simplification of administrative procedures and reinforcing support to women.

3.2 RIGHTS OF USE

Although ownership is generally perceived as the best and safest tenure option, including for women, the majority of women in the Muslim world access land and housing through what is sometimes defined as “secondary rights”, mostly rights of use to other peoples’ properties. Women often gain rights of use to land, housing and property through their relationship with family members, mostly male relatives - fathers, husbands, brothers and children. Such “secondary rights” do not necessarily offer less protection from eviction, as long as the underlying social relationships are solid. Women live and work on their (male) relatives’ properties and there are clear indications that many of them do not feel insecure in such arrangements, especially in times of social peace and stability. As in most other parts of the world, children, girls, young women and unmarried women live in the house and on the land owned by the “head of the family”, which can be considered in many cases a very secure type of secondary right. Parents of landowners often enjoy equally relatively secure access to land and housing.

The strength to which such options protect women rights, however, heavily depends on several factors: the quality of relationships with the relatives, stability in family composition and power balance within families, changing needs and priorities, preferences of the family members, economic pressure, stability of the society, economic pressure, stability of the society.
and many others. Women with a good level of education and who have access to an independent income are generally better able to enforce their secondary rights to land and property, two of the key reasons for this being their ability to voice their interests within the family and access to formal or informal justice systems.

The access to tenure security through secondary rights, however, also poses risks to be mitigated, when possible, or that can make such options totally impractical. One of the most frequent risks is that women are seen as labourers – even free labourers - on the land and property they live and work on, rather than having fuller rights. The recognition of the women’s role in decision making, use of land and allocation of resources are key components of their land rights. Efforts should be made by governments, women’s groups and civil society organizations to improve awareness and understanding of this aspect. Women’s contributions to the household economy and well-being need to be recognized and accounted for, for instance through the documentation and the public acknowledgement of the women’s unpaid contribution to the household and the recognition of this concept into national legal frameworks. Another common risk for women is divorce or separation from the family, according to the Social Institutions and Gender Index report www.genderindex.org/middle-east-and-north-africa, accessed in January 2018 63

Tenancy and lease agreements

Tenancy and lease agreements are a widely used type of tenure; they work well in some countries and less well in others, but they are one of the most important tools that can be used and are rendered more gender sensitive and better able to increase access to land and housing for women, including in contexts of displacement or migration. Where there is good rule of law, including access to justice for the parties, tenancy and lease agreements are a valid tenure security option. Tenancy laws exist in several Muslim countries; their monitoring, periodic assessment and review is necessary in cash or kind – made over the years in the land and property where they were living and working.

Women living in conflicts are particularly vulnerable, even more so if they access land and housing through non-formalized user rights. When conflict, displacement or migration occur, families are torn apart and such arrangements are not suitable anymore to secure the necessary protection for men, women and their children.

While working on medium to long term solutions to increase women’s land ownership, particular efforts need to be made to strengthen women rights to use and control land, as this is likely to have greater and more immediate effect on women empowerment and social economic development, including for the benefit of their families and children. This is in line with the continuum of land rights approach and offers a wide range of engagement opportunities for different actors in the communities.

**LEBANON**

This case illustrates the Norwegian Refugee Council’s experience in increasing tenure security through relationship building and written lease agreements in Lebanon.

Since the start of the Syrian war in 2011, a large number of refugees have been fleeing into Lebanon and now constitute over a quarter of the country’s population. This has put significant strain on an initially sympathetic host community. In a context where the government has not established any formal camps, over 57 per cent of Syrian refugees end up living in structure owned by the Lebanese host community and, in most cases, paying for rent or utilities. Some live with relatives or friends, squat in vacant or unfinished buildings or government properties, or they build informal settlements on public or private land (often managed by intermediaries). At times, the refugees are allowed to occupy structures in exchange for cheap labour or without payment on humanitarian grounds.

The overall tenure security of the refugees is weak and women refugees in particular are concerned with the payment of rental fees, the negative impact of the tenure insecurity and poor housing conditions on the health of their children. The Norwegian Refugee Council has been working to build tenure security in Lebanon. Through this work the NRC has learned that of the refugees living in private houses, 83 per cent were relying on oral lease agreements, 4 per cent on written agreements, while 13 per cent had no agreement. In informal settlements, 74 percent of households had oral agreements, 9 per cent written and 17 per cent no agreement at all. Thirty-three percent of the people did not know about lease agreements.

An intervention was established in the Bekaa area of Lebanon to strengthen the refugees’ ability to stay in their homes and reduce the fear of eviction; this was achieved by improving the relationship between the host communities and the displaced people, and establishing a win-win scenario. The primary activities were to provide information to refugee tenants and landlords about written lease agreements, using a template lease agreement and fact sheets on lease agreements and forced evictions.

The rationale was to make clearer to both refugee tenants and landlords their rights and obligations, as clarity and transparency builds trust and reduces the possibility of misunderstanding, conflicts and exploitation. Written agreements served as a conflict-prevention tool, with the advantage of helping refugees to interact with landlords on equal terms, reduce the information asymmetries and help manage expectations; unmet expectations (e.g. the number of individuals that can live in a house) are often at the root of conflict. Counselling and legal assistance for refugee tenants on HLP issues was also provided.

As a result of this project, 15 per cent of the targeted refugees obtained written agreements, others accessed additional rights from landlords and only 7 per cent were evicted later. This shows the important of raising awareness on relevant legal framework and HLP issues, including lease agreements, of providing access to legal aid and of engaging with host communities, landlords and local authorities.

84 In the MENA region, “women spend seven times more time on unpaid care work than men, reflecting social norms on their domestic responsibilities within the family”, according to the Social Institutions and Gender Index report www.genderindex.org/middle-east-and-north-africa, accessed in January 2018

036 “Increasing Security of Tenure through Relationship Building and Written Lease Agreements” (2014). NRC.
Endowment (waqf)

An endowment (waqf) is an Islamic legal mechanism with which an owner permanently settles land, housing or property and its usufruct or income, for use by beneficiaries for specific charitable purposes (e.g. education, provision of shelter or income for poor people, women, travellers, people in crisis, etc.). The essential elements of a waqf are that a person, with the intention of committing a pious deed, declares part of his or her property - mobile or immobile assets - to be henceforth unalienable and perpetual and designates persons (private awqaf) or the public (charitable) as beneficiaries of its yields. Not mentioned in the Qur’an, waqf derives its legitimacy primarily from a number of hadiths and is widely present in Muslim communities. The waqf creator (wakil) can be a man or a woman, although without reliable statistics indicating otherwise, women are probably a minority. Beneficiaries may also be women, according to rules decided by the waqf’s will.

Historically, awqaf have covered large parts of Arab countries and beyond; in 1942, more than 11 per cent of privately used land in Egypt were awqaf lands; in 1830, awqaf were about 50 per cent of the arable land in Algeria and in 1883 a third of arable land in Tunisia. Under the Ottoman rule, waqf land amounted to about one third of the Ottoman Empire alone. Their size and relevance has been such that some commentators consider them to be a major factor in shaping urban spaces and public environments in Muslim cities and towns. Charitable awqaf played a major role in providing crucial social services both to the rural and urban populations, including many women.

Awqaf benefited from a total autonomy and used to be “protected” from any interference by authorities, which proved to be useful in cases of foreign occupation, or for the minorities, but was detrimental to newly independent states’ authority in the twentieth century, who generally resorted to putting charitable awqaf under the authority of a dedicated ministry of awqaf while they dissolved private awqaf.

In recent years, awqaf were eventually abolished, nationalized or highly regulated in most countries, which removed an important way of accessing land from women. However, waqf still constitutes an avenue that can be explored for securing women’s access to land in specific cases. Waqf properties are, for instance, used to provide subsidized rental housing in Egypt, and for access to land through leases and collateral for loans in Malaysia.

User rights as settlement of divorce

Divorce settlement agreements need to support women’s access to housing and land. However, the provision of maintenance for a divorced wife by the husband is not institutionalized in many Muslim countries.

85 For a comprehensive overview of waqf see Sait and Lim (2006).
86 Plural of waqf
87 Sait and Lim (2006).
Although significant national or even local variations exist across the Muslim world, in many contexts, for a woman who has contracted an Islamic marriage and was divorced by a decision of her husband, the right to the specified mahr is the only support that she can ask for. In some cases, such as Egypt or Jordan, a husband may provide compensation (mutat), especially when he repudiated his wife without good reason. In Egypt, a husband must also pay a monthly maintenance to the divorced wife for one year after divorce, and for longer if there are children, until they reach a certain age. However, even in the most generous of these compensatory provisions for mutat, the sum to be paid to the wife does not exceed the value of a few years’ maintenance and falls short of providing access to land and housing, although it can be pursued as a good avenue to cover at least some of the costs of it. Divorce settlement’s provisions work better in countries where the rule of law and solid institutions are in place; capacity development of the judiciary and traditional or religious dispute-resolution authorities is needed to ensure they are better able to resolve issues related to divorce in a gender-responsive manner.

Access to and use of communal land

While women in Muslim-majority countries may exercise their individual land rights, they may also access and have rights to land collectively. This aspect is not discussed here in detail because of the many significant differences in contexts, similar to the considerations made with regard to customary land. However, the way in which communal land arrangements can increase women access to land in individual contexts should be explored.

3.3 RECOMMENDATIONS

Women can have different types of rights over land and housing and they can obtain them in different ways. This module presented the range of options at their disposal. When designing an intervention that aims to increase women’s access to land, in line with the continuum of land rights approach, consider what tenure options are available, what advantages and disadvantages they present, what processes are needed to strengthen them, and what are the tenure needs and aspirations of the different types of women. Decision making would be better informed if access to land is monitored by collecting gender and age disaggregated data for the different tenure options. Further, the creation of an enabling environment - where women have better access to education and employment, and increased representation in decision making, where gender-based violence is addressed, and the improvement of women’s conditions is high on the agenda of decision makers and key champions – should be promoted.

Increasing women’s land ownership: specific recommendations

1. Render land administration more efficient, simpler, faster, cheaper and overall more accessible to women.
2. Promote the use of gifts as a family option in estate planning.
3. Raise awareness and encourage the use of dower (mahr) and its recording into written marriage contracts to increase married women’s access to land.
4. Raise awareness on the importance of inheritance and increase the knowledge of inheritance rules.
5. Promote joint land ownership, including among spouses.

Strengthening rights of use: specific recommendations

While working towards strengthening women’s access to ownership of land and houses, it is important to keep in mind that a large proportion of women can only access land through their relationships with (male) relatives; short- and medium-term strategies need to be developed to strengthen these “user rights”.

6. Analyse rights of use that are available and how easily, quickly and sustainably they can be strengthened.
7. Raise awareness and acknowledge the woman’s contribution to household income and wellbeing to strengthen the acceptance of women’s use rights on family land and property.

8. Improve or develop lease / tenancy laws to ensure that they provide better solutions for women and men, including the displaced, and create sustainable win-win situations between landlords and tenants.
9. Promote written lease / tenancy agreements, support communities in getting information and guidance on how to use them, ensure that accessible and fair dispute-resolution mechanisms are in place and that women are supported in accessing them.
10. Promote the inclusion of women’s names in all types of land tenure documents (ownership, lease, occupancy, etc.)
11. Explore waqf arrangements in specific countries as an avenue to increase vulnerable women’s access to land.
12. Support arrangements for the settlement of divorce that include the protection of divorced women’s access to housing and land.
13. Develop the capacities of the judiciary and traditional or religious dispute-resolution authorities to enable them to resolve issues related to divorce in a gender-responsive manner.
14. Explore and promote communal land use for women or women groups, especially in rural communities.

89 Khul’ (or khula) is a divorce procedure which can be initiated by women in Islam. Under this procedure, women may request unilateral divorce, without justification, provided she refunds her husband partly or completely her dowry. Several countries recognize this procedure, in particular, Algeria, Egypt, Jordan, Mauritania, Morocco, Saudi Arabia, etc. Documentation from some countries, such as Saudi Arabia, shows that applications for khula are increasing and are mostly made by employed women who can afford to pay the alimony (return the dowry paid by the husband) and young girls who had been married to older men.

90 See section on dower (mahr) earlier in this module.
This module gives an overview of the main concepts and practices related to inheritance in the Muslim world and makes recommendations to strengthen women’s access to land through inheritance by looking at Islamic inheritance law and beyond. The module is particularly relevant for Muslim women, but it also has relevance for the issues and discriminatory practices faced by women of other religions when claiming their inheritance rights.

Consolidated data and comparable figures on land and property acquisition methods by women are missing for most of the world. With a few exceptions, some of which are in the Muslim world, gender disaggregated data on land are also not available globally. However, from the analysis of several localized cases studies, it can be concluded that inheritance is the main avenue through which Muslim women access independent ownership to land and housing. When a woman owns land, it is frequently inherited land. This is especially true in rural areas. This shows the importance of understanding how to render inheritance processes in the Muslim world more gender responsive.

4.1 ISLAMIC INHERITANCE PROVISIONS

With inheritance rules derived directly from the Quran, inheritance is one of the most detailed fields of Islamic law. Land held in full ownership (mulk) is inherited according to Islamic inheritance rules stipulating that a Muslim woman’s share is generally half of that of male family members, although in some rare cases, they may have equal shares or, even more rarely, women can access larger shares compared to those of their male relatives. “Islamic inheritance principles do not give the same freedom to decide where [land and] property will devolve as some other systems. However, it is possible for individuals to pass on up to one third of land and other property through a will (wasiya) (…) Despite the fact that women often receive lesser shares than male relatives in a similar position, inheritance is an important source of access to land for women, who have a smaller, but specific right to fixed shares under the Islamic inheritance rules.”

Further, not all types of land – as described in section 2.4 - are subject to Islamic inheritance rules and while mulk land “is inherited according to Islamic law, access and usufruct rights to

91 UN-Habitat, UEL, GLTN (2011). Islamic Principles and Land: Opportunities for engagement,
state land (mir) are traditionally inherited outside Islamic inheritance rules.” 92

At the time where the foundations of the Islamic inheritance system were established in the seventh century, Islamic inheritance provisions were the most progressive for women in the areas around the Arabic peninsula and surrounding regions. Their strength was the clear and detailed description of how to administer the properties of the deceased. The underlying principles were the need to prevent a concentration of wealth by redistributing the lands and properties of the deceased among the extended family, the consolidation of family relationships, and the attention given to women by clearly identifying their inheritance shares, in a pre-existing context where women were traditionally excluded from inheritance. The Islamic inheritance system remained unsurpassed for long time – at least on paper - in terms of protection of women’s access to land. Further, the detailed sharia provisions on inheritance were consolidated in state legislation, often little altered, and therefore they still have a big impact on how land is inherited by Muslim women.93

In contemporary times, a lot has been written about the unfavourable conditions in Islamic law about women’s inheritance rights. In violation of the non-discriminatory provisions of the Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW), the Muslim woman’s share is generally half of that of the male family members, although in some rare cases, they may have equal shares or, even more rarely, women can access larger shares compared to those of their male relatives94. Undoubtedly, the different inheritance rules violate the non-discriminatory provisions of CEDAW and constitute a discriminatory factor in the process of granting women access to land, housing and property. On the other hand, there is the view in Muslim societies, supported by some Muslim women, that argues Islamic inheritance provisions are equitable95 because, according to Islamic rules, financial obligations to provide for the family fall on men, and compensatory provisions, such as dower and gifts, are available for women. While it can be comfortably stated that, in practice, in most Muslim families, women are equal or majority contributors to the family economy with either in kind or in-cash contributions, the debate on whether the women’s lesser inheritance share is acceptable or justifiable is beyond the scope of this section.

This section, instead, highlights the importance of ensuring that key actors who have a decision-making role on women’s inheritance rights in Muslim contexts understand what the Islamic inheritance provisions are. This greatly helps in ensuring that – if they refer to Islamic inheritance law to take decisions on women’s inheritance share – they follow Islamic inheritance law rather than promoting the often more gender-discriminatory local practices that are mistakenly confused with Islamic inheritance laws. Focus group discussions held in the preparation of this publication highlighted how women are often stripped of their inheritance rights by family members who claim that Islam does not allow women to inherit land and housing.

A good knowledge of Islamic inheritance rules is particularly relevant for religious leaders, local leaders, customary chiefs, judges in formal and religious courts, communities, families and, especially, women. The case of Niger is an example of how capacity development on Islamic land law for local religious leaders and community stakeholders helped women to increase access to land. The case of Afghanistan hints at how actors involved in dispute resolution can support women in claiming their land rights through Islamic practices (maḥt).

While it is important that key actors have a good knowledge of Islamic inheritance law to protect women’s land rights, women’s land rights are not always best protected through Islamic land law. Some of the factors to be considered are the presence of gender-responsive state laws on inheritance; the attitude of national and local governments towards promoting religious approaches rather than state law; the scale and timeframe of the interventions being planned; the resources available; and the local capacity on the ground, etc. It is important to note that this section does not aim to promote the use of Islamic land law over other types of laws when protecting women’s land rights; rather it attempts to give an understanding of how aspects of Islamic inheritance law could be incorporated into and contribute to initiatives to increase women’s access to land.

94 The detailed description of how inheritance is divided among heirs is beyond the scope of this publication; Islamic inheritance law has developed through interpretation by the various schools of Islamic jurisprudence over centuries both in Sunni and Shia and therefore some differences can be found across Muslim countries, although its main structure was not altered.
Niger is a largely rural country, highly dependent on agriculture but with very scarce arable land. Female literacy is as low as 10 per cent and, in spite of a 40 per cent female employment rate, 4 out of 5 poor citizens are women.037 with a rural female poverty rate of over 97 per cent across age groups.038 To improve the overall social and economic development of the country, the Niger Government established a Ministry of Social Development, Population, Advancement of Women and Protection of Children,039 and invested in increasing food security through improved and decentralized land management.

In 1993, a decentralized land registration process was established. Local land commissions (Commissions Foncières) or CoFos were set up at local level040 with the responsibility of popularizing land-related documents, giving individual and joint land titles, giving grazing permission to pastoralists; registering land-related contracts and transactions (including sales, donations, customary rights and claims, rental agreements, and loans); mapping and overseeing the use of joint land-based resources (livestock corridors, grazing areas, forests, water points); and contributing to the preparation of land-use planning schemes and rural concessions. Overall, CoFos managed to have reasonably good penetration in villages and urban areas041 and the systems were successful in clarifying land tenure issues and strengthening the empowerment of local population on land management issues. Women’s access to land, however, remained a challenge and women inheritance rights seemed to be one of the key challenges to be addressed.

In spite of equal inheritance rights being granted by state law and protected by Islamic land law _ even if to a lesser extent _ customary practices in most communities exclude women from inheriting certain assets, including land. Studies done on the Fulani and Gobiraua ethnic groups042 show how women are completely excluded from inheritance, while a survey conducted in the Maradi Department shows that, when land is abundant, women access and inherit land, but as soon as the resource starts to dwindle, the readjustment is done at their expense and they lose their right to land inheritance. In these contexts, several women resort to Islamic inheritance rules to claim their rights to land.

In light of the high incidence of gender-related land rights discrimination issues, in 2007 the Mirrah Departmental Land Commission (CofoDep) and the Nonviolent Conflict Management Network (GENOVICO), a local NGO, established an initiative to tackle women’s land inheritance issues with the support of the Netherlands Development Organization (SNV). During the diagnostic study, numerous testimonies were obtained from women, local leaders and other key players, which confirmed that marabouts –Muslim holy men - routinely failed to allocate land to women when sharing inheritance, and the municipal and departmental land commissions confirmed that no woman had been able to secure access to inherited land.043 A large consultation on women’s inheritance rights was held, involving the local land commissions (CoFos), civil society organizations, local authorities, traditional leaders and marabouts. The discussions concluded that, based on Islamic inheritance rules, women’s inheritance rights should be respected and registered by the local CoFos.

Guidelines on Islamic inheritance rules were prepared by a working group comprised of marabouts, members of the local NGO and a SNV adviser. The working group identified all the relevant verses in the Qur’an relating to the sharing of inheritance and translated them into French in a document that was then reviewed and validated by marabouts, traditional authorities, women and farmer organizations, representatives of the local authorities and local NGOs, and CoFos. The Guide Pratique des Droits de Succession des Femmes en Islam, published in 2010, constitutes a major achievement in clarifying women’s inheritance rights in French-speaking Islamic communities. As a result of the awareness raised, a number of women have begun to claim back their inheritance and several women have been able to secure their rights to land.044

A similar experience was carried out in the Maradi region by CARE Denmark, where the population is influenced by rigorous Islamic practices disseminated by close-by Nigeria. This situation has increasingly led to women’s exclusion at the expense of agricultural activities, thus progressively leading to the defeminisation of agriculture. CARE worked with local religious Muslim leaders, rural women’s associations, and savings and loans associations to strengthen the social position of women. Advocacy in favour of women’s land rights has given them arguments to claim for their land rights. From 2010 to 2012, an increase was registered in the percentage of women who inherited land (from 4 per cent to 8 per cent).045

These cases show how Islamic land inheritance principles and awareness raising of traditional and religious leaders at local level can lead to the enhancement of women’s inheritance rights, even in rural contexts where female literacy is very low. The replicability of this approach in other areas and the scalability to the national level, however, depends on the attitude of national and local governments to promoting religious approaches – rather than state law - and on the extent to which national laws are aligned to Islamic inheritance law. Nevertheless, capacity development for religious and traditional leaders, communities and local women is, without doubt, a key element of enhancing women’s access to land, especially in contexts where large portions of land are administered with customary systems.

037 Extract from a speech delivered by Dr. Maikki Kadidiatou Dandobi, Niger’s Minister of Population, Women’s Promotion and Child Protection, at the 57th session of the Commission on Women’s Condition, New York, March 2013.


039 Initial and second report of the Niger on the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women, 2001


041 More than 3,000 villages and tribes out of 15,000 have their CoFos; 145 communes out of 265 urban and rural communes have their communal CoFos; the 36 departments have all their departmental CoFos (CofoDep), and each of the eight regions of the country has a regional permanent secretariat for the Rural Code. At national level, the activities of all local and regional organs are coordinated by the national secretariat for the Rural Code, under the authority of the national committee for the Rural Code. “Gestion décentralisée ou locale du foncier: Le Cas du Niger”, Fiches Pédagogiques, Comité Technique Foncier et Développement, Adam Kandine (2010).

042 “Analyse de la Situation de l’Enfant et de la Femme au Niger, 2008” UNICEF


044 Youssouf Babacar Cissé, op. cit.

045 “Women’s Fight for Land: Lessons learnt from CARE Denmark’s women and land initiative in Niger” (2013). CARE.
4.2 MINIMIZE THE RENUNCIATION TO INHERITANCE

Section 4.1 describes how Islamic land law protects women’s smaller inheritance rights through a detailed set of rules often reiterated by national statutory laws in Muslim majority countries. The practice is, however, very different, and women often find themselves stripped of their inheritance rights to immovable properties.

The two key reasons why Muslim women in practice lose out – partially or fully - on their inheritance rights are the denial of their rightful inheritance share and the voluntary – or at times forcibly induced - renunciation of inheritance rights (tanazul). These are two faces of the main land challenge that, if adequately addressed, have the potential of really bringing about a change in the lives of women in the Muslim world.

In their original formulation, Islamic inheritance laws do not contemplate the rejection by a beneficiary of his or her share. However, it has become widespread practice in Muslim countries – also incorporated in the legal processes - that a person, typically a woman, voluntarily renounces her inheritance rights. Analysis of the numerous sources on this phenomenon shows that women give up their inheritance right for a variety of reasons: in exchange for cash or other properties, to preserve family relationships with family members who have higher status or position (often brothers), to keep the property intact, etc. The “benefits” of renunciation may include a continuing right of access to a family home, a one-time payment or periodic payments in cash, the offer of protection and the right to access or live on the property for life (user rights), etc.

While renunciation of inheritance rights is, at times, the result of a decision made freely by women on the basis of social and economic considerations, often women are forced to renounce their inheritance or are made to believe by family members – in good or bad faith – that they are not entitled to it. Ignorance of statutory and Islamic laws combined with the deliberate violation of women’s land and property rights by taking advantage of gender-discriminatory and widespread social practices badly negatively affect women in many Muslim countries.

Often social norms are such that women face the risk of being cut off from their families if they claim their land rights, which is a major deterrent to them doing so, as well as a major cause of personal and social friction and division. Women claiming their rights can be judged as being greedy, selfish, putting the husbands in a bad light, or insulting them for not being able to provide for them. Families are not keen to “split the family land” by “giving it away” to the women’s “new family”, which is the family of her husband. This risk also sometimes results in daughters been “married to the Quran”; they do not create a new family and remain in their father’s house with their portion of inheritance.

Further, women refer to justice to secure their inheritance rights only in a few extreme cases to avoid disrupting family relationships on which they often heavily depend and facing disapproval from society, as described in Module 2.

The importance of protecting women’s inheritance rights has been increasingly recognized as an area that requires urgent attention by governments, women’s groups, civil society organizations and development partners, and a good number of successful initiatives are taking place that constitute good learning opportunities and have the potential to be replicated in other contexts and countries. Jordan and Palestine, for instance, have taken up the challenge of women’s land inheritance issues and offer good lessons to be learnt.

Approaches that have proved to be successful in minimizing the renunciation of inheritance rights by women include awareness raising on the existing statutory and religious inheritance laws; capacity development for judiciary, customary and religious leaders involved in decision-making processes regarding inheritance, women associations, community and civil society organizations; the provision of information and financial, legal aid and practical support to enable women to claim their inheritance rights through courts or alternative dispute-resolution systems; regulate the inheritance renunciation practices to establish clear

96 See the box: “Renunciation of women’s inheritance rights: not an excuse to avoid land fragmentation”.


98 “Assessing Inheritance Laws and their impact on Rural Women in Pakistan”. Shakil Ghor, ILC and SCOPE.
Women and land in the Muslim world

Inheritance: ensuring women get their share

Nearly everyone in the fast-growing and young Palestinian population has basic education, including girls. However, because of social attitudes and protracted economic stagnation, female participation in the labour force is among the lowest in the world, with only 14 per cent of women formally employed, and half of them in low-paid jobs. The gender gap in the labour market is reflected in women’s lower income and wealth. Polygamy, divorce, custody and equal legal status (for example as witnesses in marital disputes) are considered traditional roles to which they have been relegated by male-dominated practices and beliefs. In such contexts women are called to step outside the traditional roles to which they have been relegated by male-dominated practices and beliefs.

In 2011, three administrative orders were passed by the Chief Justice of the Sharia court to reduce the vulnerability of women. The orders aimed to ensure that women have access to accurate information in inheritance cases. In particular, action was taken to reduce the number of women renouncing their land rights. The decree of 15/5/2011 defines the preconditions required for inheritance renunciation (takharij or tanazul): (1) Detailed inventory of the movable and immovable belongings of the deceased, signed by all the heirs present in Palestine, and authenticated by the city council; (2) Report established by three experts to evaluate the belongings to be excluded from inheritance under takharuj procedure; (3) Publish the takharuj decision in a newspaper for at least a week, under the supervision of the sharia court; and (4) The final takharuj decision should not be registered until four months after the death. The importance of this decree is that it imposes transparency of the inheritance process, in terms of inventory, valuation and definition of every heir’s rights, and under the control of official bodies, thus breaking the secrecy, hence the potential intimidation, prevailing inside a large number of families.

Civil society organizations, such as the Young Men Christian Association (YMCA) and their partners, are currently lobbying the Palestinian Authority to establish an inheritance department within the Justice Ministry. Land mediators are active both in the West Bank and in the Gaza Strip to provide guidance and suggest solutions for land conflicts, including about the difficulties linked to inheritance. A few women are among these mediators.

Civil society has also been active in fighting inheritance denial. A major achievement has been a project conducted in 2010-2016 by YMCA-East Jerusalem and a number of women’s NGOs with the support of the European Union and DanChurchAid. The project included: (1) capacity development of local community based organizations to lead campaigns on women’s property rights issues; (2) study circles and training events for community based organizations, journalists and lawyers; (3) legal aid through a network of CBOs, lawyers and journalists for women whose inheritance is endangered; (4) community and media campaigns on women’s right to inheritance; and (5) awareness raising through documentary movies and drama re-enactments. A number of documents have been produced in Arabic: a guide to inheritance concepts and procedures, another to ways and means of organizing training sessions, a video with women’s testimonies, and video with an explanatory cartoon.

In conclusion, Palestinian women are increasingly willing and able to claim their inheritance rights as a result of increased awareness-raising and the availability of assistance through lawyers and NGOs. Different groups working on the women’s inheritance issue have emerged; they are challenging traditional gender dynamics and creating a conducive environment. In 2003, the Ministry of Women’s Affairs (MoWA) was established to facilitate gender mainstreaming in different national sectors. MoWA’s mission is to “ensure a legal and policy framework for achieving gender equality by mainstreaming gender and empowering women as essential partners in the building of a democratic state”.

Civil society in Palestine is vibrant and strong. In 2009, there were over 2,100 registered civil society organizations. According to 2006 data, the primary area of intervention of nearly 9 per cent of CBOs was women’s rights and well-being. During 2011 and 2012, civil society organizations successfully reactivated the National Committee for the Personal Status Law, a coalition of organizations working to promote gender-equitable legislation, particularly concerning six key issues: marriage age, common wealth, polygamy, divorce, custody and equal legal status (for example as witnesses in marital disputes).

Progress was made with regard to women’s rights, particularly through sharia courts. In 2011, three administrative orders were passed by the Chief Justice of the Sharia Court to reduce the vulnerability of women. The orders aimed to ensure that women have access to accurate information in inheritance cases. In particular, action was taken to reduce the number of women renouncing their land rights. The decree of 15/5/2011 defines the preconditions required for inheritance renunciation (takharij or tanazul): (1) Detailed inventory of the movable and immovable belongings of the deceased, signed by all the heirs present in Palestine, and authenticated by the
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requirements, timelines and procedures; communication and information campaigns to change the negative attitude towards women who claim their inheritance rights; and complementing initiatives combating the renunciation practices with interventions aimed at increasing women’s empowerment and access to education and employment.

### 4.3 THE COMPENSATORY PROPERTY SCHEME

While longer-term processes leading to more equitable inheritance laws for women in Muslim countries exist, Islamic inheritance provisions should be contextualized into a holistic life cycle approach that looks at inheritance among other ways of transferring land, housing and property to women. This includes negotiation,99 “estate planning” and post-inheritance adjustment practices which can involve compensatory schemes that create other opportunities for accessing land and property.100 For example, in Indonesia, an inheritance distribution process occurs bilaterally through Islamic rules but accommodates the more gender-responsive customary (adat) approaches as well.

#### The will

Wills are an excellent tool to increase access to land and property through inheritance for Muslim and non-Muslim women and men. Islamic inheritance law has specific provisions that allow for the transfer of up to a third of the deceased’s estate - including cash, land, housing, usufruct or land-use rights and other forms of wealth - through a will (wasiyya). Though this is not universally applied, it is a valid land and property planning tool that can favour female members to compensate for their lesser inheritance. The rules of Islamic wills are rather liberal, and land or property can also be transferred to those who are not entitled to an Islamic inheritance, such as non-Muslim spouses or illegitimate children. The will is an important medium of land access or land ownership for Muslim daughters or wives, sometimes as significant as inheritance itself.

#### Gifts

Another obvious tool for estate planning is the hiba (lifetime transfer or gift), described earlier, that can involve cash, assets, land ownership or land interests.

### 4.4 INHERITANCE UNDER CUSTOMARY PRACTICES

Customary inheritance practices vary significantly across the Muslim world. While customary laws can be gender responsive - for instance, in some countries in South-East Asia - there are contexts where they exclude women from inheriting land and property at once. A detailed description of inheritance under customary law is beyond the scope of this report, mainly because of the extensive variations encountered from country to country. There are, however, documented examples of women’s successfully accessing land through inheritance in customary contexts. The Niger case study is an example of how access to land for women was enhanced by locally tailored awareness and capacity development interventions building on Islamic land law provisions, and by working with local communities, women and traditional / religious leaders.

Some Muslim countries, on the other hand, present interesting matrilineal inheritance features. An under-researched area of Muslim matrilineal communities yields further insights into how custom, religion and statutory reforms combine with varied outcomes for gender equality and equitable land and property rights. Matrilocal residence (husband living at the home of wife after marriage), access to inheritance of property through females, and inheritance by females are some of the key features of such customary systems that are far more extensive than commonly assumed across almost all the Muslim world,101 except the Middle East, where no significant matrilineal Muslim community is documented. Such inheritance patterns, however, do not necessarily translate into better control over the use and transfer of land and its resources by women, and interventions targeting the specific contexts would need to be researched and assessed before intervening.
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101 Muslim matrilineal or bi-lineal communities include the Minangkabau of Indonesia, the Adat Perpatih community of Malaysia and the Chams of Vietnam and Cambodia, the Mappillas of India, the Moors of Sri Lanka, the Tuaregs of Algeria, the Babos of Burkina Faso, the Akan of Ghana and the Serer of Senegal, the Digos of Kenya, the Yaos of Tanzania, the Chewa in Malawi, and the Wangazidja of Comoros.
4.5 RECOMMENDATIONS

Inheritance constitutes the main avenue through which women in the Muslim world can access land ownership. Statutory laws, Islamic land and inheritance law and gender-responsive customary practices can all offer important entry points for increasing women’s access to land. A set of recommendations emerges from the module to ensure that women do not lose out in accessing this important avenue to accessing land, housing and tenure security.

1. Raise awareness among key actors to ensure that the role of inheritance is understood, and that adequate attention is given to protecting and promoting women’s inheritance rights.
2. The capacities of stakeholders dealing with inheritance issues need to be developed to better understand women’s inheritance provision under the different legal systems co-existing in their contexts. The key stakeholders include women and families as a whole, judges, religious and community leaders, and civil society and women organizations.
3. Promote a holistic view of estate planning and promote complementary mechanisms to access land and housing that can balance women’s lesser inheritance rights with other forms of access to land, particularly wills and gifts.
4. Combat and minimize the renunciation of inheritance rights and the practices of excluding female family members from inheriting parts of the deceased’s estate, described more in detail below.

Combat the renunciation of inheritance rights: specific recommendations

1. Information and advocacy campaigns to clarify the provision of the inheritance systems in place, including statutory, customary and religious inheritance laws;
2. Capacity development for judicial, customary and religious leaders involved in decision-making processes regarding inheritance;
3. Awareness raising and capacity development for women’s associations, community and civil society organizations;
4. Provision of information and financial, legal aid and practical support for women to claim their inheritance rights through courts or alternative dispute-resolution systems;
5. Regulate the inheritance renunciation practices to establish clear requirements, timelines and procedures; and
6. Communication and information campaigns to change the negative attitude towards women who claim their inheritance rights.
Marriage plays an extremely important role in defining women's access to land and it is a key entry point to (re)equilibrate the relationship between the spouses and their access to housing, land and property for the overall improvement of the social and economic development of the family. The two corner stones of this approach – which is valid for both Muslim and non-Muslim women - are awareness raising for the families of the couple and better understanding of how to define property regimes for the couple at the time of marriage. This module describes how marriage contracts and joint marital property contribute to women's access to land, how these instruments are seen and applied in different contexts, and provides recommendations to ensure they contribute to their full potential to land tenure security for women and men in the Muslim world.

5.1 THE LAND RIGHTS OF MARRIED WOMEN

All key Islamic legal sources, particularly the Quran and Sunna, support women’s full property rights, irrespective of marital status. Muslim women have absolute rights to acquire property and land throughout their life course and, whether married or not, have historically enjoyed autonomous legal identity and separate property rights. Yet, marriage often directly or indirectly impacts their legal status, practical opportunities, and the traditional rules through which women access, acquire, hold, use, administer, dispose, inherit and bequeath property, including land.

Marriage has an impact on four types of properties: the personal property that belonged to the wife before the marriage, which needs protection; the joint marital property, including land and housing acquired during the period of marriage; and the access to land and personal property flows during marriage from a range of sources, including inheritance, gifts, income, waqf (endowment), mahr (dower) and nafaqa (maintenance); and the allocation of land and property in the case of divorce.

Joint marital property is an important and still largely untapped avenue to increase access to land, property and housing for women in the Muslim world. It is also an area for confrontation on gender equality and contest between tradition and modernity over the evolving image of the family and

the interpretation of women’s roles. Joint marital property is a very viable marital property regime option that has been accommodated in many Muslim-majority countries and countries with significant Muslim populations. This has happened through legislative change, gender rights campaigns, judicial activism, jurisprudential debates, etc.

5.2 THE IMPORTANCE OF JOINT MARITAL PROPERTY

Joint marital property is the property (including house and land) that is acquired by the couple during the marriage that belongs to both of them on the assumption that – whether or not one of them brought into the marriage more financial assets - the cash and kind contributions of both members of the couple are acknowledged and valued. Joint marital property does not include properties owned individually by a spouse prior to the marriage or acquired as an individual inheritance, income or gift during marriage.

Matrimonial regimes differ radically across countries and sometimes within countries and are broadly divided into “separate property” and “joint property regimes”. Under separate property regimes, each spouse owns the property separately, including land, which is often registered in a single name prior to and throughout the course of the marriage. It does not create any legal presumption of co-ownership of assets acquired by the other spouse.

Under the joint property regimes, property acquired or owned during a marriage belongs equally or substantially to both spouses. A differentiation could be made into “community property”, where there is an absolute 50-50 split of all property in a divorce, and “equitable distribution” where an evaluation of each spouse’s contributions and entitlements is made. Community property regimes are further distinguished as “partial” or “full”, depending on what happens to the ownership of property acquired prior to the marriage and to the inheritances received during the marriage.

Joint marital property is important for Muslim and non-Muslim women for many reasons. A wife considered to have no independent stake in marital assets would retain no land rights acquired or accessed or ownership interest in their marital home, regardless of how great her contribution has been; in a divorce this would leave her to rely on her family of origin or on the state. This particularly affects married women without significant pre-marital assets or gifts in land and property, income or savings of their own, who rely on property acquired jointly during marriage for their access to land and tenure security. The recognition of joint marital property is particularly important for women in a divorce, especially when inadequate dower (mahār) and limited maintenance (nafaqa) are provided, and for those who are widowed

The specific advantages and disadvantages of joint marital property vary according to individual circumstances as, for instance, women with a higher income than their husbands might prefer to acquire property in their own name. However, in the overwhelming number of middle- to low-income families, wives would be better off with joint marital property, as they can also retain their pre-marital and personal assets. Access to joint marital property contributes to women’s empowerment, as it strengthens their property management powers, gives them bargaining power against unilateral divorce and improves their access to credit and other opportunities.

Joint marital property is also an element that rebalances the perception of women’s and men’s roles within the family, recognizing the important contribution of women to the overall wellbeing and prosperity of the family, and generally giving women more status. Joint marital property regimes put marriage on the moral foundation of “equal co-operative partnership of different efforts”, recognizing both material and non-financial contributions.

5.3 JOINT MARITAL PROPERTY LAWS

Joint marital property regimes exist in the majority of countries across the world, and are applied in varieties that depend on the distinct legal traditions and systems. Generally, joint marital property regimes are more likely in civil law systems than in common law or Islamic law systems. The joint marital property regime originated in civil law jurisdictions, continental Europe and generally South American countries, and is now also found in many common law systems and some Islamic hybrid systems. Variation of such systems are found in the United States of America, Norway, Denmark, Sweden, Germany, Austria and Greece (where there is “deferred” community of property through which spouses have separate property during marriage, but an equal division on divorce), France, Italy, Spain and Croatia (where there is a “limited” joint marital property model administered by both spouses in equal terms), the Netherlands (where there is a “complete” community of property); and in other parts of the world, such as Burundi, Namibia, Philippines, Rwanda and South Africa that have full community property regimes.

In Muslim countries, there is considerable overlap between the three major legal systems - civil law, common law and Islamic law – that has resulted in legal pluralism and hybridity. However, separate property rules are a regular feature in most Muslim societies. In Middle East countries such as Egypt, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Oman, Saudi Arabia, Syria, United Arab Emirates and Yemen, the separate property system prevails. This is equally true of South-Asia’s Bangladesh, India, Pakistan and Sri Lanka. In Africa, several countries follow the separate


106  See for example section 46 of the Singaporean Women’s Charter 1961 (not applicable to Muslims)

property system, including Mali, Mauritania, Nigeria, Senegal and Sudan. Some countries with significant Muslim populations, such as Indonesia, Iran, Kazakhstan, Morocco, Malaysia, Maldives, Tunisia, Turkey, Indonesia and Malaysia, have adopted joint property systems or offer a choice, often at the time of marriage.

In countries where there are different marital property regime options, the important questions to be asked are: are the people getting married aware of the different choices to be made and their implications? What is the default regime? Which marital property distribution system would apply if the couple failed to make a choice at the time of the wedding?

As spouses are seen as separate individuals in property matters throughout the marriage, the standard procedure seems to be that each spouse simply walks away from the marriage with his or her individual property (or the properties that are in their respective names). As a result, throughout history, most Muslim marriages were enacted under a separation of property regime where neither spouse had a legal claim to or interest in the property of the other. Some scholars have deduced that since both partners maintain an independent financial status throughout the marriage, Muslim marriages do not create community property.110 Property acquired during the marriage belongs to either the husband or the wife, not jointly to the couple. As such, it is argued, there is no equivalent to marital property or community property under classical Islamic jurisprudence (fiqh), and that under Islamic law there is no such thing as marital property to distribute.

The perceived incompatibility of classical Islamic law with concepts of marital property and the supposed inability of Muslim societies to recognize the contributions of both spouses are now being challenged. There are no jurisprudential constraints in Islamic law for incorporating joint marital property. While the Qur’an specifically prescribes personal property rights and details inheritance rights for women,111 it does not explicitly refer to men and women’s marital property. As such, there are opportunities to reinterpret marital property in accordance with the general legal framework.

Community property arises as an operation of law which can only be facilitated in a developed legal system and a mature socio-legal culture entailing the recognition of women’s property rights and a degree of independent legal status for married women. Muslim women’s independent property rights were comprehensively established in the seventh century by the Qur’an, in contrast to most common law countries where such recognition came relatively recently. For example, married women in Britain were only granted the right to hold separate property through the Women’s Property Bill in 1870. The legal disability with regard to married women’s property rights, which was a feature of past Anglo-American jurisprudence, was never a feature of Islamic law.

The fact that joint marital property does not contradict Islamic laws is also demonstrated by the fact that a number of countries allowed this option through Islamic law reform, as explained in the paragraph below and in the case studies. In particular, there is broad recognition of women’s marital property rights under both the Sunni and the Shia branches of Islam. For example, Iran, which is predominantly Shia, recognizes the option of equal division of marital property. Shortly after the 1979 Islamic Revolution, parliament introduced a provision to the marriage contract that entitles a divorced wife to claim half of the wealth acquired during marriage, as long as the divorce is not her fault. Likewise, among the Sunni schools, three out of the four - Hanafi (Turkey), Shafi (Malaysia, Indonesia, Maldives) and Maliki (Morocco) - demonstrate a capacity to embrace marital property regimes. Marital property is also recognized in Kazakhstan, where Sufism - the mystical doctrine of Islam – is influential.

The dominance of the separation of property regimes across the Muslim world is owed in part to the jurisprudential equation of Islamic personal property guarantees to the separation of property regimes, but more broadly to the social structure of the Muslim marriage. Objections to community property regimes do not come from within Islamic law itself, but from the conception of a wife’s role and the model of marriage itself. Muslim marital property regimes are negotiated not merely from religious conceptions, but through religion’s intersection with custom, family, kinship and the construction of property itself. Yet, the case studies underscore the complex, but often accommodating, relationship between marital property doctrines and Islamic principles.

5.4 ISLAMIC LAND LAW RECOGNITION OF JOINT MARITAL PROPERTY

Marital property law is so intimately related to the social and economic life of a nation that, more than any other branch of private law, it affects the nation’s character and sets the course for its legal development. Questions arise in Muslim countries on whether joint marital property regimes are accepted by Islamic law or, rather, if Islamic law recognizes the joint marital property concept. In Islam, women’s personal property rights108 are relatively well-developed and there is documented historical evidence of Muslim women who owned land and property.109 However, Islamic legal sources appear to emphasise protecting women’s personal property through marriage, rather than wives’ claims to the matrimonial property created during the marriage.

111 See for example Qur’an 4:7: “From what is left by parents and those nearest related there is a share for men and a share for women, whether the property be small or large - a determinate share.”
The majority of Muslims live under separate property regimes, but a significant and increasing number do have the choice to enter into marital property arrangements. In addition to Muslim minorities in European and American countries, marital community property regimes are available to Muslim communities in Europe (Turkey), South Asia (Maldives), West Asia (Iran) South East Asia (Indonesia, Malaysia), Central Asia (Kazakhstan) Middle East and North Africa (Morocco, Tunisia), East Africa (Kenya, Tanzania) and South Africa.

Muslim couples in a number of pluralist societies – as in the case studies of South Africa, Tanzania, Kenya and Israel - have a choice between different marital property regimes (Islamic, customary or secular) at the time of marriage. If they do not choose, the default regime prevails, and this regime is the Islamic, customary or secular property regimes, but a significant and increasing number do have the choice to enter into marital property arrangements. In addition to Muslim minorities in European and American countries, marital community property regimes are available to Muslim communities in Europe (Turkey), South Asia (Maldives), West Asia (Iran) South East Asia (Indonesia, Malaysia), Central Asia (Kazakhstan) Middle East and North Africa (Morocco, Tunisia), East Africa (Kenya, Tanzania) and South Africa.

Muslim couples in a number of pluralist societies – as in the case studies of South Africa, Tanzania, Kenya and Israel - have a choice between different marital property regimes (Islamic, customary or secular) at the time of marriage. If they do not choose, the default regime prevails, and this regime varies by country. However, even in separate property marriages, courts in several countries routinely determine the financial and non-financial contributions of the spouses to family welfare in equitable or an equal division of marital property, including numerous cases involving Muslims. Muslims, for example, living in common law jurisdictions such as Australia, Canada, New Zealand, the United Kingdom, the United States of America and much of the Commonwealth States can expect courts to play an important role, as they do in Kenya, South Africa and Tanzania, for instance.

To learn lessons from this, it is important to understand the different ways in which Muslim majority countries achieved joint marital property reforms. The varied legal reform methodologies of Muslim matrimonial property regimes include secularization, Islamic re-interpretation, cohabitation of custom and Islamic law, and legal pluralism.

Some Muslim-majority countries consciously adopt community property principles as part of Islamic law reform, as the case studies of Morocco and Tunisia from North Africa explore. Other countries went through the process of Islamic law’s acceptance of pre-existing customary community of property system, as in our case studies of Indonesia and Malaysia in South-East Asia illustrate. While custom often is seen as an impediment to gender justice, these examples show how customary rights can sometimes enhance women’s property rights.

Another set of countries experienced “secularization” whereby modern Western civil codes were adopted, as in our case study of Turkey, at the threshold of Europe. Secularization also happened through the influence of Soviet communist ideology in Albania, Bosnia, Kosovo in the Balkans and the Central Asian republics of Azerbaijan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan, and explored through a case study of Kazakhstan. Further, there are some countries where Muslim minorities live in multicultural societies under legal pluralist societies and are offered a choice of marital property regimes (e.g. Tanzania, Kenya, South Africa and Israel). India, a country with the second largest Muslim population in the world, does not recognize joint marital property for Muslim women. The practice in the remaining countries with Muslim majorities, from Jordan and Egypt to Pakistan and Sudan, is mostly separation of property. This analysis shows that there is potential to advocate for an increased use of joint marital property – in Muslim, non-Muslim, civil and possibly customary marriages - across Muslim-majority countries and countries with significant Muslim minorities, as an important way to increasing women access to land.

5.6 THE MARITAL CONTRACT

Couples, including Muslim, non-Muslim and mixed couples, have different options to contract their marriage and applicable family and property law depending on their choice of marriage – religious, customary and civil. Often more than one option exists, depending on the country the couple gets married in.

The Islamic marriage is a spiritual, social and legal contract (aqd) between two independent legal entities who have equal status to negotiate terms, including property arrangements. The marriage contract is a key component of the marriage. It is not a pre-nuptial but key to the negotiated terms of the marriage, and property rights. Thus, marriage is not merely a union of individuals but seeks to balance and protect socio-economic rights of broader stakeholders – spouses, parents, children, family and society.


Most Islamic schools such as the Hanbali, the Hanafis and the Malikis, permit spouses in a way or another to add terms and conditions to the marriage contract. Among frequent conditions are those relating to property arrangements, rights to work and other freedoms. In most cases, couples enter into a Muslim marriage by signing a contract, called a nikah contract. Unlike other cultures, where marriage contracts or pre-nuptial agreements were the prerogative of the elites, this has been an important component of many Muslim marriages. Muslim women – or their parents and guardians on their behalf - have historically used the marriage contract to negotiate their marital terms and their property rights.¹¹⁴

The marriage contract constitutes one of the most positive features of Islamic law and is an important opportunity for enhancing women’s equality and rights in the marriage, including housing land and property rights, through the addition of clauses or even separate agreements. This contract can be strengthened, made compulsory, enforced and advertised, but legal negotiations and social support systems need to be in place to ensure that it is used correctly. Judges and similar figures have an important role to play to ensure that the potential of the marriage contract is adequately used in advancing women’s rights, as shown in the Morocco case study. Capacity development for judges, people involved in marriage, couples-to-be, and other key actors is required.

In Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Egypt or Iran, marital property clauses or separate agreements can simply be negotiated and added on to the main Islamic marriage contract. Women can use these contracts to protect their rights during the marriage and at its dissolution by stipulating clauses on property ownership and division, children, monogamy, her right to work, accounting of unpaid contributions to the household, and matters requiring her consent. In Tunisia, under the Personal Status Code, conditions relating to property can be stipulated in the notarized contract, and contravention of or failure to meet these conditions allows both spouses to apply for dissolution. Conditions can relate to persons or property. The standard marriage contract under the Bangladesh Rules of the Muslim Family Laws Ordinance 1961 permits any additional conditions, provided there is mutual agreement between the two parties, for example stipulations on dowry, maintenance, wife’s pocket money, etc.

In most countries, re-marriages can or need to be registered as civil marriages. Civil marriages, registered with the statutory civil institutions, can also offer – and in many contexts have to offer – to define the property regime chosen by the couple. The Model Marriage Contract, for instance, can address property rights and financial relations, allowing spouses to stipulate ownership, administration, use and disposition of property acquired prior to and during the marriage. Global Rights is campaigning for development of a model contract with sample conditions in order to give them examples to draw on.¹¹⁵

However, too many women are still unable to take advantage of the opportunities offered by the marriage contract for several reasons. In Morocco and Tunisia, religious registrars (adouls) rarely fulfil their obligation of informing the spouses of their marital property options and women are not aware enough of the options that are available to them. The hope is that this may change over time as a result of specific interventions. Governments could enforce obligatory aspects to be decided on at the time of drawing up the marriage contract or make gender-responsive options the standard if a couple fails to express its preference.

Further, in practice, many women still rely on unwritten “oral or verbal marriages”, which are still an existing practice in some communities, such as Syrian and Lebanese refugees, and other communities with less access to civil registration institutions.¹¹⁶ Such practices should be discouraged, and registration of marital contracts should be promoted by governments, religious and community leaders and civil society organizations. Women and families should be sensitized on the importance of this.

**Polygamous marriages**

Land and property issues in polygamous marriages are further complicated. Marital contracts can also play a – probably even more – important role in regulating land and property issues in polygamous marriages, which are legal in many Muslim-majority countries. Women in polygamous or customary marriages are often excluded from adequate legal protection and largely ignored by international regulatory frameworks that could guide national legislation, although some countries do regulate this aspect.

### 5.7 Recommendations

In conclusion, marriage-related processes have a very important role to play in defining and improving women’s access to land, housing and property. From this module and the cases studies analysed, a series of recommendations are possible that are valid for Muslim and non-Muslim women and for women entering in religious, customary or civil marriages.

1. **Raise awareness among women, families and communities on the importance of marriage in defining land and property regimes of the family, the importance this has for the spouses and their children, and the available options in their specific context. This can be done through public debates and discussions involving different actors.**

2. **Promote written marital contracts and, when possible, make them compulsory for couples getting married.**

3. **Ensure that written marital contracts incorporate descriptions of the different options for property regimes from which the couple can choose;**

4. **Develop the capacities of judges, registrars and other public figures involved in contracting marriage, couples-to-be and their families, and other key actors; and**

---


¹¹⁶ Focus group discussion at the Validation Workshop on Women and Land in the Muslim World, organized by GLTN, UN-Habitat, UEL, UTI and AUS in Beirut, Lebanon, 2-3 May 2017.
5. Develop and promote tools that protect women’s right to land at the time of marriage, such as a model marriage contract, information and awareness-raising materials, preparatory courses, etc.

Joint marital property: specific recommendations

6. Promote joint property arrangements for married couples.
7. Encourage countries that do not include joint marital property in their legal and administrative frameworks to review their laws to make it possible.
8. Consider setting the joint marital property as the default option if couples fail to explicitly indicate their preferred property regime and the marital contract does not indicate otherwise.

**INDONESIA**

How marital property rights for women were increased through the adaptation of customary law and incorporation into Islamic legal tradition. The importance of accessible and effective dispute-resolution mechanisms.

With the largest number of Muslims in the world, Indonesia has a number of gender equality features in its marital property regime. Among them is the concept of joint marital property (harta bersama). The 1974 Indonesian Marriage Law formally adopted the concept of co-ownership by husband and wife of property purchased during marriage. The binding Indonesian Islamic Compilation (Kompilasi Hukum Islam), which outlines the applicable family law for courts, also spells out the innovative doctrine of equal matrimonial property division.

While community property regimes in other Muslim countries were brought about by exogenous or secular pressures, the Indonesian experience emerged from within. Emanating from custom, adat, the concept is legitimized within the legal system as an Islamic institution. Though community property is “not regulated by the Qur’an or Hadith, nor in the jurists’ books, it is found in the adat of Muslim Indonesians and lives in the legal consciousness of Indonesia as an Islamic principle.” The Indonesian community of property system directly empowers Indonesian women and strengthens their land rights.

Innovative interpretations also apply to inheritance. The 1960 land law (Basic Regulations on Agrarian Principles) broadly recognizes the importance of women’s ownership of property. When one spouse dies, half of the joint matrimonial property will be transferred to the surviving spouse, and the remaining half will be added to the deceased’s harta bawaan and distributed among that spouse’s heirs (including the surviving spouse).

Indonesia also proves that accessible and quick dispute-resolution mechanisms give women an advantage. Indonesian women traditionally had the choice of taking property disputes either to the sharia or to secular courts (pengadilan umum) where they could rely on national law, adat law, or Islamic law. Studies confirm that women are more likely to use Islamic courts for the division of marital property and generally “they won more frequently than did male plaintiffs.”

Women often perceive Islamic courts as working in their interest, not because the substantive rules constitute an improvement over traditional rules, but because the courts can offer property divisions relatively quickly. The Islamic courts have demonstrated the kind of pragmatism necessary to deal with such a situation in the interest of the weakest party, instead of sticking to their doctrinal guns.

---


EGYPT

How the marriage contract was identified as a key instrument to rebalance the gender relations within the marriage and the land and property regime.

With more than 90 million inhabitants, Egypt is the most populated Arab country and is a major intellectual and religious reference in the region and beyond. Significant variations exist between urban and rural areas, or between upper and lower Egypt, but overall Egyptian society is characterized by patriarchy, and ownership of land and housing is a challenge for urban and rural women. In spite of non-discriminatory state law, less than 6 per cent of agricultural landholders are women.063 It is not considered socially acceptable for women to inherit land, especially in rural areas, and their share usually becomes part of larger family holdings managed by a brother or another relative. At times, families encourage daughters to marry a relative to ensure that land stays within the family.064 Where women do own land or other property, they often delegate the responsibility of managing it to husbands or male relatives.065 Another key challenge is women’s right to the marital home, which is the exclusive property of the husband. If a couple divorce, the woman has no stake in any of the couple’s marital assets and has no right to retain ownership interest in the marital home or any other property.

In the preparation of the Cairo International Conference on Population and Development of 1994, a group of jurists, civil servants from the Ministry of Justice and NGOs reflected on how to enhance the legal rights of both spouses. The key method proposed was to add specifications to the marriage contract, including on secondary rights issues. A list of seven issues to be raised in front of the spouses-to-be, in view of incorporating the answers into the marriage contract, were developed, assigning the task of asking these questions to the Egyptian marriage notaries.

Among these questions, some key ones relate to access to housing, land and property. For example, agreement on who keeps the matrimonial home and the household furnishings in the event of a divorce; and agreement that if the husband divorces his wife without her consent and with no reason from her part, she shall have the right to compensation, which they shall specify as a lump sum or a monthly stipend, in so far as this exceeds the rights established in law.066 A number of other conditions are also mentioned, including the right to continue studying, and other conditions, to be balanced all together as part of the marriage contract.

Egypt marriage contracts allow for the inclusion of land and property clauses, but this option is still used far too seldom by Egyptian women. More efforts need to be made to raise awareness on the importance of such instruments among the general population and the officials involved in the drafting and stipulation of marriage contracts.

Efforts should be made to see that such instruments are accessible and used by educated and less educated sectors of the society. In contexts where institutions are relatively effective, such as Egypt, a carefully negotiated and drafted marriage contract is enforceable throughout the marriage and after its dissolution, and it is an important and already available tool to increase women’s access to land and property.
6 LEVELLING THE PLAYING FIELD: REFORMING LEGAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE FRAMEWORKS AND INCREASING ACCESS TO CREDIT AND MICROFINANCE

This module analyses other important aspects not specific for the Muslim world that need to be considered to increase women’s access to land. Constitutions, policies, laws, land administration systems, access to credit and microfinance are presented and accompanied by some country cases.

6.1 CONSTITUTIONS, POLICIES AND LAWS

Repeal discriminatory legislation and developing and reforming national constitutions, policies and laws in a gender-responsive manner is an extremely important aspect of increasing women’s access to land and improving women’s conditions overall. The presence of gender-responsive constitutional, policy and legal frameworks at the national level is the most important condition for the sustainable improvement of women’s conditions, including in the land sector. As this applies equally to Muslim-majority countries and other countries, this report does not go into a detailed analysis of this topic, but the reader should not be misled by the length of this module and underestimate the importance of its subject.

Not all countries have written constitutions, but, where they exist, national constitutions outline the fundamental principles by which a state is governed and on which national policies and laws related to land are built. Gender responsive constitutions are not sufficient to advance the conditions of women, but a strong constitutional emphasis on gender equality and promotion of women’s participation in public and economic life of the country, for instance, can significantly contribute to the trickling down of such principles to policies and laws, including land-related ones.

The European Union defines a land policy as one aimed at achieving “certain objectives relating to the security and distribution of land rights, land use and land management, and access to land, including the forms of tenure under which it is held.” It defines the principles and rules governing property rights over land and the natural resources it bears, as well as the legal methods of access and use, and validation and transfer of these rights. It details the conditions under which land use and development can take place, its administration, i.e. how the rules and procedures are defined and put into practice, the means by which these rights are ratified and administered, and

how information about land holdings is managed. Land policy is contained in texts issued by governments and also “specifies the structures in charge of implementing legislation, land management and arbitration of conflicts”.

While it is very important that countries develop gender responsive and inclusive land policies, realistic expectations should be set when embarking on such processes, as they are lengthy and require significant human, political and financial resources to be sustained and to get positive results. It is not uncommon for such processes to take between five and ten years. International legislation and frameworks can help to model national ones in terms of content and guiding principles. Successful constitution, policy and law reform processes are inclusive, they benefit from the participation of different types of actors (e.g. government, civil society, private sector, academia, land professionals, etc.) and include women and women’s groups at all steps of the process.

A reform process that excludes women from the development phase is almost certainly going to exclude women from the benefits of its implementation. Implementation aspects (costs, capacity required, institutional infrastructure needed, etc.) have to be factored in from the beginning of the processes, to ensure that the intentions of the reformed frameworks actually translate into practical improvements in women’s and men’s conditions, with particular attention to the most vulnerable ones.

It is widely demonstrated that “gender neutral” laws and policies do not benefit women and men equally. This is because gender neutral approaches ignore the cultural and practical constraints women face in obtaining land rights, resulting in de facto negative discrimination against them. More proactive efforts to ensure that women actually benefit from equitable land reforms need to be made, including through affirmative action for women, gender quotas, increasing women’s representation in all processes, establishing systems of checks and balances, and carefully monitoring the results and impact of policies and laws on women. The types of challenges encountered in the implementation of land reforms globally can also be encountered in Muslim-majority countries.

Land policies are “further developed through legislation, decrees, rules and regulations governing the operation of institutions established for the purposes of land administration, the management of land rights, and land-use planning. To be effective, land policies must propose a practical and coherent set of rules, institutions and tools, which are considered both legitimate and legal, and are appropriate for different context and interest groups”. As noted for the constitutional reforms and illustrated in the Tunisia case, however, gender-responsive changes in land policy or legislation are important but not sufficient to improve women’s access to land; concerted efforts at different levels are needed. Awareness raising, education and capacity building on constitutions, policies and legislative frameworks in place are needed for the diverse range of actors that have a stake in the land sector.

## 6.2 LAND ADMINISTRATION

While the constitution, the policies and the laws give the overall direction of how land should be governed and managed, land administration sits within such frameworks and translates them into practice. “A land administration system provides a government with an infrastructure for securing land tenure rights, determining valuation and taxation of land, and managing the use of land and land development. It sits within the principles of responsible land governance and the overall framework of national land policies.”

Land administration also helps to reduce land disputes, protects public land, facilitates land reform, improves urban planning and infrastructure development, supports the protection of the environment and produces data which can be used to steer decision making. In countries where legal pluralism exists, such as in many Muslim-majority countries, some land administration functions are carried out by customary or religious institutions.

### Overall conditions for gender-responsive land administration

Women face many difficulties in dealing with conventional land administration processes. These processes are generally “gender neutral” and therefore they ignore practical and cultural constraints that women face in undertaking them. Land administration is generally excessively bureaucratic, time consuming and costly, all aspects that particularly affect women, the poor and disadvantaged groups, and de facto negatively discriminating against them. Further, women’s representation in land administration offices and related disciplines is extremely low, both globally and in Muslim countries; this renders such processes less gender-friendly and less accessible by women.

As described in the conceptual frameworks section of the introduction to this report, the adoption of fit-for-purpose land administration approaches by Muslim countries is considered to be a crucial step for improving women’s access to land and housing, if coupled with the commitment to promote women’s land rights. Fit-for-purpose land administration systems are simple and basic, can be set up within a relatively short timeframe and use a flexible and affordable approach to identify the way land is occupied and used - whether these land rights are legal or locally legitimate. The systems are set up to meet immediate land administration needs of the society and can be incrementally improved over time to include additional functions. A comprehensive description of fit-for-purpose land administration is beyond the scope of this report, but it is recommended that countries intending to

---

120 “Fit-for-Purpose Land Administration: Guiding principles for country implementation” (2016). UN-Habitat, GLTN and Dutch Kadaster International.
TUNISIA

How progressive national legislation is crucial but not sufficient to ensure women’s access to land and property, especially in rural areas.

Since its independence in 1956, Tunisia has worked towards gender equality by investing in education and regulating family matters. Polygamy, repudiation and the concept of obedience to the husband were abolished, the minimal age for marriage was set 18 years, and family judges for mediation between spouses were institutionalized. Reforms regulated access to land and property, such as the right to remain in the marital house after divorce for the mother who has the guardianship of children, even if the house belongs to the father. Amendments to the personal status code in 1993 introduced the “joint estate regime”, whereby spouses are obliged to cooperate and contribute equal resources in the management of the household. Couples also have the right to opt for the equal division of all property acquired during the duration of the marriage.

While separate marital property for assets acquired by the spouses during marriage is the usual regime, Tunisian law has created the legal possibility for spouses to draw up a framework for joint management and investment of assets acquired during the marriage. This agreement must be written in a document separate from the marriage contract, and the notary must notify the two parties of this possibility at the time of marriage.

However, this system is not compulsory and it depends on the will of both spouses. Like in Morocco, however, Tunisian brides seldom have the real option of considering community property regimes as there is no opportunity to study the contract in marriages conducted by the registrar, which are mostly held either in the bride’s parent’s home or at the mosque, and she is only given the completed document to sign.

Tunisia lifted all the reservations to the United Nations Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women in 2011 and, in 2014, adopted a new and very progressive constitution with a large majority. The document is particularly significant for Tunisian women as its provisions assure women’s equality, it explicitly commits to eliminating violence against women, promotes women’s assumption of positions of responsibility in all sectors, and makes provisions for the achievement of parity in all elected bodies in the country.

Participation by Tunisian women in social and economic life, however, is low and access to land and property is limited. As inheritance is the primary means of acquiring land rights in Tunisia, discriminatory succession norms have a particularly strong impact on property and land access for women. A village-level study in the Sidi Bou-Zid region found that inheritance accounted for over 70 per cent of land acquisitions in most villages studied, and in some cases for 100 per cent (e.g. in Miliet).

The study also revealed that customary rules excluding women from inheritance are followed in rural areas. When women marry outside the clan, they do not claim their statutory inheritance rights over land. Women, especially in rural areas, often renounce their inheritance rights in favour of male relatives to “keep land within the family” and because it is seen as inappropriate and an offence to male family members if women claim their rights to land.

Particular efforts will have to be made to change patriarchal attitudes and social norms regulating aspects of family life, such as inheritance, especially in rural areas. This is a challenge that is difficult to tackle as it requires holistic interventions that go beyond changes at the constitutional and policy levels alone, and requires a combined set of short-, medium- and long-term interventions.

The progressive constitution and national legislation are important for creating an enabling environment for women to claim and enjoy their rights, but such efforts need to be accompanied by complementary interventions and initiatives to realize their full transformative potential. Nevertheless, Tunisia is an inspirational example of change, and sets the scene for a more equal and gender friendly future for women in the Arab region and Muslim world overall.

068 “Gender equality in Tunisia: Social institutions and Gender Index (SIGI)”. 069 Joint property regime for spouses as in law no 98-94, 9 November 1998.

Levelling the playing field: reforming legal and administrative frameworks and increasing access to credit and microfinance

In its gender guidelines, the International Federation of Surveyors articulates the key tasks to consider for gender-inclusive land administration: establish land administration institutions that are responsive and accommodating to women and men; set up efficient, decentralized land administration agencies; simplify registration procedures, as women, especially the most vulnerable, are often unable to comply with excessive documentation requirements; refrain or consider carefully the introduction of procedures requiring financial compensation, as women often have limited access to financial resources; support women’s employment in land administration organizations (introducing quotas); ensure access to information for all; broaden land professionals and practitioners’ understanding and appreciation of what limits women’s participation in land-related matters and find means to include them in those decisions and processes; work with local communities and customary (and religious) institutions.

122 “Costing and Financing of Land Administration Services: Prioritizing service delivery options on a cost basis” (2017). Policy brief by GIZ/UN-Habitat, FIG, the Costing and Financing Land Administration Services tool is a decision-support tool. It assists policy-makers and land administrators to adopt appropriate technologies and methodologies for land administration services more efficiently; cost effectively and with options most appropriately tailored to national and sub-national contexts.
Levelling the playing field: reforming legal and administrative frameworks and increasing access to credit and microfinance

The land administration functions should be simplified, decentralized on the basis of subsidiarity, and harmonized. Statutory institutions should be linked with customary and religious “institutions” and processes where needed, to ensure that they are aligned and support each other, instead of creating confusions and overlaps (see also section 2.6). The mandates and procedures of land administration institutions should be made clear and simple, protocols should be standardized, local languages should be used.

Different sources emphasize the importance of removing practical barriers to women accessing land administration services, including dispute-resolution mechanisms (e.g. travel to main urban centres, language and literacy, childcare, the need to be accompanied by a man, etc.). Lack of personal documentation, such as birth certificates, personal identity documents and marriage certificates, is often an obstacle. Mobile local courts and registration offices issuing basic legal documentation (such as marriage, birth and death certificates) or lodging cases in the formal court systems could be considered in countries where the availability of land and land-related administration services is very low. The establishment of integrated and specialized services, such as one-stop land offices where all land services are under one roof, reducing the number of steps needed, is a good way to help women overcome the institutional and social barriers of accessing justice and get involved in land administration. Women working at front

124 The Food and Agriculture Organization and others.

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

How land administration services can be designed to respond to women’s specific cultural needs

Dubai is one of the Emirates in the United Arab Emirates (UAE). It has a booming real estate sector and a rental market that attracts investors from around the world. The Dubai Land Department has a specific service for women called Al Mahara, which is designed to cater to women’s needs in UAE culture.

A woman can fully access all the Dubai Land Department services and maintain her privacy at the same time; she does not have to visit the Dubai Land Department offices to use their land administration services and there is a direct phone line that can be used to speak to a dedicated Al Mahara representative. She can also be picked up from any point in Dubai by car to facilitate her access and use of the services. Further, she can get advice and support from Al Mahara on any real estate investment and any of the services available.

Since its establishment in 2015, Al Mahara has been used extensively: 136,723 women investors have undertaken 316,986 real estate transactions. Al Mahara also keeps gender-disaggregated information on the land transactions and supports women to participate in local and international events. Although it is designed to service well-off women, Al Mahara addresses some of the challenges faced by women in other contexts: limited mobility, the need for privacy, the need for dedicated communication and information channels, and the need for specific advice on land administration and land transactions.
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capacities in land administration also need to be further developed, both on the technical side to take full advantage of the new technological developments in open source software, the use of participatory and crowd sourcing approaches, and use of low-cost spatial data gathering methods, as well as on the “soft capacities” side, such as client orientation, communication and collaboration skills. All these recommendations have both a general application and an application in Muslim-majority countries.

Land reforms

Land reform is one of the possible avenues to address systemic problems and historical injustices related to land ownership, joint ownership or rights of use to the equal benefit of both women and men. Many of the land reforms initiated across the Middle East in recent decades, for instance, did not achieve much by way of redistribution, and certainly bypassed most women. In fact, the changing patterns of the economy – the shift from sharecropping to mechanized forms of production, as well as urbanization – consolidated land in the possession of men.126 The main beneficiaries of Egyptian127 land reforms in the 1950s were rural, middle-class men and, to a lesser extent, some rural working-class men. The small number of women who gained access to land was largely confined to widows as guardians of young sons, although not divorced women in a similar position, who were moved to protest about the law’s application in 1952. Equally, in Jordan, during campaigns for land registration in the 1930s128 and 1940s, women went to the courts and the land department to complain that “land which their male relatives were trying to register in their own names had been unlawfully taken away from them; in most cases, both the department and the courts sided with the women, although this did not lead to a scaled-up revision of the process in favour of women. It is not surprising, though, that these reforms did little to enhance women’s rights, as this was not their purpose.

More recently, in Pakistan, an attempt has been made in Sindh province to ensure that women benefit from land reform and redistribution processes. In the past, women had never even been registered as tenants and were therefore left out of reforms targeting landless people. They only inadvertently benefited from the ceiling on land holdings, which caused large landowners to divide their property between relatives in order to protect it.129 In 2008, the government in Sindh province created a programme to redistribute uncultivated state land, primarily to women. Part of the success is attributed to the advocacy campaigns carried out by civil society organizations that ensured a larger number of rural women could be included in government land distribution programmes and receive economic support to develop their land.

Overall, even if not widely used yet in the Muslim world to address women land rights, land reform is a valid avenue to increase access to land and other rights for women if gender-responsive provisions are more systematically incorporated to ensure that women are not left out of land reform processes. Meaningful participation of women in the policy reform processes and in the design and implementation of land-related processes is essential to ensure the gender responsiveness of the processes and their outcomes. Gender inequality is intimately linked with women’s poverty and exclusion, and with both the causes and the effect of women’s exclusion from decision making. The case studies presented in this report and other relevant work130 highlight these linkages.

Specific land administration tools and approaches

Gender considerations also need to be included in specific land administration tools and approaches. Valuation of land and property has an important role in protecting women’s rights in Muslim countries, especially in the context of inheritance. As illustrated in the Palestine case study, valuation should be an essential step for families assessing and allocating inheritance shares; women who still opt to renounce their shares need to be aware of the value of the land or property they are renouncing, and they should request adequate compensation (monetary or other). Valuation also has a role to play in other land-related processes, such as land readjustment and consolidation, expropriation and others (see below). It is important that social, cultural and religious values and considerations related to identity and community cohesion are taken into account along with the market value of a property.131 The valuation profession needs to evolve to accurately value registered and unregistered land and properties132 because when land is not registered it is much harder to value, which would negatively impact the ability of women to negotiate their inheritance shares, for example in the Palestine context.

Land-based financing, including land and property taxation, is a key element of land administration and is an important tool for local administrations to sustainably provide services for the public. Taxation has a significant impact on family decisions regarding land and property and therefore has an important impact on women’s access to land. Tax payment receipts, as utility payments, can prove ownership and occupation, and therefore contribute to tenure security. In this light, efficient and 125 “Governing land for women and men: a technical guide to support the achievement of responsible gender-equitable governance of land tenure” (2013). Rome: Food and Agriculture Organization.


130 “Realizing Women’s Rights to Land and Other Productive Resources”, (2013) UN Women and OHCHR.
How poor people’s and women’s access to land requires organized civil society and women’s movements to support the implementation of government-led land reforms

Equitable access to land has been a long struggle in Bangladesh, where agricultural and urban land is scarce and land prices are high. The constitution ensures that all citizens are equal before the law, but in this 90 per cent Muslim country, Islamic law and traditional practices govern matters of personal law, such as marriage, divorce and inheritance. It is not customary for a woman to claim her share of the family property unless it is given willingly, and women often surrender their right to property in exchange for the right to visit their parental home and seek their brothers’ assistance in cases of marital conflict.

As a result, in 1996, only 3.5 per cent of agricultural land was titled in the name of a woman and fewer than 10 per cent women had their name included on any property rights documents such as land titles, certificates, leases and contracts. In rural areas, women access land almost exclusively through their relationships with male family members, such as husbands, fathers, or brothers. In spite of the fact that women constitute over 54 per cent of the labour force on household land.

Seventy per cent of women work as unpaid family labourers and, when subsistence and income-producing crops are lost due to frequent floods and soil erosion, they often cannot receive compensation for losses because the land is rarely registered in their names. Even when women have the legal documents and deeds supporting their land ownership, the control of their land holdings is still with their male relatives, and therefore their economic and social status is still lower than that of male landholders. Women’s ownership of housing is only slightly higher than their ownership of agricultural land, and women are more likely to own the homestead if it is not attached to cultivable land.

Land reforms carried in the 1950s, 1960s and 1970s paid a lot of attention to equity and agricultural productivity, achieving some redistribution of land to the landless. In the 1980s, the government launched a programme to distribute state-owned land, known as khas land, to landless families. The programme led to the redistribution of 40 per cent of the available land over a period of two and a half years - almost 17,000 acres - to the benefit of over 167,000 landless people, and joint ownership was known as khas land. In the 1990s, the government provided legal aid to women so they could fight systemic corruption in the local land administration and hold local elites accountable through court processes. The successful case of Beel Kuralia documents how landless people succeeded and kept the land under their possession. The landless women’s movement, in particular, set an example for women’s socioeconomic empowerment as well as for the successful implementation of the Khas Land Management and Distribution Policy.

Another successful example of civil society mobilization for the protection of women’s land rights is the Madaripur Legal Aid Association (MLAA). It aims to create a network of informed Muslim women leaders who can address gender equity issues and property inheritance rights. MLAA has developed a unified network of women leaders from grassroots women’s groups, with which it provides information and logistical support for the promotion of women’s rights. MLAA conducted a field survey to assess awareness of property and inheritance rights and Muslim inheritance law among local women and the results were used to develop informational materials. About 300 leaders have been trained and 10,000 women informed of their rights. MLAA takes socioeconomic factors into account, such as when it had to take low literacy rates into account in its work to build networks of women leaders in local villages. According to MLAA, only about 20 per cent of rural women in Bangladesh are literate, making the distribution of written materials difficult.

In conclusion, even when gender-sensitive land reform processes are established, their enforcement is far from being guaranteed, particularly for vulnerable populations and women, and the active involvement of civil society organizations is crucial to ensure that the intended beneficiaries benefit from the schemes and that the gains made are not lost over time. For the most vulnerable, including the poor and the women, property-grabbing and disinheritance are dangers to be protected from through collaborative action. Mobilization of women leaders is key to achieving change or to protect the achievements made.
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How women’s education and political representation is linked to access to land and productive resources. The importance of inheritance and allocation of land by rural councils is highlighted, as well as the need to develop the understanding and capacity of local leaders and administrations in a context of decentralization.

A 90 per cent Muslim country, Senegal is considered to be one of the most stable countries in Africa, with good rule of law records and a democratic tradition. Female literacy, though, is a serious concern with less than 40 per cent literacy among women aged 15 years and above. On the other hand, Senegalese women are highly involved in economic life, with an employment rate of about 66 per cent, particularly women aged 15 years and above. On the hand, Senegalese women are highly involved in economic life, with an employment rate of about 66 per cent, particularly in agriculture. Senegal legal tradition is inspired by the French civil code. Under the Senegalese constitution and laws, women and men have equal property rights with regard to land ownership. Women are legally entitled to acquire and own land independently of their husband or male relatives, and to retain ownership and control over their own property after marriage.

As in many other Muslim-majority countries, the default marital property regime for civil marriages is the separation of property (Family Code, Art. 368), and it is the original owner who legally administers the property during the marriage (Art. 380). However, the man is legally the head of the household and so has greater access to agricultural inputs and, more generally, land and other resources. In addition, where the dowry system of marriage (Art. 385) applies, any property, savings, animals and other assets given to the woman upon marriage are to be handed over to her husband. Overall, land and property arrangements for married couples seem to have opportunities for improvement and the option of joint marital property would benefit that.

Further, in a country of many ethnicities and diverse land uses – from agricultural to pastoralist – traditional practices consistently overlook women’s decision-making over land. According to the agricultural census of the late 1990s, only 9 per cent of agricultural holders are women, versus 91 per cent of men. Women’s very weak representation in decision-making bodies seems to be one of the key causes of such inequalities. Rural councils are composed of elected councillors mostly made up of customary landowners and councils are the deliberative bodies of the rural communities that also look into land and spatial planning aspects, among other issues.

Although women are entitled to occupy official positions in these bodies, the number of women doing so is still only around 11 per cent only. At the higher levels the situation is much worse, with only three female village chiefs in over 14,000 villages. Women’s presence in municipal councils is around 27 per cent, while women mayors are less than 6 per cent of the total.

A study carried out in 2009-2011 shows that land is accessed by women and men in three ways: inheritance, allocation (by rural councils) and purchase. The majority of men – over 65 per cent - acquire land through inheritance; 25 per cent of them receive land through allocation, while less than 5 per cent purchase it. On the other hand, only 15 per cent of women inherit land, approximately the same percentage receives land through allocation (often collectively through women’s groups to which rural councils generally allocate small plots), while purchasing does not seem to be an option at all.

However, positive developments are also being seen. In 1964, most of Senegal’s rural land was nationalized; in 1996, as part of the country’s decentralization process, rural councils were given the authority to manage and allocate this nationally held land. By bringing decision-making close to the citizens, an opportunity for women to have greater access to natural resources, and more of a say in managing them, was provided. Government and civil society organizations recognized that gender-responsive constitutional and legal frameworks are necessary but are not sufficient to ensure the implementation of gender-responsive practices by themselves.

Awareness-raising and popularization of legal instruments and administrative practices are recognized as being important by the government, and government campaigns were set up to encourage leaders in rural communities to ensure that state laws are respected. The Senegalese Ministry of Justice created a website to explain to the public civil laws issues, including marriage, divorce, inheritance, etc. Brochures, administrative forms and standard letters to courts can be downloaded from the website. In addition, the vibrancy of Senegalese civil society actively advocates for women’s empowerment. In June 2013, a group of Senegalese NGOs with the coordination of the Association of Senegalese Female Jurists published a shadow CEDAW report calling for parity in participation in municipal, rural and regional councils; expansion of female entrepreneurship training, participatory and gender sensitive budget, and leadership, and the strengthening of formal and non-formal education.

These multi-sectoral efforts to advance women’s conditions and their access to land and property, in a context where national legislation and constitutions are supportive of women’s equality, is likely to start bringing about positive change if women’s representation and their level of education increases.
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sustainable tax collection mechanisms do not only contribute to functioning local administrations but also strengthen women’s and men’s access to land. From a broader perspective, it is also important that tax policies are conscious and informed by gender responsiveness concerns, such as tax exemptions or reductions for properties owned or jointly owned by women, incremental taxation, etc. Similar experiments have been introduced with some success in several Muslim countries.

**Land-use planning** is another important process that needs to include women, to consciously look at how women use and manage land, and to take care to ensure the protection of women’s land rights. In many countries, women and men use land in different ways, so equitable governance of land tenure requires gender-sensitive land-use planning.134

**Land monitoring** has the crucial function of providing decision makers and land professionals with an accurate picture of the level of enjoyment of land rights by women and gender-disaggregated land-use patterns. Collection, analysis and dissemination of gender-disaggregated data in all land administration institutions and projects, including on personnel, needs to be pursued by every country, and is also in line with the recently established Sustainable Development Goals and their monitoring framework. Gender disaggregation needs to be built into the design and setting up of land information systems and databases. The case study of the UAE demonstrates that this can be done in Muslim contexts.

**Gender-responsive land consolidation and land readjustment** have an important function in advancing women’s land rights in the Muslim world. The establishment of functioning land consolidation and land readjustment mechanisms in Muslim countries is also particularly important because the exclusion of women from inheritance is often defended with arguments linked to the prevention of land fragmentation and its negative consequences. Severe land fragmentation in many Muslim countries has been well documented. Though land fragmentation in urban and rural areas is a challenge faced by all societies, Muslim countries share additional common causes for land fragmentation, including compulsory Islamic inheritance rules, overlapping land tenure systems and community land-use patterns.135 Land consolidation projects in some Muslim-majority countries have had been partly undermined by perceptions that the measures somehow circumvent Islamic law and destabilize Muslim socio-economic order; on the other hand, there are examples of land consolidation practices in Muslim countries (e.g. Egypt, Iran, Jordan, Pakistan and Indonesia) and support the argument that universal and professional interventions are supported by Muslim conceptions and can be effective and innovative. Further, land consolidation and land readjustment could potentially benefit from land consolidation tools derived from customary or Islamic land law, such as pre-emption (shufa), which gives priority to the co-owner, co-sharer or neighbour to purchase land.

**Transparency in land administration** is an important factor that has implications for women’s access to land136 as corrupted practices erode the land rights of the most vulnerable and those less able to afford paying “extra” to access their land rights. Further, when land administration is opaque, it is difficult to know who is responsible for what, the steps, the time and the costs required to process transactions, means and routes of appeal in the event that decisions are unfavourable. Such lack of clarity affects women disproportionately.

### 6.3 ACCESS TO CREDIT AND MICROFINANCE

As with women in other parts of the world, in the Muslim world one of the bigger obstacles preventing women’s access to land, property and housing is a lack of the financial means necessary to purchase them. This is the result of wider causes: unemployment, low formal employment rates - many women work in the informal sector or as “invisible labourers” in family businesses or at home – the smaller salaries received by women compared to those paid to men employed in similar positions and, last but not least, the difficulties in accessing credit. A comprehensive analysis of how to improve women’s access to finance as a means to accessing land and housing is beyond the scope of this module, but many positive experiences undertaken by women in Muslim contexts have been documented.

The socio-economic impact of cooperatives for promoting and strengthening women’s access to land and its use in production, consumption and sustenance also needs to be recognized.137 Cooperatives can play an important role in increasing women’s land ownership and accessibility by providing solutions to a lack of funds to purchase property, accessibility to financing, the ability to rent and manage property or land for agricultural production and the ability to market the produce or invest in the property. Issues of poverty alleviation, employment, income generation, food security, social inclusion and empowerment can thus be resolved along with access to land by providing credit and financial services with minimal interest rates, or even no interest at all, as in the case of revolving funds and other complementary services (e.g. employment, provision of marketing services and means to overcoming local barriers in accessing markets, capacity development, etc.). Governments should encourage the formation of women’s cooperatives and increase the cooperatives’ access funds, soft loans, rotating funds and markets.

---
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ISLAMIC FINANCE AND WOMEN’S PROPERTY RIGHTS

A well-functioning financial system is vital for economic growth and access to land, particularly for disadvantaged categories such as the poor, women, youth and minorities. The correlation between enhancing access to finance and strengthening of housing, land and property rights is well known. According to data from 148 countries, especially in developing economies, women on average are 20 per cent less likely than men to have a formal bank account. A staggering statistic is that about 72 per cent of people living in Muslim-majority countries do not use conventional banking systems, which paints a dire picture of Muslim women’s access to conventional finance. The main reasons for this are financial illiteracy, obstacles to female participation and a general distrust of interest-based conventional finance which is seen as being un-Islamic. Thus, informal and alternative land finance in Muslim communities is extensive and needs closer consideration, and interventions need to be adapted.

Most Muslim countries have a dual financial system where both conventional and Islamic finance co-exist. Exceptions are Iran and Sudan, where only Islamic finance prevails. Since the global financial crisis of 2008, Islamic finance has seen an annual growth globally of 15-20 per cent reaching an estimated USD 2 trillion in the size of assets, and expanding into new Muslim and non-Muslim countries. Islamic finance is referred to as ethical finance owing to distinctive features such as prohibition of interest (riba), gambling (maysir) or excessive uncertainty (gharar) as well as investments in immoral, exploitative or proscribed ventures. Moreover, characteristics such as profit-sharing and participative finance render it well suited to land finance and development. Islamic finance has the potential to foster financial inclusion and augment women’s access to land and property. Islamic finance has demonstrated innovative gender equal private revenue streams as well as public funding, through sukuk (Islamic bonds).

In recent years, increased female entrepreneurship, innovative products and services and diverse financial offerings have enhanced financial inclusion and improved female access to land for Muslim women. Ninety-seven per cent of Bangladesh’s Grameen Bank borrowers are women—over 8 million people. For poor Muslim women, interest-based and Islamic microcredit, takaful (Islamic insurance), and zakat (alms) are vital funding sources for the alleviation of poverty, for livelihoods and for access to land. One of the challenges is to link innovative customary land tenure models and financial flows toward enhancing women’s access to property. For example, financing through waqf (religious endowments) land plays a part in strengthening property rights for all. As Islamic finance is expanding faster in most Muslim countries than conventional finance, an urgent endeavour is to explore how it could be harnessed to strengthen women’s access to land.

Further, the role of Islamic credit and microfinance in empowering women and men to achieve their life goals, including accessing land and housing, has been crucial. A comprehensive description of the topic can be found in Sait and Lim’s Land Law and Islam: Property and human rights in the Muslim world.

6.4 RECOMMENDATIONS

Reforms of the legal and administrative frameworks are required to level the playing field for Muslim and non-Muslim women and their access to land. The recommendations are:

1. Develop and reform national constitutions, policies and laws in a gender-responsive manner, through inclusive processes in which women and men participate. The explicit inclusion of affirmative actions and provisions to increase women’s access to land is required.
2. Repeal discriminatory legislation.
3. Translate constitutions, policies and laws into gender-responsive land administration systems that are less bureaucratic, faster, cheaper and do not require excessive documentation (fit-for-purpose land administration).
4. Remove practical barriers preventing women from accessing land administration services (e.g. the need to travel to main urban centres, language and literacy, childcare, the need to be accompanied by a man, etc.). Establish decentralized land administration offices, mobile services, dedicated services for women.
5. Simplify, popularize, translate documents into local languages and disseminate information on laws and procedures.
6. Support women’s employment in land administration functions and organizations.
7. Develop the land administration systems and the capacities of its personnel, both on the technical side to take full advantage of the new technological developments in terms of open source software, use of participatory and crowd sourcing approaches, and use of low-cost spatial data gathering methods, and on the “soft capacities” side, such as client orientation, communication and collaboration skills.
8. Make specific land administration tools and approaches more gender responsive and explicitly targeting women’s needs, including: valuation, land-based financing, land-use planning, land monitoring, land consolidation and land readjustment, etc.
10. Increase access to credit and microfinance for women, including through Islamic financing and through the establishment and promotion of cooperatives.
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The module does not give an exhaustive analysis of women’s conditions in displacement contexts and how to address them, but rather provides a short overview of the challenges and a set of recommendations based on approaches that have proved to be successful at increasing displaced women’s access to land.

7.1 THE NEED FOR A SPECIFIC FOCUS ON DISPLACED WOMEN

Accessing land and housing while displaced is challenging for everyone. For women, things are even harder as conflict and displacement exacerbate existing inequalities, gender discriminations and practical challenges. Displaced women and women living in conflict-affected contexts are among the most vulnerable, and in relation to their access to land, housing and property. Their HLP rights are violated by the parties to the conflict, at times by their national laws, and by their own communities and families. They face multiple discriminations: as women, as refugees or IDPs, as members of economically disadvantaged groups and as members of ethnic and or religious minorities. These layers of discrimination also limit the ability to access justice,138 travel to courts and pay for the hearings. Loss or the inability to access civil documentation, legal stay issues and statelessness also constrain access to land.

Protecting women’s HLP rights in displacement and conflict contexts is extremely challenging, but equally important. In the urgency of intervening in emergency situations, humanitarian actors often do not pay sufficient attention to housing, land and property rights interventions. Access to land and housing, instead, significantly helps women to survive displacement by reducing exposure to physical violence and other rights’ violations, getting out of the protracted humanitarian vulnerability, and starting the journey towards recovery and self-reliance.

Increasing women’s access to land in conflict-affected contexts also offers the potential for women’s empowerment. In spite of the extremely harsh conditions that women have to endure, conflicts also offer opportunities for change. Institutions can be rebuilt, gender roles challenged and women can take up non-traditional roles, often becoming the sole provider for the household by assuming men’s functions. The absence from their communities forces women into decision-making roles inside and outside of the home. Women who have been displaced are often exposed to

diverse ways of living and they learn new habits, customs, beliefs and ways of doing things, which enriches and diversifies their society and can lead to improved conditions for women, including their access to land.

### 7.2 WHAT TO DO

To secure displaced women’s access to land and housing, there is the need to look holistically at the different tenure options presented in this module or that exist in the specific displacement context, assess which ones are more practical, that have the potential to reach a greater number of women, can be made available in less time with simplified rules and procedures at limited cost, and assess which ones offer a higher level of protection from eviction and other hazards.

The avenues and considerations to secure displaced women’s access to land are not intrinsically different from those for women and men in other contexts, except perhaps in refugee camps. However, more attention needs to be given to appraising and mitigating the risks that have a particular negative effect on the enjoyment of HLP rights for women living in displacement.

Refugee and IDP camps currently host a large number of the displaced population, including women who need particular support to safely reach these locations and be adequately accommodated. In most cases, the populations living in camps have collective and temporary rights of use on the land where the camp is located. It is important that such land is not only free from natural hazards, but also free from the risk of attacks by warring parties or neighbouring communities. The terms of the use of the land need to be carefully negotiated by the organizations or institutions establishing the camps, considering that what is designed for the short term can ultimately need to last for decades and if the terms are now well defined, risk of evictions and further displacement may occur.

However, a large number of displaced women lives outside camps. In such cases, strengthening women’s rights of use appears to be the most feasible approach to secure women’s access to land and housing, especially in the short to medium term. This includes the removal of the legal or administrative blockages that prevent the displaced from renting land or housing, facilitating and supporting the use of tenancy and lease agreements (as illustrated in the Lebanon case study).

A wide range of use rights options needs to be developed to match the immediate and foreseen needs; the most used are the already mentioned tenancy and lease agreements, the provision of land/housing in specifically designated locations and buildings (e.g. public housing schemes), the brokering of hosting agreements with the local communities, the putting in place of systems for facilitating access to land and housing in specific locations, etc.

Information and support centres to help women to find out what their different options are and how to access them needs to be established.

While strengthening women’s right of use for the short and medium term, it is important to work towards removing the legal or practical blockages that constrain

women’s access to land ownership. The situation may vary for women displaced outside their country of origin and for those who are internally displaced. The former are more likely to face legislation that does not allow foreign nationals to purchase land or houses in the host country. The removal or mitigation of such policy or legal constraints should be addressed by the countries with the support of the international community.

Access to civil documentation for displaced women is still a serious bottleneck to be addressed to ensure access to land and housing and many other services, both in the area of origin and in the location of displacement. Women may have lost their identity documents, birth and marriage certificates while fleeing their homes, or they may have never had them. Mechanisms to ensure that such documents are issued or re-issued are essential and require coordination among organizations and institutions. Accessing civil documentation for stateless women and their children is particularly difficult and concerted efforts are needed to address this.

Support women’s access to justice, including through the provision of legal assistance, counselling, representation and mediation, encouraging the use of written lease agreements and removing practical and logistical barriers are also crucial aspects of the efforts to increase access to land for displaced women, as described in more detail in Module 2.

As for the loss of civil documentation, the loss of housing, land and property documents is a major challenge for displaced women and men. When communities are forcibly removed from their homes, they often do not have the time to collect their land and housing ownership titles, their utility bills or other documentary proof of land ownership. At times, the perpetrators of HLP violations destroy such documents on purpose, both those kept by the victims and at times also those kept by public land registries. The loss of HLP documents creates an important obstacle to return and reconstruction, and this can lengthen the period of displacement of many communities. It is therefore important to set in place mechanisms to protect HLP documents from destruction and support women and men to retrieve them. Such documents will facilitate the process of restitution in contexts where land and houses of displaced populations were occupied by individuals or groups who caused the evictions or who are affiliated with the evictions’ perpetrators.

Retrieving existing land and housing documents is not always possible. In most cases, displaced people never had them to start with. Alternatively, community led processes that can reconstruct the HLP rights of the displaced communities and provide evidence for it can be put in place. The case study of Iraq, for instance, shows how a displaced Yazidi community underwent a participatory enumeration process with the support of an innovative land administration tool to record their land ownership and obtain occupancy certificates that can be upgraded over time into full land titles.

---
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In both cases—where HLP documents are available and when they are not—restitution of the houses and land to the displaced is a key process that needs to take place in the medium to long term, but for which preparations need to be set up in the early stages of the crisis. The United Nations Principles on Housing and Property Restitution for Refugees and Displaced Persons, known as Pinheiro Principles and introduced in Module 2, is the key international framework that provides guidance on this.

It is important to note that, not unlike the dynamics encountered in accessing land administration services in contexts not affected by conflict, women tend to be alienated from restitution processes taking place after conflict and disaster, where the combination of practical, legal, political, economic and cultural challenges already faced in times of peace are made almost impossible to overcome.140 It is therefore very important that particular attention is given to ensuring that restitution processes do not discriminate against women.

To effectively address the housing, land and property rights of displaced women, it is also helpful to contextualize specific interventions in the broader dynamics.

The increasingly urban and protracted nature of displacement needs to be taken into consideration. Over half of the world’s displaced population is currently displaced in urban centres141 and when addressing the HLP rights of displaced women, the predominantly urban nature of displacement has to be taken into account to craft suitable options for accessing land and housing. For example, it might be more important to develop options that facilitate displaced people’s access to existing structures and sharing arrangements with the host communities, rather than developing separate, new solutions.

HLP solutions for displaced women and men need to have an increased focus on women and to balance the needs of the displaced and host communities. Affordable rental housing, the opening up of serviced land and investment in infrastructure, the provision of affordable credit, the refurbishment of abandoned property, allowing extra floors on existing housing structures, the rezoning of land for residential use, increasing population density by encouraging infill, subsidies for the upgrading of vacant and dilapidated housing stock, rental support grants, incremental tenure ownerships, change of use of public buildings are all some of the available options.142

Displacement is also becoming increasingly protracted and therefore short-term solutions requiring substantial and sustained external support are falling short of providing viable answers to displaced women and men. The viability of short-term solutions needs to be assessed against the value they can provide in the medium to long term, and scenarios need to be developed to assess what options would be more cost-effective and suitable over time.

Displacement needs to be recognized as both a humanitarian and a development issue, and some of the solutions and approaches that are developed for displaced populations and displaced women may also provide answers for migrants, local poor, newly urbanized communities, etc. and therefore they need to be looked at holistically.

The land administration systems need to be reformed to be able to adapt and respond to the faster pace of change required, especially in urban and peri-urban areas. This can include the simplification of rules and procedures for land transactions and land development.143

Land tenure arrangements and land ownership dynamics need to accompany physical planning and area-wide interventions to ensure that the solutions proposed are suitable and sustainable.

Land needs to be looked at from a multi-sectoral, area-based perspective in conjunction with other needs, including services and income-generating opportunities, to increase affordability and the resilience of the communities. Specific land interventions are to be integrated in broader urban management and growth strategies, in cooperation with municipal authorities, other relevant government departments and for a further institutionalization of practices.

Coordination across sectors and type of actors is needed.144


Displaced women: focusing on their access to land

IRAQ

How to pave the way to peace and stability by supporting the return of Yazidis in Sinjar District with the help of fit-for-purpose land administration

The Yazidi community in the Sinjar district of Iraq has experienced massive displacements in the recent decades, caused by historical injustices and by recent occupation by the so-called Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL). Discriminatory policies dating back 40 years denied them access to ancestral land or any formal proof of ownership, and forced them to relocate to collective townships in the 1970s. The majority of Yazidis have never been issued with certificate of ownership. In 2014, the escalation of armed violence and massive destruction of homes and infrastructure led to the displacement of over 3.2 million people. Following the invasion of Sinjar, an estimated 250,000 Yazidis were forced to abandon their homes and unoccupied Yazidi settlements were systematically demolished or seized and occupied by ISIL fighters.

To deal with these complex issues and contribute to the voluntary, safe and dignified return and sustainable reintegration of Yazidis in the Sinuni sub-district of Sinjar, in 2015, the Municipality of Sinuni and Mokhtars, Nineva and Dohuk Governorates, and the Ministry of Planning partnered with UN-Habitat, UNDP and GLTN in a project that incrementally addressed the historical discrimination against Yazidis with regard to housing, land and property rights, and the destruction of the housing caused by the conflict. The project applied a multi-dimensional approach that addressed basic services, emergency shelters, house rehabilitation and capacity development of local and national authorities.

The collection, consolidation and analysis of alternative and informal documents proving occupancy was undertaken using the Social Tenure Domain Model, a simple system that supports the collection, verification and recordation of land tenure rights in a participatory community-based manner. Occupancy rights were ascertained and it was ensured that houses planned for rehabilitation had no overlapping ownership claims requiring adjudication. Surveys of on alternative property documentation were conducted with community members and local authorities at the start of the project.

Community mobilization activities were carried out in the targeted villages and, due to the high level of displacement, visits were conducted in camps to inform the beneficiaries about the project, identify households whose houses had been damaged, and conduct vulnerability assessments to refine targeting. Technical rehabilitation was conducted through local contractors and with the direct involvement of returnees on the construction. The community members and local authorities have also gained better understanding of social tenure, tenure rights, land-related conflict prevention and technical standards for house rehabilitation.

In 2017, certificates of occupancy were issued to 300 households representing the first tenure documents that that this community has been given since they settled in the area in 1970s. This has facilitated increased the voluntary, safe and dignified return of the Yazidis. Through community-led verification of claims, issuance of certificates and mapping of plots, competing claims on land are addressed peacefully and land-related conflicts are prevented. Furthermore, female-headed households, including widows and households with young pregnant women, were selected as priority beneficiaries. This has thawed the local community's patriarchal perceptions of Yazidi women, as they are now accepted as owners of the houses. Lastly, the inclusion of private businesses and beneficiaries during rehabilitation supported the local economic recovery, created employment opportunities and offered on-the-job skills trainings for returnees, thus preventing future displacements related to economic security.

Working with local authorities and local leaders on HLP rights and the development of common criteria for asserting occupancy prior to rehabilitation activities strengthened the capacity of the municipality and Mokhtars to manage and mitigate property-related grievances and arbitrate on overlapping claims, and to advocate for the social tenure approach as a solution to address the absence of land title in Sinjar vis-à-vis regional and national authorities.

The approach contributed to the prevention of conflict related to land rights by ensuring that the returnees were the real owners of the houses and that their claims were officially recognized by local authorities, thus preventing future land grabbing, forced evictions and secondary and unlawful occupations. UN-Habitat is currently working with the Ministry of Justice to ensure that such certificates are transformed into full ownership titles by following the due institutional process and the approach is upscaled in the governorate.
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In all these measures and interventions, **explicitly targeting women** is essential to prevent humanitarian and early recovery interventions from overlooking or discriminating against women or vulnerable groups, perpetuating or reinforcing pre-existing patterns of vulnerability and disadvantage, strengthening the rights of those who are better off and more articulate while marginalizing the poor.  

### 7.3 RECOMMENDATIONS

Displaced women's access to land and housing can be promoted by holistic approaches that do not only look at the specific needs of women, but also take into account the increasingly urban and protracted nature of displacement, that balance the needs of the displaced and host communities, and that assess the viability of short-term solutions against the value they can provide in the medium to long term. To adequately protect displaced women and men, there is also the need to ensure adequate coordination among stakeholders, including humanitarian and development actors. Specific recommendations include:

1. Assess and identify which tenure option is more practical, can reach a greater number of women in a shorter time, with simplified rules and procedures at limited cost, while offering the necessary protection from eviction and other hazards.
2. Assess and mitigate the risks posed by the selected tenure option.
3. Focus on strengthening collective and individual rights of use.
4. Remove the legal or administrative blockages that prevent the displaced from renting land or housing; facilitate and support the use of tenancy and lease agreements.
5. Work on a range of additional short-/medium-term options: the provision of shelter in specifically designated locations and buildings, hosting agreements with the local communities, facilitation of access to land and housing in specific locations, etc.
6. Establish information and support centres to help women to find out what the different options are and how to access them.
7. Support the issuing of civil documentation, such as identity cards, marriage certificates, etc.
8. Support women's access to justice, including through the provision of legal assistance, counselling, representation and mediation, encourage the use of written lease agreements and removal of practical and logistic barriers.
9. Support the retrieval of HLP documents and reconstruct their HLP rights in the areas of origin, as a preparation for return.
10. Ensure that restitution processes do not discriminate against women.

---

This final section draws and summarizes the recommendations to increase women’s access to land in the Muslim world emerged from the previous modules and the country cases presented. Some of the recommendations are not exclusively for women in the Muslim world but also apply to women living in other parts of the world. Some of the recommendations, if implemented, would also benefit men, as well as families and entire communities, further strengthening the validity and importance of the findings.

8.1 THE RECOMMENDATIONS

Women’s access to land is one of the key elements leading to the full realization of human rights, social and economic development, peace and stability of women and other members of the society. This report has been written with this lens and focus, and in consideration of the fact that women’s access to land should not be seen in isolation from other crucial aspects, such as women’s education, empowerment, access to justice and job opportunities, rule of law, etc.

The recommended actions could be sequenced differently in different contexts. Some are for higher and broader level interventions (country wide, multi-stakeholder and multi-year); others can be implemented by small community groups at local level in a short period and with few financial resources.

In this module, the recommendations that can be implemented in a shorter time frame, with limited resources and with the involvement of a smaller number of stakeholders are listed first. The list of recommendations progresses to identify broader and deeper changes that need to take place in a society to ensure that women’s land and property rights are protected. Depending on the context and the type of actors involved, a combination of recommendations could be taken on board and organically acted on at the same time. The main areas of recommendations are:

- Advocating and raising awareness on women and land
- Learning to work in contexts with multiple legal systems
- Protecting women’s land rights at the time of marriage
- Protecting women’s inheritance rights
- Strengthening women’s rights of use to land and housing
- Providing practical support for women and women groups
Women and land in the Muslim world

Pathways to increase women’s access to land in the Muslim world: summarizing the recommendations

• Increasing women’s access to justice and dispute-resolution mechanisms
• Focusing on solutions for displaced women
• Improving the land administration
• Reforming constitution, policy and law

Advocating and raising awareness on women and land

Advocacy and awareness are needed on different but related issues. Some of the key issues on which awareness and advocacy are required include:

1. Raise awareness nationally and internationally on the importance of increasing women’s access to land for the broader social and economic development of the society, the realization of human rights, increased women’s empowerment and participation, protection from gender-based violence and health hazards, and to stabilize societies affected by conflicts;
2. Promote the awareness and understanding of relevant international frameworks at the international and national levels to stimulate debate and mobilize change;
3. Raise awareness of the importance of protecting and promoting women’s inheritance rights;
4. Advocate against the renunciation of inheritance rights by women and combat the negative perception of women claiming their inheritance rights;
5. Advocate for the registration of marriages and the use of written marital contracts that define the property regime chosen by the couple;
6. Promote joint registration of ownership documents or lease / tenancy contracts in the name of husband and wife;
7. Advocate for joint marital property as the preferred property regime option (or the default option) for couples getting married;

Learning to work in contexts with multiple legal systems

1. Understand the plurality of legal systems present in the context and strive to harmonize, reconcile and align them. In particular, it is important to clarify the interface between the different systems and their relevance and possible use in different circumstances to avoid forum shopping and jurisdictional confusion;
2. Understand customary laws and practices related to women’s access to land to adequately engage with customary laws and authorities;
3. Understand concepts and practices to increase women’s access to land in contexts where legal pluralism exists;
4. Assess which existing legal system offers better prospects in terms of time, scale, sustainability, level of knowledge of and acceptance by the local actors, enforcement considerations etc. When selecting the best framework as an entry point for action, humanitarian actors planning short-term interventions should think of the longer-term impact of their decision on development issues (e.g. if working with customary land, dispute-resolution structures will undermine the formal justice system in the long term);
5. Do not undermine the state institutions and laws.
6. Develop the capacities and mind sets of different actors engaged in promoting women’s land rights in legally pluralistic contexts to understand the complexity of the different systems and their interaction.

Protecting women’s land rights at the time of marriage

Marriage-related processes have a very important role to play in defining and improving women’s access to land, housing and property. It is important to raise awareness about it, develop the capacities and understanding of key actors involved in it, and ensure that the regulatory and administrative frameworks regulating marriage are adequately developed and implemented. Specific recommendations include:

1. Raise awareness among women, families and communities on the importance of marriage in defining land and property regimes of the family, the importance this has for the spouses and their children, the available options in their specific context and what their implications are for the couple. This can be done through public debates and discussions involving different actors, information campaigns, information and awareness-raising materials, preparatory courses, etc.;
2. Ensure that the spouses have basic identity documents, promote the registration of marriages and the use of written marital contracts and, when possible, make them compulsory;
3. Develop standard gender-responsive templates for marriage contracts that provide the different land and property regimes’ options available from which the couple can choose and their description, and record the one chosen, the dower arrangements, define the conditions for settlement of divorce, etc.
4. Promote the joint registration of land and housing in the name of both spouses;
5. Promote the joint marital property regime;
6. Encourage countries to include the joint marital property regimes in their legal and administrative frameworks, if not done yet;
7. Consider setting the joint marital property as the default option if couples fail to explicitly indicate their preferred property regime and the marital contract does not indicate otherwise;
8. Develop the capacities of judges, registrars and other public figures involved in contracting marriages on how to explain and guide couples on the property regimes available and on how to adequately record land provisions in marital contracts;
9. Develop the capacities of the judiciaries and traditional / religious dispute-resolution authorities to understand and resolve land issues related to marriage and divorce;
Protecting women’s inheritance rights

Inheritance constitutes the main avenue through which women in the Muslim world can access land ownership. It is therefore very important to protect women’s inheritance rights and, particularly, combat the renunciation of inheritance rights by women. Specific recommendations include:

1. Raise awareness among key actors to ensure that the issue of inheritance is understood, and that adequate attention is given to protecting and promoting women’s inheritance rights;
2. Develop the capacities of stakeholders dealing with inheritance issues to better understand women’s inheritance provisions under the different legal systems co-existing in their contexts. The key stakeholders include women and families as a whole, judges, religious and community leaders, and civil society and women’s organizations.
3. Align, harmonize and clarify the interface and the ranking of different coexisting legal systems about women’s inheritance rights;
4. Promote legal and administrative reforms to align national frameworks to international law in matters related to inheritance and women’s access to land;
5. Facilitate and support women’s access to justice. Provide information, financial aid, legal aid and practical support for women to claim their inheritance rights through courts or alternative dispute-resolution systems;
6. Promote gender equality in the inheritance of land users’ rights;
7. Promote a holistic view of estate planning and promote complementary mechanisms to increase women’s access to land and housing to counterbalance women’s lesser inheritance rights; these include the use of wills, gifts, dower, and others.
8. Combat inheritance renunciation and the practices of excluding female family members from inheritance, through increased awareness and access to justice, and through the introduction of a rigorous administration process to regulate requirements and steps for renunciation (including establishing clear requirements, timelines and procedures such as professional valuation of the properties of the deceased);
9. Carry out communication and information campaigns to change the negative attitude towards women who claim their inheritance rights;
10. Support women’s associations, community and civil society organizations with awareness raising, capacity development and funding.

Strengthening women’s rights of use to land and housing

A large proportion of women can only access land through their relationships with (male) relatives and it is therefore important to strengthen women’s rights of use over land and housing to improve their tenure security in the short-to-medium term. Specific recommendations are:

1. Analyse rights of use that are available in a given context and how easily, quickly and sustainably they can be strengthened;
2. Develop a better appreciation of the importance of rights of use to increase women’s access to land and provide solutions for large and rapid population movements and displacement;
3. Improve the understanding of how to maximize advantages and minimize the disadvantages of use rights to the benefit of different categories of women;
4. When possible, formalize and record rights of use;
5. Raise awareness and acknowledge the woman’s contribution to household income and wellbeing and link such a contribution to the protection of their land and property rights and status within the household;
6. Improve or develop lease / tenancy laws to ensure that they provide better solutions for women and men, including the displaced, and create sustainable win-win situations between landlords and tenants;
7. Strengthen and regulate further tenancy and lease agreements, simplify and widen the requirements for entering into such agreements, and provide legal support and mediation for their enforcement;
8. Promote written lease / tenancy agreements, support communities in getting information and guidance on how to use them, ensure that accessible and fair dispute-resolution mechanisms are in place and that women are supported in accessing them;
9. Promote the inclusion of women’s (and other members of the household) names in all types of land tenure documents (ownership, lease, occupancy, etc.);
10. Explore and promote communal land use for women or women groups, especially in rural communities;
11. Explore waqf arrangements in specific countries as an avenue to increase vulnerable women’s access to land;
12. Support arrangements for the settlement of divorce that include the protection of divorced women’s access to housing and land;
13. Facilitate and support women’s access to justice.
Providing practical support for women and women groups

The importance of providing practical and direct support at the grassroots level for women, women’s and civil society organizations involved in supporting women’s issues should not be underestimated. Some recommendations are:

1. **At the local level, establish and support women groups and organizations that can provide information, guidance and advice on access to land and housing and other forms of support for women;**
2. **Develop the capacity of existing groups and organizations to tackle land-related issues;**
3. **Provide different forms of practical support for women who embark on processes to claim their land rights, such as support for child care while women attend court hearings or dispute-resolution sessions, travel, accompaniment by male relatives or acquaintances to enable women to access land administration services, etc;**
4. **Provide shelter or a safe place to be for women facing violence and eviction in relation to land issues.**

Increasing women’s access to justice and dispute-resolution mechanisms

To protect women’s housing, land and property rights, it is crucial that access to justice and dispute-resolution mechanisms is provided. Specific recommendations are:

1. **Mobilize adequate human, financial, legal and technical resources to have functioning justice and dispute-resolution mechanisms;**
2. **Develop the capacities on land issues, gender responsiveness, protection of minorities, etc. of the different justice administrators and officers, including formal, religious and customary;**
3. **Improve legal accessibility, increase the legal literacy, simplification and popularization of legal texts, increase the use of local languages in legal documents, etc.;**
4. **Establish alternative dispute-resolution mechanisms when necessary;**
5. **Provide access to non-confrontational land dispute-resolution mechanisms that do not harm or put family relationships at risk;**
6. **In contexts where different justice and dispute-resolution mechanisms exist, align, harmonize, clarify the interface and the ranking of different legal systems and dispute-resolution systems;**
7. **Identify suitable transitional solutions in countries affected by conflict and having fragile institutions;**
8. **Monitor and collect gender-disaggregated data on the results achieved by different dispute-resolution mechanisms and use them to guide reforms and decision making;**
9. **Put in place a comprehensive range of complementary interventions to accompany formal and non-formal courts, including accessible and affordable legal aid, legal information and counselling, legal assistance, representation and mediation, listening centres or law shops, etc.;**
10. **Put in place different types of practical support that facilitate women’s access to justice (e.g. financial support, dedicated local initiatives, removal of barriers to travel or to seek independent legal justice and representation in courts, etc.).**
11. **Promote, strengthen and develop the capacities of women’s associations to deal with land-related and broader development and empowerment issues.**

Focusing on solutions for displaced women

Specific recommendations to increase displaced women’s access to land and housing include:

1. **Assess and identify which tenure option is more practical, can reach a greater number of women in a shorter time, with simplified rules and procedures at limited cost, while offering the necessary protection from eviction and other hazards; and assess and mitigate the risks posed by the selected tenure option;**
2. **Strengthen collective and individual rights of use;**
3. **Remove the legal or administrative blockages that prevent the displaced from renting land or housing; facilitate and support the use of tenancy and lease agreements;**
4. **Work on a range of additional short-/medium-term options: the provision of shelter in specifically designated locations and buildings, hosting agreements with the local communities, facilitation of access to land and housing in specific locations, etc.;**
5. **Establish information and support centres to help women to find out what the different options are and how to access them;**
6. **Support the issuing of civil documentation, such as identity cards, marriage certificates, etc;**
7. **Support women’s access to justice, including through the provision of legal assistance, counselling, representation and mediation, encourage the use of written lease agreements and removal of practical and logistical barriers;**
8. **Support the retrieval of HLP documents and reconstruct their HLP rights in the areas of origin, as a preparation for return;**
9. **Ensure that restitution processes do not discriminate against women.**

Improving the land administration

Improving the land administration systems in a gender-responsive manner is crucial to ensure women (and men) have better access to land and housing. The key recommendations, applicable to Muslim and non-Muslim majority countries, are:

1. **Render land administration more efficient, simpler, faster, cheaper (fit-for-purpose) and overall more accessible to women.**
2. **Remove practical barriers preventing women from accessing land administration services (e.g. the need to travel to main urban centres, language**
and literacy, childcare, the need to be accompanied by a man, etc.). Establish decentralized land administration offices, mobile services, dedicated services for women, etc.

3. **Simplify, popularize, translate documents** into local languages and disseminate information on laws and procedures.

4. **Align, harmonize, clarify the interface** and connect formal and non-formal land administration;

5. **Support women's employment in land administration** functions and organizations.

6. **Develop the land administration systems and the capacities of its personnel**, both on the technical side to take full advantage of the new technological developments in terms of open source software, use of participatory and crowd sourcing approaches, and use of low-cost spatial data gathering methods, and on the “soft capacities” side, such as client orientation, communication and collaboration skills.

7. **Establish gender-disaggregated data collections** in land administration processes;

8. **Make specific land administration tools and approaches more gender responsive** and explicitly targeting women's needs, including: valuation, land-based financing, land-use planning, land monitoring, land consolidation and land readjustment, etc.

9. **Monitor and assess the impact of changing customary land administration practices** on women's access to land, especially in contexts significantly affected by land-related changes (e.g. peri-urban areas, lands that are passing from customary land administrations to formal land administrations, locations where large investments take place, etc.).

10. **Ensure transparent, inclusive and gender responsive ways of formalizing customary rights**;

11. **Promote transparency in land administration**.

12. **Increase access to credit and microfinance** for women, including through Islamic financing and through the establishment and promotion of cooperatives.

**Reforming constitution, policy and law**

Developing and reforming national constitutions, policies and laws in a gender-responsive manner is an extremely important aspect of increasing women's access to land and improving women's conditions. Equally important is to be able to work in legally pluralistic contexts. The key recommendations are:

1. **Develop and reform national constitutions, policies and laws in a gender-responsive manner**, through inclusive processes in which women and men participate and different sectors of the society are included. The explicit inclusion of affirmative actions and provisions to increase women's access to land is required;

2. **Repeal discriminatory legislation**;

3. **Promote the alignment** of national constitutions, policies and laws with international human rights frameworks through concerted efforts and political dialogue;

4. **Amend citizenship and guardianship laws** to ensure that they do not constitute obstacles to accessing land by women and their children;

5. **Avoid polarizing the discussion** on different sources of laws, but rather promote practical approaches and foster dialogue among communities or groups with the common objective of increasing women’s access to land and, broadly, improving women’s conditions;

6. **Increase the knowledge of Islamic land law** in contexts where it constitutes an important element of allocating housing, land and property rights; this is particularly important for people in decision-making roles, such as judges or community leaders, but also for families, communities, civil society organizations and women’s groups that refer to Islamic land law in the management of their estates.
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UNITED NATIONS HUMAN SETTLEMENTS PROGRAMME (UN-Habitat)

UN-Habitat helps the urban poor by transforming cities into safer, healthier, greener places with better opportunities where everyone can live in dignity. UN-Habitat works with organizations at every level, including all spheres of government, civil society and the private sector to help build, manage, plan and finance sustainable urban development. Our mission is to promote socially and environmentally sustainable human settlements development and the achievement of adequate shelter for all. For more information, visit the UN-Habitat web site at www.unhabitat.org.

THE GLOBAL LAND TOOL NETWORK (GLTN)

GLTN is an alliance of international partners committed to increasing access to land and tenure security for all, with special focus on the poor and women. The Network has an established global land partnership, drawn from international civil society organizations, international finance institutions, international research and training institutions, donors and professional bodies. GLTN develops, disseminates and implements pro-poor and gender-responsive land tools. These tools and approaches contribute to land reform, good land governance, inclusive land administration, sustainable land management, and functional land sector coordination. For more information, visit the GLTN web site at www.gltn.net.
Women and Land in the Muslim World
Pathways to increase access to land for the realization of development, peace and human rights

This publication provides practical and evidence-based guidance on how to improve women's access to land as an essential element to achieve social and economic development and enjoyment of human rights, peace and stability in the specific context of the Muslim world. The challenges faced by women living in Muslim contexts do not substantially differ from those faced by women in other parts of the world: socially prescribed gender roles, unequal power dynamics, discriminatory family practices, unequal access to justice are the most common. However, 20 per cent of the world's population is Muslim and certain land-related patterns reflecting customary and religious practices emerge as common elements that create context-specific opportunities to meet these challenges.

This publication investigates these common elements, reviews international frameworks and national laws, and analyses a wide range of country experiences. Different tenure options are compared and special attention is given to the protection of women's land rights through inheritance and at the time of marriage, when the land and property regime of the family is redefined. Legal and administrative reforms, access to justice, credit and microfinance are presented as important conditions for change. Particular emphasis is put on the protection of displaced women's land and housing rights.